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Gravitational waves and cosmology



Gravitational waves and cosmology

• from observed GW signal from individual  
  sources (binaries) at cosmological distances  

e.g.  binary neutron stars (BNS),  
      binary black holes (BBH),
      neutron star- black-hole binary (NS-BH)…

1) properties of the Iate-time universe

[LIGO-Virgo: BNS event GW170817 with its EM counterpart;  
                    BBH and NS-BH events in GWTC-2 [arXiv:2010.14527].
                              Most distant source at distance ~ 5Gpc, i.e z ~0.75



Gravitational waves and cosmology

– FLRW universe: 

ds

2 = �dt

2 + a

2(t)d~x2

– Hubble parameter: H(t) =
ȧ(t)

a(t)

– redshift: 
– Hubble parameter
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H(z) = H0

h
⌦m(1 + z)3 + ⌦⇤(1 + z)3(1+w(z))

i1/2

Hubble constant

energy fraction in matter today

dark energy equation of state

1) properties of the Iate-time universe
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1 + z =
a(t0)

a(t)
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pDE(z)

⇢DE(z)

Characterizes local  
time-scale in universe  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c/H0 ⇠ Gpc



Dark energy

Gravity is an attractive force…  
=> So one would expect the expansion of the universe  
     to decrease with time.   
=> deceleration: in the past, objects were faster

(past)
[C. de Rham]

[2001, Hubble Space Telescope
Key Project]

• In the nearby universe (Hubble law)
vH = H0 ⇥ d



Observations indicate exactly the contrary!

– objects were slower in the past
– the expansion of the universe is accelerated.

(past)
[C. de Rham]



– ordinary matter doesn’t give rise to acceleration.  
– nor dark matter in which galaxies are evolving 
 
One idea: introduce a new substance — dark energy

• doesn’t interact directly with us

⇢ ⇠ 10�28kg/m3
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• is diluted everywhere in the universe with ~constant density 

Source of this acceleration?

= approx 1 mosquito / (10000 km)^3! 

One thing which dark energy is not… contribution of the Higgs boson to the vacuum energy:

⇢ & 10+29kg/m3
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Gravitational waves and cosmology

– FLRW universe: 

ds

2 = �dt

2 + a

2(t)d~x2

– Hubble parameter: H(t) =
ȧ(t)

a(t)

– redshift: – Hubble parameter
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H(z) = H0

h
⌦m(1 + z)3 + ⌦⇤(1 + z)3(1+w(z))

i1/2

Hubble constant

energy fraction in matter today

dark energy equation of state

1) properties of the Iate-time universe
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1 + z =
a(t0)

a(t)
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pDE(z)

⇢DE(z)

Characterizes local  
time-scale in universe  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c/H0 ⇠ Gpc

from observed GW signal from individual  
  sources (binaries) at cosmological distances

+ possibly modified gravity (modified GW propagation)

+ astrophysics, e.g. origin of black holes?  
                      e,g. distribution in mass of populations of binaries
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Figure 1. Graphical representations of the various mass distributions described in Section 3.1. Multi Spin, a model of both
mass and spin, is similar to the mass distribution of Power Law + Peak, with a sharp lower mass cutoff rather than the
smooth low mass turn-on.

two components: an isotropic component designed
to model dynamically assembled binaries, and a
second component in which the spins are preferen-
tially aligned with the orbital angular momentum,
as expected for isolated field binaries.4 For this lat-
ter component, the spin tilt angles are distributed
as a truncated Gaussian peaking when the black
hole spin is aligned to the orbital angular momen-
tum. We use this model in concert with the mass
models described above.

• Gaussian (5 parameters; Appendix D.2). While
the Default spin model is physically inspired, this
model, based on that of Miller et al. (2020), al-
lows us to fit the distribution of phenomenological
spin parameters �e↵ (“the effective inspiral spin
parameter,” Eq. 5) and �p (“the precession spin pa-
rameter,” Eq. 6), assuming that their distribution
is jointly described as a bivariate Gaussian. The
ensemble properties of �e↵ and �p allow us to con-
clude that the BBHs in GWTC-2 exhibit general
relativistic spin-induced precession of the orbital
plane (�p > 0), and that some systems have compo-
nent spins misaligned by more than 90

� (�e↵ < 0)
relative to their orbital angular momentum.

• Multi Spin (12 spin parameters, 10 mass pa-
rameters; Appendix D.3). This model allows for
multiple subpopulations of BBH systems with dis-
tinct mass and spin distributions. Specifically, this
model assumes a Truncated power-law mass dis-
tribution with the additional presence of a 2-D

4 Throughout the paper, spin tilt is measured at a reference
frequency of 20Hz for all events except GW190521, for which
the spin tilt is measured at 11Hz (see discussion in Abbott et al.
2020d). We verified that for GW190521, the difference between
the spin measurements at 20Hz and 11Hz are smaller than the
systematic uncertainty between the waveform models.

Gaussian subpopulation in m1 and m2, truncated
such that m1 � m2. While similar to the Power
Law + Peak mass model, there is no smooth turn
on and the mass ratio distribution is allowed to
differ between each subpopulation. Most impor-
tantly, the two subpopulations have independently
parameterized Default spin distributions. We use
this model to test whether the BBH spin distri-
bution varies as a function of mass as expected if
higher-mass systems are the products of hierarchi-
cal mergers.

3.3. Redshift evolution

• Non-Evolving (0 parameters). Our default
model posits that the merger rate is uniform in
comoving volume.

• Power-law Evolution (1 parameter; Ap-
pendix E). Following Fishbach et al. (2018), the
merger rate density is described by a power-law in
(1 + z) where z is redshift. Given the finite range
of Advanced LIGO and Virgo to BBH mergers, we
only expect to constrain the redshift evolution at
redshifts z . 1 (Abbott et al. 2013). The farthest
event in our analysis is likely GW190706_222641,
at redshift z = 0.79

+0.31
�0.28.

4. METHOD
We adopt a hierarchical Bayesian approach, marginal-

izing over the properties of individual events to measure
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 overlapping so much that individual waves not detectable
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.

W ϵ, contracting [∂µT µν ]
fluid

with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power

spectrum per logarithmic frequency interval is

dρGW(k)

d ln k
=
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
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tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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fluid

with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.

W ϵ, contracting [∂µT µν ]
fluid

with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
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The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
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∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power

spectrum per logarithmic frequency interval is

dρGW(k)

d ln k
=

1

32πGL3

k3

(2π)3

!

dΩ
"

"

"
ḣlm(t,k)

"

"

"

2

. (8)

We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities

Phase Transitions

Inflationary Period Preheating

Cosmic Defects

EXPECTATIONs of (p)REHEATING: SubH-GW

At k
i

: '
ki , nki ⇠ eµ(k,t)t ) Inhomogeneities:

⇢
L

i

⇠ 1/k
i

�⇢/⇢ & 1

GW from RELATIVISTIC WAVES of MATTER

Ga-Bellido et al ’02 (Hybrid Scenario: � ⇡ 0.1, V EV = 10�3M
p

)
(Image: Google Search) (Fig. credit: Phys.Rev. D67 103501)

(Image: Daverio et al, 2013)(Image: PRL 112 (2014) 041301)

• not individual sources, but observation of a stochastic GW background (SGWB) of cosmological origin  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– reminder: particles which decouple from primordial plasma at                or t ⇠ tdec T ⇠ Tdec

give snapshot of state of universe at that time.  
 

• In thermal equilibrium when
 For light/massless particles 
 at temperature T

Number density 
of particles

X-section
for interaction

typical velocity

n ⇠ T 3

v ⇠ 1
H2 ⇠ T 4M�2

Pl

� ⇠ H

rate of process
maintaining thermal
equilibrium

they are coupled and interactions obliterate all information.
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and drop out when

• Gravitons 
✓
�

H

◆

graviton

⇠
✓

T

M
Pl

◆
3

– gravitons decoupled below Planck scale!
– do not loose memory of conditions when produced
– retain spectrum/shape/typical frequency & intensity of physics at corresponding high energy scales.
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• Neutrinos: � ⇠ G2
FT

2
✓
�

H

◆

neutrino

⇠
✓

T

1MeV

◆
3
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– if SGWB can be detected,  information on universe at early times.  
– Huge potential to bring information on high energy phenomena in Early universe, at times even  
earlier than the CMB.



Gravitational waves and cosmology

Iate-time universe

Stochastic background 
of GWs of cosmological origin

Very early universe

– quantum processes during inflation 
– primordial black holes 
– Phase transitions in Early universe
– topological defects, eg cosmic strings
– …..

t & tPl

– Expansion rate
–      , Hubble constant
– 
– beyond    
       dark energy         and dark matter
– modified gravity (modified GW propagation)
– astrophysics; eg BH populations, PISN mass gap?
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H0
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⇤CDM
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w(z)

Individual sources
and populations of sources
at cosmological distances
e.g.  binary neutron stars (BNS),  
      binary black holes (BBH),
      neutron star- black-hole binary (NS-BH)…



Plan

Part 1) Late time cosmology with GWs

1) Status on cosmological parameters.  
2) Binaries: Characteristic scales and detectors.
3) gravitational waveform in an expanding universe  
4) distance measurements with GWs; accuracy? 
5) Determining the redshift, 4 methods.
6) tests of modified gravity with GWs

Part 2) probing the very early universe with GWs



• Blue: determined from nearby 
universe with a calibration based  
on the Cepheid distance scale :  
distance ladder. 

• Red: from early universe  
CMB physics, assumes LCDM

Hubble is interesting science

•      is a fundamental quantity in cosmologyH0

• currently there 
is tension 
between CMB 
and SN 
measurements 

• Plot from 
Wendy 
Freedman 
(2017)

[W.Freedman, 1706.02739]

H0

H0 = 74.0± 1.4 km/s/Mpc
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[SH0ES collaboration,  
Reiss et al]

H0 = 67.74± 0.46 km/s/Mpc

[Planck collaboration]H0 ⇠ 500km/s/Mpc[Hubble, 1929]

1) Status on cosmological parameters.  
 Value of



• In the nearby universe vH = H0 ⇥ d

     
radial Hubble flow velocity  

measuring distances  
in cosmology
particularly difficult

vH = c z

(On larger distance scales, more general relation,  
depending on matter content of universe, curvature.)

z from doppler effect: photons,  
whilst they propagate to us, loose energy

standard candles, of known luminosity and  
spectrum:  Cepheid variables and type 1a 
supernovae.
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fO =
fS

(1 + z)

Stellar Parallax Measurement of Cepheid Variable
Earth
(June)

Earth
(December)

Cepheid

Sun

Three Steps
to Measuring

the Hubble Constant

Galaxies hosting
Cepheids and

Type Ia
supernovae

Distant galaxies in the
expanding universe

hosting Type Ia
supernovae

Light redshifted (stretched) by expansion of space

Short-period Cepheid

Long-period Cepheid 0  –
10 K  LY 10 Thousand – 100 Million Light-years 100 Million  – 1 Billion Light-years

N E W  PA R A L L A X  L I M I T

O L D
PA R A L L A X  

L I M I T

Measurement of dL(z): standard candles

Nobel prize in physics 2011: 
discovery of the late-time acceleration of the universe

Riess et al. 1998 Perlmutter et al. 1999



• Tension between measurements  
that calculate the sound horizon  
at decoupling (+assumption of  
Lambda CDM) and those that  
do not.  

The Hubble tension

Tensions between the 
Early and the Late 

Universe 
L. Verde, T. Treu, A. Riess, 

arXiv:1907.10625 

The tension is between the measurements that require calculating r* and rdrag
and those that do not

Hubble constant tension

• Physics beyond the current standard model of cosmology e.g. exotic early dark energy?  
  modified gravity? Magnetic fields?

Real discrepancy or unknown 
systematic errors?

[Verde, Treu and Reiss
1907.10625]

Carnegie-Chicago  
Hubble Program 

1907.05922

[1908.03663]
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The measurement of the GW polarization is cru-
cial for inferring the binary inclination. This in-
clination, ◆, is defined as the angle between the
line of sight vector from the source to the detec-
tor and the orbital angular momentum vector of
the binary system. For electromagnetic (EM) phe-
nomena it is typically not possible to tell whether a
system is orbiting clockwise or counter-clockwise
(or, equivalently, face-on or face-off), and sources
are therefore usually characterized by a viewing
angle: min (◆, 180� � ◆). By contrast, GW mea-
surements can identify the sense of the rotation,
and thus ◆ ranges from 0 (counter-clockwise) to
180 deg (clockwise). Previous GW detections by
LIGO had large uncertainties in luminosity dis-
tance and inclination (Abbott et al. 2016a) because
the two LIGO detectors that were involved are
nearly co-aligned, preventing a precise polariza-
tion measurement. In the present case, thanks to
Virgo as an additional detector, the cosine of the
inclination can be constrained at 68.3% (1�) con-
fidence to the range [�1.00,�0.81] corresponding
to inclination angles between [144, 180] deg. This
implies that the plane of the binary orbit is almost,
but not quite, perpendicular to our line of sight
to the source (◆ ⇡ 180 deg), which is consistent
with the observation of a coincident GRB (LVC,
GBM, & INTEGRAL 2017 in prep.; Goldstein et
al. 2017, ApJL, submitted; Savchenko et al. 2017,
ApJL, submitted). We report inferences on cos ◆

because our prior for it is flat, so the posterior is
proportional to the marginal likelihood for it from
the GW observations.

EM follow-up of the GW sky localization re-
gion (Abbott et al. 2017c) discovered an opti-
cal transient (Coulter et al. 2017; Soares-Santos
et al. 2017; Valenti et al. 2017; Arcavi et al. 2017;
Tanvir et al. 2017; Lipunov et al. 2017) in close
proximity to the galaxy NGC 4993. The location
of the transient was previously observed by the
Distance Less Than 40 Mpc (DLT40) survey on
2017 July 27.99 UT and no sources were found
(Valenti et al. 2017). We estimate the probability

Figure 1. GW170817 measurement of H0. Marginal-
ized posterior density for H0 (blue curve). Constraints
at 1- and 2� from Planck (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016) and SHoES (Riess et al. 2016) are shown in
green and orange. The maximum a posteriori value
and minimal 68.3% credible interval from this PDF is
H0 = 70.0+12.0

�8.0 km s

�1
Mpc

�1. The 68.3% (1�) and
95.4% (2�) minimal credible intervals are indicated by
dashed and dotted lines.

of a random chance association between the opti-
cal counterpart and NGC 4993 to be 0.004% (see
the Methods section for details). In what follows
we assume that the optical counterpart is associ-
ated with GW170817, and that this source resides
in NGC 4993.

To compute H0 we need to estimate the back-
ground Hubble flow velocity at the position of
NGC 4993. In the traditional electromagnetic cal-
ibration of the cosmic “distance ladder” (Freed-
man et al. 2001), this step is commonly carried
out using secondary distance indicator informa-
tion, such as the Tully-Fisher relation (Sakai et al.
2000), which allows one to infer the background
Hubble flow velocity in the local Universe scaled
back from more distant secondary indicators cal-
ibrated in quiet Hubble flow. We do not adopt
this approach here, however, in order to preserve
more fully the independence of our results from
the electromagnetic distance ladder. Instead we
estimate the Hubble flow velocity at the position

First measurement of H0 using GW170817
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H0 = 69+17
�8 km/Mpc/s

vH = H0 ⇥ d

[1710.05835]

Hubble constant with GWs from  
 binaries



2) GWs from binaries: Characteristic scales?Waveforms
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Credit: Carl Rodriguez 

• If spins are not aligned wrt orbital angular momentum:
orbital precession around total momentum

• Signal = superposition of orbital harmonics, 
dominant is 2 x orb. freq. 

[Babak et al. 2016; Cotesta et al. 2018, 2020, Ossokine et al. 2020]

[Khan et al. 2020]
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Earth-based interferometers

arm length L = 4 km 

frequency range of detection:  
10 Hz < f < 5kHZ

• Black hole coalescing binaries of masses few to hundred solar masses  
• Neutron Star and NS-BH binaries / SN explosions 
• Stochastic GW background

aLIGO/aVirgo 3rd generation (ET, CE…)

arm length L = 3 km 

frequency range of detection:  
1 Hz < f < 104 HZ

http://www.et-gw.eu/index.phphttps://www.ligo.org/

DETECTION TARGETS:
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LISA: Laser Interferometer Space Antenna

10�4 Hz < f < 1 Hz

frequency range of detection:

• no seismic noise  
• much longer arms than on Earth

• Launch in ~2034 
• two masses in free fall per spacecraft  
• 2.5 million km arms 
• picometer displacement of masses

Space-based interferometers

DECI-Hertz Observatories Arm-length ~ 108 m 

LISA collaboration arXiv:1702.00786

See e.g. arXiv:1908.11375
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10�4 Hz < f < 1 Hz

frequency range of detection:

• no seismic noise  
• much longer arms than on Earth

• Launch in ~2034 
• two masses in free fall per spacecraft  
• 2.5 million km arms 
• picometer displacement of masses

Space-based interferometers

DECI-Hertz Observatories Arm-length ~ 108 m 

LISA collaboration arXiv:1702.00786

See e.g. arXiv:1908.11375
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1Hz < f < 104 Hz
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10Hz < f < 5 kHz



Figure 1. The strain sensitivities of advanced and 3G GW detectors. For ET we use the ET-D
sensitivity curve.

Next, for each BNS generated by this procedure, we determine if its resultant GW
emission is detectable with a given GW detector network. We consider three cases: (1) a
2G network composed by advanced LIGO-Hanford+advanced LIGO-Livingston+advanced
Virgo+Kagra+LIGO India (HLVKI). (2) A single 3G detector, chosen according to current
estimates for the sensitivity of the Einstein Telescope. (3) A three-detector network made by
ET and two CE. The sensitivity curves that we use are shown in Fig. 1.5 The signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), ⇢a, detected by matched filtering with an optimum filter in the ideal case of
Gaussian noise, in a detector labeled a, is

⇢2a = 4

Z 1

0

df
|F

+,ah̃+ + F⇥,ah̃⇥|2
Sn,a

, (2.6)

where f is the GW frequency in the observer frame, h̃
+

and h̃⇥ the Fourier transforms of
the GW strain amplitudes of + and ⇥ polarizations, F

+,a and F⇥,a are the antenna response
functions to the GW + and ⇥ polarizations, and Sn,a(f) is the one-sided noise power spectral
density (PSD) of detector a. The coherent SNR, assuming uncorrelated noises among the
detectors, is simply given by the quadrature sum of the individual SNRs, ⇢2

tot

=
P

a ⇢
2

a. The
triangular configuration of ET provides three independent di↵erential signals between the
arms, equivalent to three detectors, and again the coherent SNR is given by the quadrature
sum of the individual SNRs for these three equivalent detectors.

For low-mass systems such as BNS the SNR in one detector is dominated by the inspiral
part of the signal and is then given

⇢2a =
5

6

[GM(1 + z)]5/3F2

a

c3⇡4/3d2L(z)

Z f
insp

(z)

f
min

df
f�7/3

Sn,a(f)
. (2.7)

5The ET and CE sensitivity curves, as well as the assumed locations of ET (in Europe) and two CE (in
the US) correspond to the choices currently used to develop the Science Case for 3G detectors.
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Fig. 1 GW waveforms from the Effective one body analytical model (left) and numerical relativity
simulations (right) for binary. The different lines in the left panel indicates the three phases of the
waveform. Figure from [? ].

assuming z ⌧ 1). The reader is referred to e.g. [? ? ? ] for an in-depth presentation.
For a standard siren of total mass M = m1+m2, simple dimensional arguments give
a characteristic frequency f ⇠ c3/GM. In fact, the frequency of the emitted GW
increases with time during the inspiral (figure 1) and, assuming the merger occurs at
the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO), the corresponding merger frequency is

fmerger =
1

63/2p

✓
c3

GM

◆
. (16)

A typical BNS with m1,2 ⇠ 1.4M� has fmerger ⇠ 1.5 kHz, which falls in the upper
part of the LIGO-Virgo frequency band. For supermassive BBH with M ⇠ 106M�,
fmerger ⇠ 10�3Hz which falls in the LISA band.

If GWs from an inspiraling binary system enter the frequency band of a detector
at observed frequency flow, the observation time (or time to merger) is given by

T ⇠ 10�3 f �8/3
low

✓
c3

GM

◆5/3

. (17)

where

M =
(m1m2)3/5

(m1 +m2)1/5 (18)

is the source-frame chirp mass. As expected, the heavier the binary, the smaller the
observation time. For a BNS entering the LIGO-Virgo detector window at observed
frequency f ⇠ 20 Hz, the observation time is T ⇠ 4 min. A BBH with M ⇠ 30M�
would be observed for T ⇠ 0.01 s.

Finally, at a distance dL from the source, the amplitude of the GW emitted with
frequency f is

h ⇠ 4c
dL

✓
GM

c3

◆5/3
(p f )2/3. (19)

M=total mass
Follows from Keplers laws

• BNS, 
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m1,2 ⇠ 1.4M�
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fmerger ⇠ 1.5 kHz

• stellar mass BHs, 
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fmerger ⇠ 60Hz

• Merger frequency: Assuming merger at innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO)

The future

26

Third-generation detectors

Space-based detectors

Second-generation detectors

Covid-19

arXiv:1304.0670
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– Focus on the inspiral phase.
– Initially neglect expansion (z<<1)

dominant quadrupolar mode calculated in previous lectures; to lowest order in the Newtonian 
expansion,  for point particles of mass m1 and m2;  no tidal effects, no spins,…, assuming circular orbit; and using quadrupole formula
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Step 1:  circular orbit

We assume that the relative coordinate         describes a circle

The trajectory is fixed         no backreaction from GW emission

x0(t)

h+(t, θ,ϕ) =
4

r
(GMc)

5/3(πfGW)2/3
1 + cos2 θ

2
cos

!
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h×(t, θ,ϕ) =
4

r
(GMc)

5/3(πfGW)2/3 cos θ sin
!

2πfGWtret + 2ϕ
"

θ

ϕ

x0(t) = R cos (ωBt+ π/2)

y0(t) = R sin (ωBt+ π/2)

fGW =
ωGW

2π
=

2ωB

2π
Mc =

(m1m2)3/5

(m1 +m2)1/5
chirp mass
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Fig. 1 GW waveforms from the Effective one body analytical model (left) and numerical relativity
simulations (right) for binary. The different lines in the left panel indicates the three phases of the
waveform. Figure from [? ].

assuming z ⌧ 1). The reader is referred to e.g. [? ? ? ] for an in-depth presentation.
For a standard siren of total mass M = m1+m2, simple dimensional arguments give
a characteristic frequency f ⇠ c3/GM. In fact, the frequency of the emitted GW
increases with time during the inspiral (figure 1) and, assuming the merger occurs at
the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO), the corresponding merger frequency is

fmerger =
1

63/2p

✓
c3

GM

◆
. (16)

A typical BNS with m1,2 ⇠ 1.4M� has fmerger ⇠ 1.5 kHz, which falls in the upper
part of the LIGO-Virgo frequency band. For supermassive BBH with M ⇠ 106M�,
fmerger ⇠ 10�3Hz which falls in the LISA band.

If GWs from an inspiraling binary system enter the frequency band of a detector
at observed frequency flow, the observation time (or time to merger) is given by

T ⇠ 10�3 f �8/3
low

✓
c3

GM

◆5/3

. (17)

where

M =
(m1m2)3/5

(m1 +m2)1/5 (18)

is the source-frame chirp mass. As expected, the heavier the binary, the smaller the
observation time. For a BNS entering the LIGO-Virgo detector window at observed
frequency f ⇠ 20 Hz, the observation time is T ⇠ 4 min. A BBH with M ⇠ 30M�
would be observed for T ⇠ 0.01 s.

Finally, at a distance dL from the source, the amplitude of the GW emitted with
frequency f is

h ⇠ 4c
dL

✓
GM

c3

◆5/3
(p f )2/3. (19)

M=total mass
Follows from Keplers laws
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○

z = 3
107 106 105M⊙

z = 1.2

LISA

• Merger frequency: Assuming merger at innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO)

The future
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Third-generation detectors

Space-based detectors

Second-generation detectors

Covid-19

arXiv:1304.0670

– Focus on the inspiral phase.
– Initially neglect expansion (z<<1)

dominant quadrupolar mode calculated in previous lectures; to lowest order in the Newtonian 
expansion,  for point particles of mass m1 and m2;  no tidal effects, no spins,…, assuming circular orbit; and using quadrupole formula
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Step 1:  circular orbit

We assume that the relative coordinate         describes a circle

The trajectory is fixed         no backreaction from GW emission
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h+(t, θ,ϕ) =
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y0(t) = R sin (ωBt+ π/2)

fGW =
ωGW

2π
=

2ωB
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Mc =

(m1m2)3/5

(m1 +m2)1/5
chirp mass



If GWs enter frequency band of a detector at observed frequency 
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• BNS, entering LIGO-Virgo detector window at observed frequency  
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T ⇠ 5 days

=> cannot neglect the rotation of the earth 

=>Given the merger rates for BNS, BBH and BH-NS,  
expect a typical  BNS signal will be overlapped by a number  
of BBH signals, which may merge at similar times
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T ⇠ 0.1 s

Figure 1. The strain sensitivities of advanced and 3G GW detectors. For ET we use the ET-D
sensitivity curve.

Next, for each BNS generated by this procedure, we determine if its resultant GW
emission is detectable with a given GW detector network. We consider three cases: (1) a
2G network composed by advanced LIGO-Hanford+advanced LIGO-Livingston+advanced
Virgo+Kagra+LIGO India (HLVKI). (2) A single 3G detector, chosen according to current
estimates for the sensitivity of the Einstein Telescope. (3) A three-detector network made by
ET and two CE. The sensitivity curves that we use are shown in Fig. 1.5 The signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), ⇢a, detected by matched filtering with an optimum filter in the ideal case of
Gaussian noise, in a detector labeled a, is

⇢2a = 4

Z 1

0

df
|F

+,ah̃+ + F⇥,ah̃⇥|2
Sn,a

, (2.6)

where f is the GW frequency in the observer frame, h̃
+

and h̃⇥ the Fourier transforms of
the GW strain amplitudes of + and ⇥ polarizations, F

+,a and F⇥,a are the antenna response
functions to the GW + and ⇥ polarizations, and Sn,a(f) is the one-sided noise power spectral
density (PSD) of detector a. The coherent SNR, assuming uncorrelated noises among the
detectors, is simply given by the quadrature sum of the individual SNRs, ⇢2

tot

=
P

a ⇢
2

a. The
triangular configuration of ET provides three independent di↵erential signals between the
arms, equivalent to three detectors, and again the coherent SNR is given by the quadrature
sum of the individual SNRs for these three equivalent detectors.

For low-mass systems such as BNS the SNR in one detector is dominated by the inspiral
part of the signal and is then given

⇢2a =
5

6

[GM(1 + z)]5/3F2

a

c3⇡4/3d2L(z)

Z f
insp

(z)

f
min

df
f�7/3

Sn,a(f)
. (2.7)

5The ET and CE sensitivity curves, as well as the assumed locations of ET (in Europe) and two CE (in
the US) correspond to the choices currently used to develop the Science Case for 3G detectors.
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• Supermassive BBHs, 
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• stellar mass BHs entering LISA detector window
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f
low

⇠ 10�2 Hz

[A Sesana 
arXiv:1702.04356]

Extra term in the waveform phase

• if not accounted for, it can introduce a bias on the binary parameters (time to coalescence,..)

• Earth based interferometers are not sensitive to this effect: they do not follow the 
GW source for enough time

• but this effect is relevant for LISA: binaries which stay in band for enough time, with 
low chirp-mass, that enter the detector around ten mHz and go to the LIGO band after 
~5 years

[Inayoshi et al 1702.06529]

[Slide courtesy of Caprini]
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Alternatively, with a few tens of detection one could con-
strain the location of the upper edge of the PISN mass
gap or, equivalently, the minimum IMBH mass, to the
percent level (see Fig. 4). These bounds could be im-
proved with third generation detectors such as Einstein
Telescope or Cosmic Explorer. Knowing the breadth of
this mass gap would have important implications for the
theory of stellar evolution [6, 7], and the quest to explain
the origin of LIGO/Virgo’s black holes.

We demonstrate that the end of the PISN mass gap
could also be seen by LISA. We find that the relevant
range of masses corresponds to a ground/space “sweet
spot”, maximizing the fraction of multi-band events (see
Fig. 3). Comparing the number of detections from
ground and space would serve to constrain the redshift
evolution of the merger rate of this population. Similarly,
these merging binaries will leave a distinctive imprint on
the spectral shape of the stochastic background of unre-
solved sources, further narrowing constraints on the lower
end of the PISN gap. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5, the
minimum IMBH mass scale could be used to “standard-
ize” GW standard sirens, enabling direct constraints on
H(z) at redshift ⇠ 0.4, 0.8 and 1.5 with LISA, aLIGO,
and ET respectively.

Looking to the future, our analysis could be extended
in several ways. First, we have neglected the e↵ects of
spins and eccentricities, which might be relevant depend-
ing on the origin of the population above the mass gap.
Second, one could extend our models for the popula-
tion, as well as combine di↵erent probes. In particular,
it would be interesting to asses how a power-law distri-
bution of source frame IMBH masses would a↵ect the
constraints on m

min

and H(z), taking into account both
resolved and unresolved sources. Finally, we note that
detecting the end of the PISN mass gap could be a key
target for deci-hertz observatories [32], possibly serving
to further strengthen these proposals.

We have shown that the existence of a far side, post
PISN gap population would provide a wealth of astro-
physical and cosmological information. Future obser-
vations will either uncover this population, or provide
strong limits on its existence.
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Appendix A: Supplemental material

1. Methods

In the following we provide further details on our
methodology. We detail the observing scenarios consid-
ered, and our methodologies for incorporating GW de-
tection e�ciencies, measurement errors, and selection bi-
ases. We use pyCBC [74] with the IMRPhenomD ap-
proximant [75] to compute the waveform of non-spinning
BBHs.
a. Observing scenarios: We consider Advanced

LIGO and Virgo runs following the latest version of [26]
(specifically LIGO public document P1200087-v58 of
early 2020). For O1/O2/O3 we consider 116/269/365
days of observation with 41/46/60% coincident opera-
tion of both aLIGO detectors. For O4 and O5 we adopt
2 years of observation at design sensitivity and 2 years
at the upgraded design (A+) with a 70% coincident op-
eration time. We use the sensitivity curves described in
[26], which can be found at [76].

For third generation detectors, Voyager, Einstein Tele-
scope and Cosmic Explorer, we adopt the sensitivity
curves given in [77]. Finally, for the future space-based
detector LISA we use the sensitivity curve defined in [78],
which can be downloaded from GitHub [79].
b. Sky localization sensitivity: In order to determine

the probability of detecting a GW from a given binary
system, defined as p

det

in the main text, we take into
account the sky position, orientation, and inclination an-
gle. For ground-based detectors, since their antenna pat-
tern is basically fixed during the detection time, we use
the cumulative distribution function p

det

(w) of having a

 Horizon redshift as a function  
of total source frame mass for
an SNR detection threshold of rho=8.  
 For LISA assumes 4 yrs obsv.
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h ⇠ 10�21, R ⇠ 400Mpc

converted to a redshift assuming the Planck values of  
cosmological parameters (z ~ 0.1)

z>20; dark era preceding birth of  
first stars: any detected BHs must  
be primordial

Conclusion: 1) cannot neglect expansion  
                     of the universe

    2) Want to use data to extract H0  
        and not assume a value of H0.

• stellar mass BHs in LIGO-Virgo

[2006.02211]

• Amplitude/distance



3) Inspiral of compact binaries at cosmological distances

Then propagate it 
in FRW space-time
to observer
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FIG. 2: Detector frame: The two orthogonal arms of the interferometer form the x and y axes in the detector frame while the z axis is defined
by the right circular convention. Angles ✓ and � denote the polar and azimuth angles of the binary in the sky measured in the detector frame.
These angles fix the location of the source in the sky, with respect to the detector. Radiation frame: The z axis of the radiation frame is defined
by the line-of-sight vector n from the detector to the source so that the x � y plane is the plane perpendicular to n (the “sky”); x axis is defined
by the x axis of the detector projected onto the sky. Angles ◆ and  denote the polar and azimuth angles of the total angular momentum vector J
of the binary in the radiation frame. These angles fix the relative orientation of the binary with respect to the detector. Source frame: The z axis
of the source frame is defined by the total angular momentum vector J of the binary and the x axis is defined by the projection of the line of
sight onto the binary plane. The angle '0 describes the angle between the separation vector and the x axis at some reference time. Note that the
radiation pattern of the binary depends on ◆ and '0 (see, e.g., Eq.(2.1)).

signal h. Note that, for a fixed SNR threshold, FF is directly
related to the “distance reach” of a search, and FF3 to the
“volume reach”.

It is evident [see, e.g., Eqs. (2.2), (2.6) and (2.7)] that the
distance/volume reach is a function of not only the intrinsic
parameters (m1,m2) of the binary, but also some of the ex-
trinsic parameters (✓, �, ◆, ,'0). For example the SNR, and
hence the distance/volume reach is the largest towards “face-
on” (◆ = 0, ⇡) binaries and the lowest for “edge-on” (◆ = ⇡/2)
binaries. It is useful to define the e↵ective volume of a search,
defined as the fraction of the volume reach by an optimal
search, averaged over the angles ✓, �, ◆, ,'0 after choosing
appropriate distributions for these angles:

Ve↵ (m1,m2) =
⇢3

subopt

⇢3
opt

, (2.9)

where the bars indicate averages over ✓, �, ◆, ,'0. We can
also define the e↵ective fitting factor FFe↵ , defined as the cube
root of the e↵ective volume

FFe↵ (m1,m2) = Ve↵ (m1,m2)1/3. (2.10)

If a template family has FFe↵ � 0.965, this means that the
(average) loss of search volume due to the mismatch between
the template family and the actual signal is less than ⇠ 10%.
In this paper, we will use FFe↵ = 0.965 as a benchmark for
deciding the e↵ectualness of a template family.

If we interpret the parameter set �max that maximizes the
inner product in Eq. (2.8) as the parameters of the binary,
which can be in general di↵erent from the true parameters
�true, this will result in the following systematic bias in the
estimated parameters:

�� = |�max � �true|, (2.11)

where | | denotes the absolute value.
Similar to the FF and SNR, the systematic biases also de-

pend on the parameters �. We would like to use a single
number (similar to FFe↵) that quantifies the average bias in
estimating the parameters of the binaries that are detectable.

For this purpose we use the ⇢3
subopt weighted average of the

systematic biases and call it the e↵ective bias.

��e↵(m1,m2) =
�� . ⇢3

subopt

⇢3
subopt

, (2.12)

where the bars indicate averages over ✓, �, ◆, ,'0. We use
⇢3

subopt as the weighting factor as it is proportional to the vol-
ume accessible to the search using quadrupole templates and
is therefore proportional to the number of detectable sources.

GW measurements, like any other measurement in the pres-
ence of noise, will also have an associated statistical error.
In the limit of high SNR, one reasonable way of estimating
the expected statistical error (see, e.g., [38] for caveats) is by
using the Cramer-Rao inequality: the error covariance matrix
C↵� is given by

C↵� � ��1
↵� , (2.13)

where �↵� is the Fisher information matrix:

�↵� =
D
@↵x, @�x

E
. (2.14)

Above, @↵x denotes the partial derivative of the waveform
x( f ) with respect to the parameter �↵, and the angle brackets
denote the inner products defined in Eq. (2.5). The rms error in
measuring the parameter �↵ is �↵ = C1/2

↵↵ . A template family
can be considered faithful [1] to the signal if the systematic
bias is considerably smaller than the expected statistical error.
In this paper, we will take (��e↵)↵  �↵ as the benchmark for
the faithfulness of a template family.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Numerical-relativity simulations

We use two sets of NR waveforms: For mass ratio q  8 we
use waveforms computed by the SpEC code [21–33], kindly
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FIG. 2: Detector frame: The two orthogonal arms of the interferometer form the x and y axes in the detector frame while the z axis is defined
by the right circular convention. Angles ✓ and � denote the polar and azimuth angles of the binary in the sky measured in the detector frame.
These angles fix the location of the source in the sky, with respect to the detector. Radiation frame: The z axis of the radiation frame is defined
by the line-of-sight vector n from the detector to the source so that the x � y plane is the plane perpendicular to n (the “sky”); x axis is defined
by the x axis of the detector projected onto the sky. Angles ◆ and  denote the polar and azimuth angles of the total angular momentum vector J
of the binary in the radiation frame. These angles fix the relative orientation of the binary with respect to the detector. Source frame: The z axis
of the source frame is defined by the total angular momentum vector J of the binary and the x axis is defined by the projection of the line of
sight onto the binary plane. The angle '0 describes the angle between the separation vector and the x axis at some reference time. Note that the
radiation pattern of the binary depends on ◆ and '0 (see, e.g., Eq.(2.1)).

signal h. Note that, for a fixed SNR threshold, FF is directly
related to the “distance reach” of a search, and FF3 to the
“volume reach”.

It is evident [see, e.g., Eqs. (2.2), (2.6) and (2.7)] that the
distance/volume reach is a function of not only the intrinsic
parameters (m1,m2) of the binary, but also some of the ex-
trinsic parameters (✓, �, ◆, ,'0). For example the SNR, and
hence the distance/volume reach is the largest towards “face-
on” (◆ = 0, ⇡) binaries and the lowest for “edge-on” (◆ = ⇡/2)
binaries. It is useful to define the e↵ective volume of a search,
defined as the fraction of the volume reach by an optimal
search, averaged over the angles ✓, �, ◆, ,'0 after choosing
appropriate distributions for these angles:

Ve↵ (m1,m2) =
⇢3

subopt

⇢3
opt

, (2.9)

where the bars indicate averages over ✓, �, ◆, ,'0. We can
also define the e↵ective fitting factor FFe↵ , defined as the cube
root of the e↵ective volume

FFe↵ (m1,m2) = Ve↵ (m1,m2)1/3. (2.10)

If a template family has FFe↵ � 0.965, this means that the
(average) loss of search volume due to the mismatch between
the template family and the actual signal is less than ⇠ 10%.
In this paper, we will use FFe↵ = 0.965 as a benchmark for
deciding the e↵ectualness of a template family.

If we interpret the parameter set �max that maximizes the
inner product in Eq. (2.8) as the parameters of the binary,
which can be in general di↵erent from the true parameters
�true, this will result in the following systematic bias in the
estimated parameters:

�� = |�max � �true|, (2.11)

where | | denotes the absolute value.
Similar to the FF and SNR, the systematic biases also de-

pend on the parameters �. We would like to use a single
number (similar to FFe↵) that quantifies the average bias in
estimating the parameters of the binaries that are detectable.

For this purpose we use the ⇢3
subopt weighted average of the

systematic biases and call it the e↵ective bias.

��e↵(m1,m2) =
�� . ⇢3

subopt

⇢3
subopt

, (2.12)

where the bars indicate averages over ✓, �, ◆, ,'0. We use
⇢3

subopt as the weighting factor as it is proportional to the vol-
ume accessible to the search using quadrupole templates and
is therefore proportional to the number of detectable sources.

GW measurements, like any other measurement in the pres-
ence of noise, will also have an associated statistical error.
In the limit of high SNR, one reasonable way of estimating
the expected statistical error (see, e.g., [38] for caveats) is by
using the Cramer-Rao inequality: the error covariance matrix
C↵� is given by

C↵� � ��1
↵� , (2.13)

where �↵� is the Fisher information matrix:

�↵� =
D
@↵x, @�x

E
. (2.14)

Above, @↵x denotes the partial derivative of the waveform
x( f ) with respect to the parameter �↵, and the angle brackets
denote the inner products defined in Eq. (2.5). The rms error in
measuring the parameter �↵ is �↵ = C1/2

↵↵ . A template family
can be considered faithful [1] to the signal if the systematic
bias is considerably smaller than the expected statistical error.
In this paper, we will take (��e↵)↵  �↵ as the benchmark for
the faithfulness of a template family.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Numerical-relativity simulations

We use two sets of NR waveforms: For mass ratio q  8 we
use waveforms computed by the SpEC code [21–33], kindly
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of the binary in the radiation frame. These angles fix the relative orientation of the binary with respect to the detector. Source frame: The z axis
of the source frame is defined by the total angular momentum vector J of the binary and the x axis is defined by the projection of the line of
sight onto the binary plane. The angle '0 describes the angle between the separation vector and the x axis at some reference time. Note that the
radiation pattern of the binary depends on ◆ and '0 (see, e.g., Eq.(2.1)).

signal h. Note that, for a fixed SNR threshold, FF is directly
related to the “distance reach” of a search, and FF3 to the
“volume reach”.

It is evident [see, e.g., Eqs. (2.2), (2.6) and (2.7)] that the
distance/volume reach is a function of not only the intrinsic
parameters (m1,m2) of the binary, but also some of the ex-
trinsic parameters (✓, �, ◆, ,'0). For example the SNR, and
hence the distance/volume reach is the largest towards “face-
on” (◆ = 0, ⇡) binaries and the lowest for “edge-on” (◆ = ⇡/2)
binaries. It is useful to define the e↵ective volume of a search,
defined as the fraction of the volume reach by an optimal
search, averaged over the angles ✓, �, ◆, ,'0 after choosing
appropriate distributions for these angles:

Ve↵ (m1,m2) =
⇢3

subopt

⇢3
opt

, (2.9)

where the bars indicate averages over ✓, �, ◆, ,'0. We can
also define the e↵ective fitting factor FFe↵ , defined as the cube
root of the e↵ective volume

FFe↵ (m1,m2) = Ve↵ (m1,m2)1/3. (2.10)

If a template family has FFe↵ � 0.965, this means that the
(average) loss of search volume due to the mismatch between
the template family and the actual signal is less than ⇠ 10%.
In this paper, we will use FFe↵ = 0.965 as a benchmark for
deciding the e↵ectualness of a template family.

If we interpret the parameter set �max that maximizes the
inner product in Eq. (2.8) as the parameters of the binary,
which can be in general di↵erent from the true parameters
�true, this will result in the following systematic bias in the
estimated parameters:

�� = |�max � �true|, (2.11)

where | | denotes the absolute value.
Similar to the FF and SNR, the systematic biases also de-

pend on the parameters �. We would like to use a single
number (similar to FFe↵) that quantifies the average bias in
estimating the parameters of the binaries that are detectable.

For this purpose we use the ⇢3
subopt weighted average of the

systematic biases and call it the e↵ective bias.

��e↵(m1,m2) =
�� . ⇢3

subopt

⇢3
subopt

, (2.12)

where the bars indicate averages over ✓, �, ◆, ,'0. We use
⇢3

subopt as the weighting factor as it is proportional to the vol-
ume accessible to the search using quadrupole templates and
is therefore proportional to the number of detectable sources.

GW measurements, like any other measurement in the pres-
ence of noise, will also have an associated statistical error.
In the limit of high SNR, one reasonable way of estimating
the expected statistical error (see, e.g., [38] for caveats) is by
using the Cramer-Rao inequality: the error covariance matrix
C↵� is given by

C↵� � ��1
↵� , (2.13)

where �↵� is the Fisher information matrix:

�↵� =
D
@↵x, @�x

E
. (2.14)

Above, @↵x denotes the partial derivative of the waveform
x( f ) with respect to the parameter �↵, and the angle brackets
denote the inner products defined in Eq. (2.5). The rms error in
measuring the parameter �↵ is �↵ = C1/2

↵↵ . A template family
can be considered faithful [1] to the signal if the systematic
bias is considerably smaller than the expected statistical error.
In this paper, we will take (��e↵)↵  �↵ as the benchmark for
the faithfulness of a template family.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Numerical-relativity simulations

We use two sets of NR waveforms: For mass ratio q  8 we
use waveforms computed by the SpEC code [21–33], kindly
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tretS = tS � tc

and the time of coalescence. This can be particularly
important for those binaries that are visible first by
LISA and afterwards by terrestrial interferometers
[18–20], for which a precise determination of the arrival
time of the signal in the LIGO/Virgo band is needed.
The main result of this paper is Eq. (44), showing the

frequency-dependent modification of the phase of the GW
signal due to the time variation of the redshift perturba-
tions. The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we
review the chirp gravitational waveform when the redshift
is kept constant and unperturbed. In Sec. III, we account for
time variations of the redshift: first we concentrate on the
background effect, due to the variation of the cosmological
expansion during the observation time of the binary, and
then we present the consequences of the time variation of
the redshift perturbations due to the inhomogeneities in the
matter distribution at linear order.1 In Sec. IV, we study the
modification of the waveform phasing due to both these
effects. In Sec. V, we proceed to a quantitative analysis:
first we demonstrate that the most relevant contribution to
the waveform comes from the peculiar acceleration of the
binary; we then show qualitatively that this is only
important for space-based detectors, which are capable
to follow the chirp signal for a long enough time at low
frequency; at last, we quantify the effect in the output of
match-filtering commonly used in GW data analysis,
focusing on the case of LISA. We show that the amount
of lost detections due to the use of a waveform template
without the peculiar acceleration of the binary is negligible.
However, the peculiar acceleration introduces a bias in the
determination of the binary parameters such as the time of
coalescence and the masses. In Sec. VI, we conclude.
Throughout the paper we only consider nonspinning

binaries at the lowest Post Newtonian (PN) order (except in
the last section, as specified). We adopt units such that the
speed of light c ¼ 1. The cosmological metric is ds2 ¼
−dt2 þ a2δijdxidxj where t denotes cosmic time, aðtÞ is
the scale factor and H ≡ _a=a is the Hubble factor with
H0 ≡ 100h km= sec =Mpc denoting the Hubble factor
today.

II. BINARY AT COSMOLOGICAL DISTANCE:
UNPERTURBED CONSTANT REDSHIFT

We consider a binary system with individual masses
m1;2, total mass M ≡m1 þm2, symmetric mass ratio
η≡m1m2=M2 and chirp mass Mc ≡ η3=5M. The two
polarizations of the GW signal emitted by the binary in
the transverse-traceless (TT) gauge are (see, e.g., Sec. 4.1
of [21])

hþðtSÞ ¼
4ðGMcÞ

5
3

aðtSÞr
ðπfSÞ

2
3
1þ cos2{

2
cos½ΦSðtSÞ& ð1Þ

h×ðtSÞ ¼
4ðGMcÞ

5
3

aðtSÞr
ðπfSÞ

2
3 cos { sin½ΦSðtSÞ& ð2Þ

where tS is the proper (retarded) time of the source,
aðtSÞr≡ dp is the proper distance [the luminosity distance
being dL ¼ dpð1þ zÞ] and fS is the frequency of the GW
as produced at the source. We have reported only the leading
order in the PN expansion parameter x≡ ðπGMfSÞ2=3.
The evolution of the GW frequency due to back-reaction

of the emission of GWs at leading-order in x is given by
(see e.g. Eq. (4.18) of [21])

dfS
dtS

¼ CðMcÞf
11=3
S ð3Þ

with CðMcÞ≡ 96
5 π

8=3ðGMcÞ5=3. The solution to Eq. (3) is

fSðτSÞ ¼
1

π

!
5

256τS

"
3=8

ðGMcÞ−5=8; ð4Þ

where τS ≡ tc − tS is the time to coalescence at the source,
when fS formally diverges. The phase ΦS at the source is
then

ΦSðtSÞ≡Φc þ 2π
Z

tS

tc
dt0SfSðt0SÞ ¼ −2

!
τS

5GMc

"5
8

þΦc;

ð5Þ

where Φc is the phase at coalescence time tc.
When the GW source is at cosmological distance, the

frequency at the observer fO is related to the one at the
source by the cosmological redshift z via

fS ¼ ð1þ zÞfO: ð6Þ

By definition, the redshift is the quantity that relates the
frequency at the source to the one at the observer in any
cosmology. In a homogeneous and isotropic Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe, the redshift simply
becomes

1þ z≡ aO
aS

: ð7Þ

However, the inhomogeneities and anisotropies of the real
Universe induce perturbations in the redshift changing the
above expression, as we will see next in Sec. III B.
As for the frequency, the proper time at the source is also

related to the proper time at the observer through the
redshift

1Note that constant perturbations to the redshift do not
generate a shift in the phase since they can be reabsorbed in
the redshifted chirp mass (see discussion in Sec. III).
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source frame chirp mass



• Perturbed FRWL metric (ignoring scalars and vectors):
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• from Einstein equations

source: tensor anisotropic stress

From source to observer:
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Tµ⌫ = T̄µ⌫ + �Tµ⌫

<latexit sha1_base64="q94TcdN1S+okMLZIHfi1fqaxWaQ=">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</latexit>

ḧij(~x, t) + 3Hḣij(~x, t)�
r2

a2
hij(~x, t) = 16⇡G⇧TT

ij (~x, t)

<latexit sha1_base64="hvSczdPXSm3+mK2jY/daDN06JaY=">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</latexit>

h00(~k, ⌘) + 2Hh0(~k, ⌘) + k2h(~k, ⌘) = 0 with 
<latexit sha1_base64="01rlejHBAUQryewa9pivMbEtyRg=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWETdlJlStC4KBTddVrAP6NRyJ820oZkHSUYoYb7Bjb/ixoUibl25829MH4hWD1w4Oedecu/xYs6ksu1Pa2l5ZXVtPbOR3dza3tnN7e03ZZQIQhsk4pFoeyApZyFtKKY4bceCQuBx2vJGVxO/dUeFZFF4o8Yx7QYwCJnPCCgj9XJn2iXAdS1NK64vgGg4STWkuIJnz2KqXargtpj2cnm7YE+B7ULpslwqO/hbceYkj+ao93Ifbj8iSUBDRThI2XHsWHU1CMUIp2nWTSSNgYxgQDuGhhBQ2dXTk1J8bJQ+9iNhKlR4qv6c0BBIOQ480xmAGspFbyL+53US5Ze7moVxomhIZh/5CccqwpN8cJ8JShQfGwJEMLMrJkMwUSiTYtaE4Cye/Jc0iwXnvGBfl/LV8jyODDpER+gUOegCVVEN1VEDEXSPHtEzerEerCfr1XqbtS5Z85kD9AvW+xd3F53x</latexit>

H =
a0

a
=

2

⌘2

• Change of variable

• Thus for sub-Hubble modes

<latexit sha1_base64="5QouyZPpb/Y3ElsD1e2MmngWBJo=">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</latexit>

Q00 +

✓
k2 � a00

a

◆
Q = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="ArgLpPzMwK4cdbyK4rBH8g+bvBE=">AAACD3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2BRKkiZkaJ1IRTcuGzBXqAzlEx62oZmLiSZQhn6Bm58FTcuFHHr1p1vYzotYqsHQn6+/xyS83sRZ1JZ1peRWVldW9/Ibua2tnd298z9g4YMY0GhTkMeipZHJHAWQF0xxaEVCSC+x6HpDW+nfnMEQrIwuFfjCFyf9APWY5QojTrmaa3gjIAmw8m5A4qc3ZBCeg8WccfMW0UrLWwVS9flUtnGP8SeizyaV7VjfjrdkMY+BIpyImXbtiLlJkQoRjlMck4sISJ0SPrQ1jIgPkg3SfeZ4BNNurgXCn0ChVP6eyIhvpRj39OdPlEDuexN4X9eO1a9spuwIIoVBHT2UC/mWIV4Gg7uMgFU8bEWhAqm/4rpgAhClY4wp0Owl1f+KxoXRfuyaNVK+Up5HkcWHaFjVEA2ukIVdIeqqI4oekBP6AW9Go/Gs/FmvM9aM8Z85hAtlPHxDW/Nm6I=</latexit>

Q(~k, ⌘) = a(⌘)h(~k, ⌘)

Plane waves with redshifting amplitude

<latexit sha1_base64="1MVR/caAHyDrKwyXFNoPKCylFSo=">AAACSHicdZBLSwMxFIUz9VXrq+rSTbAIFbVkfNaF4GPjUsGq0Kklk95pQzMPkoxQhvl5bly68ze4caGIO9M64vtC4HDOuST53EhwpQm5t3JDwyOjY/nxwsTk1PRMcXbuXIWxZFBjoQjlpUsVCB5ATXMt4DKSQH1XwIXbPernF9cgFQ+DM92LoOHTdsA9zqg2VrPY7JSda2BJN111QNNlvIcdT1KWHHz4y2lCy4MsxXCV8G5fpytZ7fCf2lrWaxZLpLJFNsjuOiYVMphPYWeihLI5aRbvnFbIYh8CzQRVqm6TSDcSKjVnAtKCEyuIKOvSNtSNDKgPqpEMQKR4yTgt7IXSnEDjgft1I6G+Uj3fNU2f6o76mfXNv7J6rL1qI+FBFGsI2PtFXiywDnGfKm5xCUyLnhGUSW7eilmHGkDasC8YCPbPL/8W5+sVe7tCTjdL+9UMRx4toEVURjbaQfvoGJ2gGmLoBj2gJ/Rs3VqP1ov1+l7NWdnOPPo2udwb9wSx5g==</latexit>

h(~k, ⌘) =
A(~k)

a(⌘)
eik⌘ +

B(~k)

a(⌘)
e�ik⌘



• from source to observer

<latexit sha1_base64="cAxMbB5d+ZUFfSjCBimTnK+ptmI=">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</latexit>

h+(tS , i) =
4

a(tO)R
(GM)

5/3
(⇡fS(t

ret
S ))

2/3

✓
1 + cos

2 i

2

◆
cos(2�S(t

ret
S ))

<latexit sha1_base64="zBA/B5QmtuMinedzmLPQPh7LbAs=">AAACq3icbVHLjtMwFHXCayivAks2FhVSKkFJSgfKAmkkFrABCqXTiroTOa4zscZxIvsGUVn+OT6BHX+D06nE0OFKlo7O8b3nPrJaCgNx/DsIr1y9dv3Gwc3Ordt37t7r3n9wbKpGMz5jlaz0IqOGS6H4DARIvqg1p2Um+Tw7e9vq8+9cG1Gpr7Cp+aqkp0rkglHwVNr9WaSWgCi5cRGk06cE+A/YlrWZbLjDoo/fYExyTZkdOXtB95W4Auos9Zmf+u6LI5LnENl3pKRQMCrtB+cw0eK0gP6JPXz+wkWkFjhPp63XiSW6xJqD63t16FXvs2dvCasMFo4YoaIhmRTicm7a7cWDw3j4ejzC8SDexl+Q7EAP7WKSdn+RdcWa0nfPJDVmmcQ1rCzVIJjkrkMaw2vKzvx8Sw8V9dtZ2W1XDj/xzBrnlfZPAd6yFzMsLY3ZlJn/2W7B7Gst+T9t2UA+Xlmh6ga4YudGeSMxVLg9HF4LzRnIjQeUaeF7xayg/izgz9vxS0j2R74MjoeD5OUg/jzqHY136zhAj9BjFKEEvUJH6D2aoBliQRR8DObBInwWTsNvITn/Gga7nIfonwj5H6qV01U=</latexit>

h⇥(tS , i) =
4

a(tO)R
(GM)

5/3
(⇡fS(t

ret
S ))

2/3
cos i sin(2�S(t

ret
S ))

still measured in source  
clock; want it in the  
observers clock.

<latexit sha1_base64="EuM7NbGviyaPv6plv5T+azRnDoA=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUhJKIaC9CwYs3K9oPaGPYbDft0s0m7G6UGvo/vHhQxKv/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD/mTGnb/rYWFpeWV1Zza/n1jc2t7cLObkNFiSS0TiIeyZaPFeVM0LpmmtNWLCkOfU6b/uBy7DcfqFQsEnd6GFM3xD3BAkawNtJ94N2iC1Ryjp+OAu/aKxTtsj0BmidORoqQoeYVvjrdiCQhFZpwrFTbsWPtplhqRjgd5TuJojEmA9yjbUMFDqly08nVI3RolC4KImlKaDRRf0+kOFRqGPqmM8S6r2a9sfif1050UHFTJuJEU0Gmi4KEIx2hcQSoyyQlmg8NwUQycysifSwx0SaovAnBmX15njROys5Z2b45LVYrWRw52IcDKIED51CFK6hBHQhIeIZXeLMerRfr3fqYti5Y2cwe/IH1+QPvEZDR</latexit>

fS = (1 + z)fO

Inspiral of compact binaries at cosmological distance
<latexit sha1_base64="9WPaOohPNwSdDMrFvCRRuyZS9U0=">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</latexit>

h+(tS , ✓,') =
4

a(tO)r
(GMc)

5/3
[⇡f(tretS )]

2/3
⇣
1 + cos

2 ✓

2

⌘
cos(2�(tretS ))

h⇥(tS , ✓,') =
4

a(tO)r
(GMc)

5/3
[⇡f(tretS )]

2/3
cos ✓ sin(2�(tretS ))

Still measured by the source clock, 
we want it in the observer’s clock

<latexit sha1_base64="L2gNm1nupKYCeMSYIVjFZG4GX1E=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WS6Mu3QwWwVVJRNGNUHDjzor2Am0Ik+mkHTqZhJmJUEOfxI0LRdz6KO58G6dpFtr6w8DHf87hnPmDhDOlHefbKq2srq1vlDcrW9s7u1V7b7+t4lQS2iIxj2U3wIpyJmhLM81pN5EURwGnnWB8Pat3HqlULBYPepJQL8JDwUJGsDaWb1f7zRHzs/vpVQ63vl1z6k4utAxuATUo1PTtr/4gJmlEhSYcK9VznUR7GZaaEU6nlX6qaILJGA9pz6DAEVVelh8+RcfGGaAwluYJjXL390SGI6UmUWA6I6xHarE2M/+r9VIdXnoZE0mqqSDzRWHKkY7RLAU0YJISzScGMJHM3IrICEtMtMmqYkJwF7+8DO3Tunted+7Oao1GEUcZDuEITsCFC2jADTShBQRSeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYt5asYuYA/sj6/AFCv5LS</latexit>

�S = �O

The phase is constant 
along null geodesics

<latexit sha1_base64="amVtMc9DxowNTr5v5xVysv2q9fI=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWARKkJJRNGNUHDjzor2Am0sk8mkHTqZhJkTpYa+hxsXirj1Xdz5Nk7bLLT1h4GP/5zDOfN7seAabPvbyi0sLi2v5FcLa+sbm1vF7Z2GjhJFWZ1GIlItj2gmuGR14CBYK1aMhJ5gTW9wOa43H5jSPJJ3MIyZG5Ke5AGnBIx170P3+qLsHD0dGrrtFkt2xZ4Iz4OTQQllqnWLXx0/oknIJFBBtG47dgxuShRwKtio0Ek0iwkdkB5rG5QkZNpNJ1eP8IFxfBxEyjwJeOL+nkhJqPUw9ExnSKCvZ2tj879aO4Hg3E25jBNgkk4XBYnAEOFxBNjnilEQQwOEKm5uxbRPFKFggiqYEJzZL89D47jinFbsm5NStZrFkUd7aB+VkYPOUBVdoRqqI4oUekav6M16tF6sd+tj2pqzspld9EfW5w/ub5F8</latexit>

dtO = (1 + z)dtS

<latexit sha1_base64="C3PD+JIVJufcaxDJbvHjrDyjIuY=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahIpREFL0IBS/erGg/oI1hs920SzebsLtRauj/8OJBEa/+F2/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz8/yYM6Vt+9vKLSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW8XtnYaKEklonUQ8ki0fK8qZoHXNNKetWFIc+pw2/cHl2G8+UKlYJO70MKZuiHuCBYxgbaT7wEtvRxeBd112jp4OvWLJrtgToHniZKQEGWpe8avTjUgSUqEJx0q1HTvWboqlZoTTUaGTKBpjMsA92jZU4JAqN51cPUIHRumiIJKmhEYT9fdEikOlhqFvOkOs+2rWG4v/ee1EB+duykScaCrIdFGQcKQjNI4AdZmkRPOhIZhIZm5FpI8lJtoEVTAhOLMvz5PGccU5rdg3J6VqNYsjD3uwD2Vw4AyqcAU1qAMBCc/wCm/Wo/VivVsf09aclc3swh9Ynz8Q8JGQ</latexit>

fS = fO(1 + z)

“Gravitational Waves”, M. Maggiore, Oxford University Press 2008

<latexit sha1_base64="BCdtPDSkHb89R5CqwJ+jlvuq430=">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</latexit>

�S(tS) = 2⇡

Z tS

tc,S

dt0SfS(t
0
S) = 2⇡

Z tO

tc,O

dt0OfO(t
0
O) = �O(tO)
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From the source to the observer
Time intervals are affected by the expansion dtO = (1 + z)dtS

dfS
dtS

=
96

5
π
8/3(GMc)

5/3f
11/3
S

If the redshift is constant during the time of observation

dfO
dtO

=
96

5
π
8/3(GMc(z))

5/3f
11/3
O

(1 + z)
d
!

fO(1 + z)
"

dtO
=

96

5
π
8/3(GMc)

5/3f
11/3
O (1 + z)11/3

Mc = (1 + z)Mc

fO(τO) =
1

π
(GMc)

−5/8

!

5

256 τO

"3/8

phase is constant along null geodesics



<latexit sha1_base64="zBA/B5QmtuMinedzmLPQPh7LbAs=">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</latexit>

h⇥(tS , i) =
4

a(tO)R
(GM)

5/3
(⇡fS(t

ret
S ))

2/3
cos i sin(2�S(t

ret
S ))

<latexit sha1_base64="EuM7NbGviyaPv6plv5T+azRnDoA=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUhJKIaC9CwYs3K9oPaGPYbDft0s0m7G6UGvo/vHhQxKv/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD/mTGnb/rYWFpeWV1Zza/n1jc2t7cLObkNFiSS0TiIeyZaPFeVM0LpmmtNWLCkOfU6b/uBy7DcfqFQsEnd6GFM3xD3BAkawNtJ94N2iC1Ryjp+OAu/aKxTtsj0BmidORoqQoeYVvjrdiCQhFZpwrFTbsWPtplhqRjgd5TuJojEmA9yjbUMFDqly08nVI3RolC4KImlKaDRRf0+kOFRqGPqmM8S6r2a9sfif1050UHFTJuJEU0Gmi4KEIx2hcQSoyyQlmg8NwUQycysifSwx0SaovAnBmX15njROys5Z2b45LVYrWRw52IcDKIED51CFK6hBHQhIeIZXeLMerRfr3fqYti5Y2cwe/IH1+QPvEZDR</latexit>

fS = (1 + z)fO
<latexit sha1_base64="Syn0BIqrQ3LjIG+i7O33yJNNd0Y=">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</latexit>

h⇥(tO, i) =
4

a(tO)R
(GM)

5/3
(⇡fO(t

ret
O )(1 + z))2/3cos i sin(2�O(t

ret
O ))

<latexit sha1_base64="Vv6+8CvGASnxbmgzLyGUg5H5/E8=">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</latexit>

h⇥(tO, i) =
4

a(tO)R(1 + z)
(GM(1 + z))5/3 (⇡fO(t

ret
O ))

2/3
cos i sin(2�O(t

ret
O ))

Redshift absorbed in a shift in the chirp mass

Luminosity distance

<latexit sha1_base64="8qFEXqFR3PVubjZBFHxemXnBEAw=">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</latexit>

=

4

dL
(GMz)

5/3
(⇡fO(t

ret
O ))

2/3
cos i sin(2�O(t

ret
O ))

<latexit sha1_base64="WJaHOybfNBP2dt01AyBvQC+mdYU=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ot70sliEilASEe1FKHjxIlSwH9CGstlu26WbTdjdCG0oePGvePGgiFf/hDf/jds2iFYfDDzem2Fmnh9xprTjfFqZhcWl5ZXsam5tfWNzy97eqakwloRWSchD2fCxopwJWtVMc9qIJMWBz2ndH1xO/PodlYqF4lYPI+oFuCdYlxGsjdS295IWwRxdj9sjdIEK7vHo6Fux807RmQL9JW5K8pCi0rY/Wp2QxAEVmnCsVNN1Iu0lWGpGOB3nWrGiESYD3KNNQwUOqPKS6Q9jdGiUDuqG0pTQaKr+nEhwoNQw8E1ngHVfzXsT8T+vGetuyUuYiGJNBZkt6sYc6RBNAkEdJinRfGgIJpKZWxHpY4mJNrHlTAju/Mt/Se2k6J4VnZvTfLmUxpGFfTiAArhwDmW4ggpUgcA9PMIzvFgP1pP1ar3NWjNWOrMLv2C9fwFgIpYJ</latexit>

Mz = (1 + z)M

<latexit sha1_base64="5r1DvAPM65/30gXlJ1f4C30Y6k4=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK0KGWmiHYjFNy4rGAf0I4lk8m0oUlmSDJCO/QD3Pgrblwo4tYPcOffmLaz0NYDgcM553JzjxcxqrRtf1uZldW19Y3sZm5re2d3L79/0FRhLDFp4JCFsu0hRRgVpKGpZqQdSYK4x0jLG15P/dYDkYqG4k6PIuJy1Bc0oBhpI/XyBd5LnLPK5D7pSg59oifFcQlewaJzOi6lnknZZXsGuEyclBRAinov/9X1QxxzIjRmSKmOY0faTZDUFDMyyXVjRSKEh6hPOoYKxIlyk9kxE3hiFB8GoTRPaDhTf08kiCs14p5JcqQHatGbiv95nVgHVTehIoo1EXi+KIgZ1CGcNgN9KgnWbGQIwpKav0I8QBJhbfrLmRKcxZOXSbNSdi7K9u15oVZN68iCI3AMisABl6AGbkAdNAAGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj3k0Y6Uzh+APrM8fCt6ZBw==</latexit>

mdet
1,2 (z) = (1 + z)m1,2

BNS system with 

at z=1 has
<latexit sha1_base64="NA1p1RCwJ9tpW2WiKeweHhAlMsM=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdenCwSK4CkkpGncFN24KFewDmhAmk2k7dJIJMxOhhizd+CtuXCji1k9w5984bYNo9cCFwzn3cu89QcKoVJb1aSwtr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39juSpwKSNOeOiFyBJGI1JW1HFSC8RBEUBI91gfDn1u7dESMrjGzVJiBehYUwHFCOlJb9ylLkYsayZ5/4ddCWNYM2s12DTz1wecpX7laplWjNAy6xfOHXHht+KXZAqKNDyKx9uyHEakVhhhqTs21aivAwJRTEjedlNJUkQHqMh6Wsao4hIL5s9ksMTrYRwwIWuWMGZ+nMiQ5GUkyjQnRFSI7noTcX/vH6qBo6X0ThJFYnxfNEgZVBxOE0FhlQQrNhEE4QF1bdCPEICYaWzK+sQ7MWX/5JOzbTPTOu6Xm04RRwlcAiOwSmwwTlogCvQAm2AwT14BM/gxXgwnoxX423eumQUMwfgF4z3L7zTmSE=</latexit>

Mz ⇠ 2.42M�
redshifted / detector frame masses

<latexit sha1_base64="gBDeopmACFxxlRQL/FMdsj97KJY=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEFxKSErTuCm7cCBXsA9oSJpNJO3QmE2YmQgnFjb/ixoUibv0Kd/6N0wei1QMXDufcy733hCmjSrvup1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29phKZxKSBBROyHSJFGE1IQ1PNSDuVBPGQkVY4vJz4rTsiFRXJrR6lpMdRP6ExxUgbKbAPeJB7p5VxV1EOPceH10HeFZHQ48Auu447BXQd/6LqVz34rXhzUgZz1AP7oxsJnHGSaMyQUh3PTXUvR1JTzMi41M0USREeoj7pGJogTlQvn74whsdGiWAspKlEw6n6cyJHXKkRD00nR3qgFr2J+J/XyXRc7eU0STNNEjxbFGcMagEnecCISoI1GxmCsKTmVogHSCKsTWolE4K3+PJf0qw43pnj3vjlWnUeRxEcgiNwAjxwDmrgCtRBA2BwDx7BM3ixHqwn69V6m7UWrPnMPvgF6/0LltuWQw==</latexit>

m1,2 ⇠ 1.4M�
<latexit sha1_base64="DL8bCy7EkASPTFoXRNlmwLGI8ZQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgKmRK0boruHFTqGAf0JQymUzaoZNMmJkIJWTlxl9x40IRt36DO//G6QPR6oELh3Pu5d57/IQzpV330yqsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t79v5BW4lUEtoiggvZ9bGinMW0pZnmtJtIiiOf044/vpr6nTsqFRPxrZ4ktB/hYcxCRrA20sA+zjyCedbIc+gpFkHkVBBsDDJPBELnA7vsOu4M0HWql7VqDcFvBS1IGSzQHNgfXiBIGtFYE46V6iE30f0MS80Ip3nJSxVNMBnjIe0ZGuOIqn42eyOHp0YJYCikqVjDmfpzIsORUpPIN50R1iO17E3F/7xeqsNaP2Nxkmoak/miMOVQCzjNBAZMUqL5xBBMJDO3QjLCEhNtkiuZENDyy39Ju+Kgc8e9qZbrtUUcRXAETsAZQOAC1ME1aIIWIOAePIJn8GI9WE/Wq/U2by1Yi5lD8AvW+xcKRpgw</latexit>

M ⇠ 1.21M�

<latexit sha1_base64="d4jlNSaMBMSXmfSXQAFiGeojqlI=">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</latexit>

dL(z) = a(tO)R(1 + z) =

r
L

4⇡F

<latexit sha1_base64="rTQp8aMOy5JWLTN8UcUCq3KV08k=">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</latexit>

dL(z) =
c(1 + z)

H0

Z z

0

dz0
⇥
⌦m(1 + z0)3 + ⌦⇤(1 + z0)3(1+w(z0))

⇤1/2



at observer

<latexit sha1_base64="wsjMlMiC+IANfOuy0G4QYMDeLYI=">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</latexit>

h⇥(t, i) =
4

dL(z)
(GMz)

5/3
(⇡f(tret))2/3cos i sin(2�(tret))

<latexit sha1_base64="IiKO4WPD2NP6Zh4Idmyukvb8J0A=">AAACy3icbVFdb9MwFHXC1yhfBR55saiQUg2VJHRbeUCaxAN7YFKR6DapaSPHcRZrzofsG1hr/Mgf5I1XfglOW4mucCVLR+fce3x9nNSCK/D9X4576/adu/f27ncePHz0+En36bMzVTWSsgmtRCUvEqKY4CWbAAfBLmrJSJEIdp5cfWj1869MKl6VX2BRs1lBLkuecUrAUnH3dx7rfePB6wjYNaz8dCIaZjDv4/cYR5kkVA+N3tKtBSuBGJ3Gn7xl35hIsAw8/XGrR7LUzhQEckqEPjXx0hgcSX6ZQ3+uD968NV5Uc5x5MNeRLLBkYPpWCa2C137rqwO8j3d30xGt1DzE3Bgdmo0rbkkvjMY5v2kad3v+4MAP342G2B/4q/oLgg3ooU2N4+7PKK1oU9hHUkGUmgZ+DTNNJHAqmOlEjWI1oVc2hqmFJSmYmunVfga/skyKs0raUwJesdsTmhRKLYrEdrbpqF2tJf+nTRvIRjPNy7oBVtL1RVkjMFS4/ViccskoiIUFhEpud8U0JzZCsN/fsSEEu0/+F5yFg+Bw4H8e9o5Hmzj20Av0EnkoQEfoGJ2gMZog6pw4pfPNuXZPXeUu3e/rVtfZzDxHN8r98QcVE+DT</latexit>

h+(t, i) =
4

dL(z)
(GMz)

5/3
(⇡f(tret))2/3

✓
1 + cos

2 i

2

◆
cos(2�(tret))

<latexit sha1_base64="w1jv1BC3eNlA8tWjOfK0hl5naZo=">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</latexit>

dfS
dtS

=
96

5
⇡8/3(GM)5/3f11/3

S

where from

<latexit sha1_base64="GfD4hBHeHeEsSXyc0WRP/qZg9Js=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahIpRdEe1FKHjxWNF+QLuUbJptQ5PskmSFuvRvePGgiFf/jDf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeUHMmTau++3kVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QVNHiSK0QSIeqXaANeVM0oZhhtN2rCgWAaetYHQz9VuPVGkWyQczjqkv8ECykBFsrNQNe/foGpW9s6fTsFcsuRV3BrRMvIyUIEO9V/zq9iOSCCoN4VjrjufGxk+xMoxwOil0E01jTEZ4QDuWSiyo9tPZzRN0YpU+CiNlSxo0U39PpFhoPRaB7RTYDPWiNxX/8zqJCat+ymScGCrJfFGYcGQiNA0A9ZmixPCxJZgoZm9FZIgVJsbGVLAheIsvL5PmecW7rLh3F6VaNYsjD0dwDGXw4ApqcAt1aACBGJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PeWvOyWYO4Q+czx+WsZAP</latexit>

fS = (1 + z)fwith

<latexit sha1_base64="dSpiCOuey1hg7+Iiy1ssrq6zdvI=">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</latexit>

(1 + z)
d[f(1 + z)]

dt
=

96

5
⇡8/3(GM)5/3f11/3(1 + z)11/3

assuming z is constant during the observation time 
(could lead to a bias for stellar-mass binaries entering 
LISA band and then coalesce in LIGO band), 

<latexit sha1_base64="Ye/v6LMBrgP2jPwspL/PzxybfW0=">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</latexit>

df

dt
=

96

5
⇡8/3(GMz)

5/3f11/3 Phase
depends
on redshifted 
chirp mass [A Sesana 

arXiv:1702.04356]

Extra term in the waveform phase

• if not accounted for, it can introduce a bias on the binary parameters (time to coalescence,..)

• Earth based interferometers are not sensitive to this effect: they do not follow the 
GW source for enough time

• but this effect is relevant for LISA: binaries which stay in band for enough time, with 
low chirp-mass, that enter the detector around ten mHz and go to the LIGO band after 
~5 years

[Inayoshi et al 1702.06529]

[Slide courtesy of Caprini]
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at observer
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(⇡f(tret))2/3cos i sin(2�(tret))
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dL(z)
(GMz)
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(⇡f(tret))2/3
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1 + cos
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2

◆
cos(2�(tret))

perfect degeneracy between source masses, redshift, spins.. (gravity is scale-free) 
The redshift does change the waveform, but in a way that can be exactly compensated by a shift of the masses from their source to detector values 
and by replacing the comoving distance with the luminosity distance.  
Some extra non-gravitational information is necessary to determine z.

Phase
depends
on redshifted 
chirp mass
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Mz = (1 + z)M

• phase information cannot extract z (unless source frame masses known for some reason)

• amplitude information cannot extract z



(LIGO-Virgo):

Hubble diagram

Figure 3: The dimensionless luminosity distance DL/DH. The three curves are for the three
world models, (ΩM, ΩΛ) = (1, 0), solid; (0.05, 0), dotted; and (0.2, 0.8), dashed.
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• Redshift 

• Luminosity distance 

• Hubble parameter

9

where νo and λo are the observed frequency and wavelength, and νe and λe are the emitted.
In special relativity, redshift is related to radial velocity v by

1 + z =

!

"

"

#

1 + v/c

1 − v/c
(9)

where c is the speed of light. In general relativity, (9) is true in one particular coordinate
system, but not any of the traditionally used coordinate systems. Many feel (partly for this
reason) that it is wrong to view relativistic redshifts as being due to radial velocities at all
(eg, Harrison, 1993). I do not agree. On the other hand, redshift is directly observable and
radial velocity is not; these notes concentrate on observables.

The difference between an object’s measured redshift zobs and its cosmological redshift
zcos is due to its (radial) peculiar velocity vpec; ie, we define the cosmological redshift as that
part of the redshift due solely to the expansion of the Universe, or Hubble flow. The peculiar
velocity is related to the redshift difference by

vpec = c
(zobs − zcos)

(1 + z)
(10)

where I have assumed vpec ≪ c. This can be derived from (9) by taking the derivative
and using the special relativity formula for addition of velocities. From here on, we assume
z = zcos.

For small v/c, or small distance d, in the expanding Universe, the velocity is linearly
proportional to the distance (and all the distance measures, eg, angular diameter distance,
luminosity distance, etc, converge)

z ≈
v

c
=

d

DH
(11)

where DH is the Hubble distance defined in (4). But this is only true for small redshifts! It
is important to note that many galaxy redshift surveys, when presenting redshifts as radial
velocities, always use the non-relativistic approximation v = c z, even when it may not be
physically appropriate (eg, Fairall 1992).

In terms of cosmography, the cosmological redshift is directly related to the scale factor
a(t), or the “size” of the Universe. For an object at redshift z

1 + z =
a(to)

a(te)
(12)

where a(to) is the size of the Universe at the time the light from the object is observed, and
a(te) is the size at the time it was emitted.

Redshift is almost always determined with respect to us (or the frame centered on us
but stationary with respect to the microwave background), but it is possible to define the
redshift z12 between objects 1 and 2, both of which are cosmologically redshifted relative to
us: the redshift z12 of an object at redshift z2 relative to a hypothetical observer at redshift
z1 < z2 is given by

1 + z12 =
a(t1)

a(t2)
=

1 + z2

1 + z1
(13)

3

H(z) = H0

�
�M(1 + z)3 + �k(1 + z)2 + ��(1 + z)3(1+w0+wa)e�3waz/(1+z)

DL = c(1 + z)

z�

0

dz�

H(z�)

Hogg, arXiv:astro-ph/9905116 (2000)

For z ⌧ 1
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dL(z) =
c(1 + z)

H0

Z z

0

dz0
⇥
⌦m(1 + z0)3 + ⌦⇤(1 + z0)3(1+w(z0))

⇤1/2
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dL =
cz

H0

 For larger z (ET, LISA), dL depends on other  
cosmological parameters. Can potentially access 
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H(z) = H0

h
⌦m(1 + z0)3 + ⌦⇤(1 + z0)3(1+w(z0))

i1/2

Varying 
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(⌦m, w(z), ..)
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dL

Cosmological parameter determination:
1) their accuracy will depend on accuracy of dL measurement  
2) and require z, with some accuracy.
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Context: measurement of the Hubble constant

● Gravita�onal-wave “standard sirens”

Infer Hubble constant

Error propaga�on : 

Luminosity distance

from GW observa�ons
Redshif

from electromagne�c 

observa�on (e.g., host galaxy)

So far, only 1 point in the z, D
L
 plane 

(GW170817)!
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The measurement of the GW polarization is cru-
cial for inferring the binary inclination. This in-
clination, ◆, is defined as the angle between the
line of sight vector from the source to the detec-
tor and the orbital angular momentum vector of
the binary system. For electromagnetic (EM) phe-
nomena it is typically not possible to tell whether a
system is orbiting clockwise or counter-clockwise
(or, equivalently, face-on or face-off), and sources
are therefore usually characterized by a viewing
angle: min (◆, 180� � ◆). By contrast, GW mea-
surements can identify the sense of the rotation,
and thus ◆ ranges from 0 (counter-clockwise) to
180 deg (clockwise). Previous GW detections by
LIGO had large uncertainties in luminosity dis-
tance and inclination (Abbott et al. 2016a) because
the two LIGO detectors that were involved are
nearly co-aligned, preventing a precise polariza-
tion measurement. In the present case, thanks to
Virgo as an additional detector, the cosine of the
inclination can be constrained at 68.3% (1�) con-
fidence to the range [�1.00,�0.81] corresponding
to inclination angles between [144, 180] deg. This
implies that the plane of the binary orbit is almost,
but not quite, perpendicular to our line of sight
to the source (◆ ⇡ 180 deg), which is consistent
with the observation of a coincident GRB (LVC,
GBM, & INTEGRAL 2017 in prep.; Goldstein et
al. 2017, ApJL, submitted; Savchenko et al. 2017,
ApJL, submitted). We report inferences on cos ◆
because our prior for it is flat, so the posterior is
proportional to the marginal likelihood for it from
the GW observations.

EM follow-up of the GW sky localization re-
gion (Abbott et al. 2017c) discovered an opti-
cal transient (Coulter et al. 2017; Soares-Santos
et al. 2017; Valenti et al. 2017; Arcavi et al. 2017;
Tanvir et al. 2017; Lipunov et al. 2017) in close
proximity to the galaxy NGC 4993. The location
of the transient was previously observed by the
Distance Less Than 40 Mpc (DLT40) survey on
2017 July 27.99 UT and no sources were found
(Valenti et al. 2017). We estimate the probability

Figure 1. GW170817 measurement of H0. Marginal-
ized posterior density for H0 (blue curve). Constraints
at 1- and 2� from Planck (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016) and SHoES (Riess et al. 2016) are shown in
green and orange. The maximum a posteriori value
and minimal 68.3% credible interval from this PDF is
H0 = 70.0+12.0

�8.0 km s

�1
Mpc

�1. The 68.3% (1�) and
95.4% (2�) minimal credible intervals are indicated by
dashed and dotted lines.

of a random chance association between the opti-
cal counterpart and NGC 4993 to be 0.004% (see
the Methods section for details). In what follows
we assume that the optical counterpart is associ-
ated with GW170817, and that this source resides
in NGC 4993.

To compute H0 we need to estimate the back-
ground Hubble flow velocity at the position of
NGC 4993. In the traditional electromagnetic cal-
ibration of the cosmic “distance ladder” (Freed-
man et al. 2001), this step is commonly carried
out using secondary distance indicator informa-
tion, such as the Tully-Fisher relation (Sakai et al.
2000), which allows one to infer the background
Hubble flow velocity in the local Universe scaled
back from more distant secondary indicators cal-
ibrated in quiet Hubble flow. We do not adopt
this approach here, however, in order to preserve
more fully the independence of our results from
the electromagnetic distance ladder. Instead we
estimate the Hubble flow velocity at the position

GW170817

~15% error on distance measurement

4) Accuracy of distance measurement

• Gaussian approx for both distance and Hubble constant posteriors are clearly oversimplification.  
 Any analytical approach must go beyond the Gaussian (Fisher information matrix) approximation.  
 
• must deal with the main cause of the large uncertainty, namely degeneracy between D and i
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Ini	al intui	ons

● Uncertainty largely due to degeneracy distance/ inclina�on

● Two polariza�ons may help to resolve the degeneracy

Ex: GW170817 with signi2cant SNR in LIGO HL and Virgo

● Any sky loca�on where distance uncertainty is smaller?

“Golden spots” for H0 measurement?

Abbo8 et al.  Phys. Rev. X 9, 011001 2019

• and must be sufficiently flexible to calculate the distance posterior, for any network configuration

i=inclination = angle between 1) line  of sight vector from 
source to detector; and  2) orbital angular momentum of  
the binary

For GW170817, the posterior probability density  
for the luminosity distance  

B.P.Abbot + Nature 551, 85–88 (02 November 2017)Public GW170817 PE samples on GWOSC

Gaussian approximation for the distance 
posterior is an oversimplification

SNR of ~33

We would like to have a tool: 

Beyond the gaussian approximation

Analytic (for a fast evaluation)

Which efficiently encodes degeneracies in the parameter space

Introduction

Simone Mastrogiovanni  GR22/Amaldi13 2019 3

Prediction of estimate accuracy can be obtained by Fisher information matrix (gaussian 
approximation). 
Is this reliable for distance estimations from GW data?

Gaussian approximation for the Hubble 
constant posterior is an oversimplification

 posterior probability density for distance



The GW signal from binary mergers 
depends on:

• Intrinsic parameters: phase evolution 
of the signal (spins, masses, merger 
time)

• Extrinsic parameters: geometrical or 
scale factors (sky-position, luminosity 
distance, inclination w.r.t the line of 
sight and merger phase)

Likelihood 

GWs: new type of standard siren for cosmology

S. Mastrogiovanni   Geneve U seminar 3
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– From their phase evolution determine redshifted chirp mass;  
– from the ratio of the two the inclination angle;  
– and hence from their amplitude the luminosity distance.

 
 • Signal at detector a  
            

ha(t,↵, �, . . .) = F+
a (t,↵, �, . . .)h+ + F⇥

a (t,↵, �, . . .)h⇥
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2 polarisations  
of GW in GR

antenna pattern functions, depending on the geometry of the detector, position of the source in the sky defined by declination and 
right ascension, the polarisation angle etc  (For Ligo-Virgo can ignore t dependence.)

Estimate of error on luminosity distance

• In an ideal world, one could measure two polarisations separately:

• But that’s not the reality of GW interferometers
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In the next sections we present the statistical methods and Bayesian analysis
behind the determination of cosmological parameters and graphs such as Fig. 2. We
also discuss the most important sources of uncertainty which contribute to the errors
on H0.

5 Statistical methods to extract cosmological parameters with
standard sirens

We begin by discussing the factors which limit the accuracy with which cosmolog-
ical parameters can be measured, Sec. 5.1. The Fisher matrix approach is briefly
mentioned before we outline the full Bayesian approach in Sec. 5.2. Its application
to different situations is then detailed in Sec. 5.3.

5.1 Factors limiting the accuracy of measurements

In this section we focus on the Hubble parameter H0. A rough estimate of the frac-
tional uncertainty on H0 can be obtained from the low z expression H0 ⇠ cz/dL of
Eq. (12):

sH0

H0
⇡

s
s2

dL

d2
L
+

s2
z

z2 , (28)

where (sdL ,sz) are errors on (dL,z) respectively. Clearly the precision with which
the luminosity distance dL and the source redshift z are determined is critical in de-
termining the accuracy on H0. Different approaches to determine the source redshift
lead to different accuracies on z, and we will discuss these in detail in the following
sections.

Regarding dL, its estimation is provided by the GW measurement. From Eqs. (23)-
(26), it is clear that dL enters into the amplitude of the waveform, together with other
unknowns, namely Mz and cos i . The uncertainty on the determination of Mz and
cos i will therefore impact the uncertainty on dL: these three variables are correlated
(or degenerate). Furthermore, at the detector, the measured strain is given in Eq. (22)
which, in Fourier space using Eqs. (23)-(26) can be rewritten as

h̃( f ) =
A

f 7/6 eiY( f ,Mz), (29)

where Y is given in Eq. (25), and depends on the chirp mass (and also on the coa-
lescence time tc,d and phase fc), and the amplitude

A = A (a,d ,y, i ,dL;Mz) (30)

 
 • What are typical distance errors? How do they depend on the position of the source in the sky?  
And the inclination?  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Fourier space

Contents 11

GWs detected at time td from the source at redshift z were emitted at an earlier
time te, and their frequency is redshifted, fe = (1+ z) f , where f is the frequency at
the detector. We will not comment here on the merger and ring-down waveforms,
which generally require advanced methods and/or numerical relativity for their cal-
culation [26]. Their form, however, is of course important for parameter estimation.
Sufficient for our general discussion is the waveform of the inspiral phase, which
can be calculated using a set of successive perturbative and powerful expansions of
Einstein’s equations around the background FRLW metric, gµn = ḡµn + hµn , see
e.g. [22, 23, 26, 25] for further details and a comprehensive review. A formal ex-
pansion of Einstein’s equations in powers of Newton’s constant G, supplemented
with the assumption of slowly moving systems (vc ⌧ c, where vc is a characteristic
velocity of the system) leads in particular to the post-Newtonian (PN) expansion
scheme. The two polarisations of the GW can be determined to different PN orders
(see e.g. [23]). Working in Fourier space using with the stationary phase approxi-
mation (see also [27] for a detailed discussion of other underlying approximations
made in an expanding universe), assuming circular orbits, point masses and neglect-
ing spins, gives, to lowest order in the PN expansion

h̃+( f ) = A( f ,Mz)


1+ cos2 i

2

�
exp(iY( f ,Mz)) (23)

h̃⇥( f ) = A( f ,Mz)[cos i ]exp
⇣p

2
+ iY( f ,Mz)

⌘
(24)

where

Y( f ,Mz) = 2p f tc,d � p
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and

A( f ,Mz) =
1

dL(z)
5

24p4/3
(GMz)5/6

c3/2
1

f 7/6 . (26)

(Notice that while h(t) is dimensionless, h̃( f ) has dimensions of seconds.) Above
tc,d is the coalescence time at the detector when the phase is fc, and Mz is the
redshifted chirp mass

Mz ⌘ (1+ z)M (27)

where the chirp mass in the source frame is given by in Eq. (18). For example, a
BNS system with m1 = m2 = 1.4M� and corresponding chirp mass M = 1.21M�
at a redshift z = 1, would be detected with a redshifted chirp mass 2.42M�. Notice
that the chirp mass appears both in the phase Y and the amplitude A. This amplitude
is inversely proportional to the luminosity distance of the source, which is why stan-
dard sirens can be used to measure dL. However, at the same time h̃+,⇥ also depend
on the unknown cos i .

Under a scale transformation ( f ,Mz,dL, t) ! ( f/l ,lMz,ldL,l t), the simple
Newtonian waveform given above h̃+,⇥ ! l h̃+,⇥, so that in real space are invariant
h+,⇥ ! h+,⇥. This will also hold for higher order waveforms and is a direct conse-

Real space



 A quick and efficient method for forecasting errors is to use the “Gaussian” Fisher matrix approach

(…but distance posterior probability density is pretty non gaussian in general!)

• Assuming the noise in a detector to be stationary and gaussian with zero mean 
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depends on the position of the source in the sky, the polarisation angle, i , as well as
dL and Mz. Naively one might expect the accuracy DdL/dL to be of order DA /A ,
but in practise the correlations with all the parameters in Eq. (30) reduce it relative
to this estimate.

Let us estimate the errors on A and Mz. To do so, it is often convenient to use
the “Gaussian” Fisher matrix approach, which is a quick and efficient method for
forecasting errors, see e.g. [29]. Before proceeding, however, we note that the Fisher
matrix approach it is not well suited for the systems with low signal-to-noise ratio,
nor for estimating the errors on parameters with non-Gaussian probability distribu-
tions — in fact, this is exactly the case for dL, see figure 3 left panel and figure 4,
and why in Sec. 5.2 we will introduced a more general statistical method. Further-
more the Fisher matrix neglects any a priori constraints on the parameters that may
be available (for instance on the upper mass of a BNS), a problem that then prop-
agates through to any other parameters correlated to those to which the constraints
apply [30]. However, as said above, it can be useful for quick parameter-estimation
performance. Assuming the noise in a detector to be stationary and gaussian with
zero mean, for a natural inner product on the vector space of signals is defined by
[31]

(h1|h2) = 2
Z •

0
d f

h̃⇤
1( f )h̃2( f )+ h̃⇤

2( f )h̃1( f )
Sn( f )

(31)

where h̃1,2( f ) is the Fourier transform on two signals h1,2(t), and Sn( f ) is the noise
power spectral density (PSD) of the detector. (This definition can straightforwardly
be generalised to multiple detectors.) In terms of this inner product, the detected
signal to noise ratio (SNR) is given by

r = (h|h)1/2 ⌘ 2
Z •

0
d f

h̃( f )h̃⇤( f )
Sn( f )

�1/2

, (32)

whilst the Fisher information matrix defined by

Gi j =

✓
∂h
∂q i |

∂h
∂q j

◆
(33)

where ∂h/∂q i is the derivative of the GW signal with respect to the parameter q i.
The statistical errors are the estimated from the square root of the diagonal ele-
ments of the inverse matrix, Dq i ⇠

p
S ii where (in matrix form) S = G �1. The

non-diagonal terms give an estimation of the cross-correlations between the differ-
ent parameters.

We now apply this to the strain in Eq. (29). Using as variables q i = {A ,Mz} (we
neglect tc,d and fc which are not important for this discussion) it is straightforward
to calculate the Fisher matrix and invert it to find [29]

Figure 1. The strain sensitivities of advanced and 3G GW detectors. For ET we use the ET-D
sensitivity curve.

Next, for each BNS generated by this procedure, we determine if its resultant GW
emission is detectable with a given GW detector network. We consider three cases: (1) a
2G network composed by advanced LIGO-Hanford+advanced LIGO-Livingston+advanced
Virgo+Kagra+LIGO India (HLVKI). (2) A single 3G detector, chosen according to current
estimates for the sensitivity of the Einstein Telescope. (3) A three-detector network made by
ET and two CE. The sensitivity curves that we use are shown in Fig. 1.5 The signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), ⇢a, detected by matched filtering with an optimum filter in the ideal case of
Gaussian noise, in a detector labeled a, is

⇢2a = 4

Z 1

0

df
|F

+,ah̃+ + F⇥,ah̃⇥|2
Sn,a

, (2.6)

where f is the GW frequency in the observer frame, h̃
+

and h̃⇥ the Fourier transforms of
the GW strain amplitudes of + and ⇥ polarizations, F

+,a and F⇥,a are the antenna response
functions to the GW + and ⇥ polarizations, and Sn,a(f) is the one-sided noise power spectral
density (PSD) of detector a. The coherent SNR, assuming uncorrelated noises among the
detectors, is simply given by the quadrature sum of the individual SNRs, ⇢2

tot

=
P

a ⇢
2

a. The
triangular configuration of ET provides three independent di↵erential signals between the
arms, equivalent to three detectors, and again the coherent SNR is given by the quadrature
sum of the individual SNRs for these three equivalent detectors.

For low-mass systems such as BNS the SNR in one detector is dominated by the inspiral
part of the signal and is then given

⇢2a =
5

6

[GM(1 + z)]5/3F2

a

c3⇡4/3d2L(z)

Z f
insp

(z)

f
min

df
f�7/3

Sn,a(f)
. (2.7)

5The ET and CE sensitivity curves, as well as the assumed locations of ET (in Europe) and two CE (in
the US) correspond to the choices currently used to develop the Science Case for 3G detectors.

– 5 –
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depends on the position of the source in the sky, the polarisation angle, i , as well as
dL and Mz. Naively one might expect the accuracy DdL/dL to be of order DA /A ,
but in practise the correlations with all the parameters in Eq. (30) reduce it relative
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more the Fisher matrix neglects any a priori constraints on the parameters that may
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whilst the Fisher information matrix defined by

Gi j =
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where ∂h/∂q i is the derivative of the GW signal with respect to the parameter q i.
The statistical errors are the estimated from the square root of the diagonal ele-
ments of the inverse matrix, Dq i ⇠

p
S ii where (in matrix form) S = G �1. The

non-diagonal terms give an estimation of the cross-correlations between the differ-
ent parameters.

We now apply this to the strain in Eq. (29). Using as variables q i = {A ,Mz} (we
neglect tc,d and fc which are not important for this discussion) it is straightforward
to calculate the Fisher matrix and invert it to find [29]

• SNR (signal to noise ratio):
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• Fisher information matrix defined by

• Statistical errors are the estimated from the square root of the  
diagonal elements of the inverse matrix, 
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where ∂h/∂q i is the derivative of the GW signal with respect to the parameter q i.
The statistical errors are the estimated from the square root of the diagonal ele-
ments of the inverse matrix, Dq i ⇠

p
S ii where (in matrix form) S = G �1. The

non-diagonal terms give an estimation of the cross-correlations between the differ-
ent parameters.

We now apply this to the strain in Eq. (29). Using as variables q i = {A ,Mz} (we
neglect tc,d and fc which are not important for this discussion) it is straightforward
to calculate the Fisher matrix and invert it to find [29]
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be available (for instance on the upper mass of a BNS), a problem that then prop-
agates through to any other parameters correlated to those to which the constraints
apply [30]. However, as said above, it can be useful for quick parameter-estimation
performance. Assuming the noise in a detector to be stationary and gaussian with
zero mean, for a natural inner product on the vector space of signals is defined by
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In the next sections we present the statistical methods and Bayesian analysis
behind the determination of cosmological parameters and graphs such as Fig. 2. We
also discuss the most important sources of uncertainty which contribute to the errors
on H0.

5 Statistical methods to extract cosmological parameters with
standard sirens

We begin by discussing the factors which limit the accuracy with which cosmolog-
ical parameters can be measured, Sec. 5.1. The Fisher matrix approach is briefly
mentioned before we outline the full Bayesian approach in Sec. 5.2. Its application
to different situations is then detailed in Sec. 5.3.

5.1 Factors limiting the accuracy of measurements

In this section we focus on the Hubble parameter H0. A rough estimate of the frac-
tional uncertainty on H0 can be obtained from the low z expression H0 ⇠ cz/dL of
Eq. (12):

sH0

H0
⇡

s
s2

dL

d2
L
+

s2
z

z2 , (28)

where (sdL ,sz) are errors on (dL,z) respectively. Clearly the precision with which
the luminosity distance dL and the source redshift z are determined is critical in de-
termining the accuracy on H0. Different approaches to determine the source redshift
lead to different accuracies on z, and we will discuss these in detail in the following
sections.

Regarding dL, its estimation is provided by the GW measurement. From Eqs. (23)-
(26), it is clear that dL enters into the amplitude of the waveform, together with other
unknowns, namely Mz and cos i . The uncertainty on the determination of Mz and
cos i will therefore impact the uncertainty on dL: these three variables are correlated
(or degenerate). Furthermore, at the detector, the measured strain is given in Eq. (22)
which, in Fourier space using Eqs. (23)-(26) can be rewritten as

h̃( f ) =
A

f 7/6 eiY( f ,Mz), (29)

where Y is given in Eq. (25), and depends on the chirp mass (and also on the coa-
lescence time tc,d and phase fc), and the amplitude

A = A (a,d ,y, i ,dL;Mz) (30)

• Detector data
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at f ) 200Hz, we find that 60'Fo of the total signal-to-
noise squared accumulates between 40 and 100Hz, the
&equency band in which LIGO is most sensitive.
We now evaluate the Fisher information matrix (2.7).

For measurements using a single detector, there are only
four parameters on which the Newtonian signal depends:
an overall amplitude A = (Q/D)M5~s, and M, t„and
P,. The derivatives of h(f) with respect to these param-
eters (for f ) 0) are given by

Bh
8 lnA
Bh
8$,

t9h

Ot,
= 2ni f h,

Bh
8lnM

(2.24a)

(2.24b)
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rad,
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(2.25a)

(2.25b)

(2.25c)

6(lnM) =1.2 x 10
~

~
~

. (2.25d), ( 10 l t' M )"
~s x& qMO&

For low-mass binaries, the fact that we "cut off" the
waveform h(f) for f ) (6s~2+M) has little effect on the
rms errors (2.25), due to the sharp rise in S„(f)at high
&equency. The exact scaling of b, (in M) as Ms~s, and
the fact that At, and b,P, are independent of M, strictly
hold only when the cutoff is unimportant. For BH-
BH binaries with S/N = 10, one has 6t, = 0.60msec,
b,P, = 0.32rad, and b, (in M) = 1.3 x 10 (M/Mo) ~ .
The rather phenomenal accuracy attainable for the

chirp mass M is due to the large number JV,„,of cycles
in the detectable portion of the gravitational waveform.
We see &om Eq. (2.13) that JV,„,scales like M ~, so
b, (in M) is proportional 1/JV,„„asone would expect.
The rms errors (2.25) apply to single-detector measure-

ments. In practice, one will have a network of detectors,
with difFerent locations and orientations. For a network,
E(in M), will be roughly given by Eq. (2.25d), but with
S/N replaced by the combined signal-to-noise p of the
detector network, defined by Eq. (1.3) above. This is
because independent estimates of M are obtained &om
each detector. The same argument does not apply to the
rms errors in t„A,and P, because the gravitational
waves will arrive at the difFerent detectors at different

From Eqs. (2.24) and the noise spectrum (2.1), it is
straightforward to evaluate the Fisher information ma-
trix (2.7) and its inverse Z'~ [31].General expressions for
the elements of I';~ using Newtonian waveforms, valid for
any detector noise spectrum, are given in Ref. [14]. We
will not reproduce them here. However, for purposes of
comparison to our post-Newtonian results in Sec. III, we
list the rms errors b,A, hM, b,t„andAP, for the case
of low-mass (e.g. , NS-NS) binaries, assuming the approx-
imate waveform (2.20) and the detector noise spectrum
(2.1):

times, and because detectors with different orientations
measure different values of A and P, (cf. Sec. IV below).
We conclude this section by noting that from the mea-

sured value of the chirp mass M alone, one already ob-
tains a lower limit on the larger of the individual masses,
and upper limits on the smaller mass and on the reduced
mass. We adopt the convention that Mq & M2, i.e., Mq
always refers to the larger of the two masses. Then it
follows by de6nition that

Mi)2 t M, M2&2 ~ M @&2 ~ M. (2.26)
However, if y, is unknown, then the mass ratio Mi/Mz
is unconstrained. The bounds (2.26) that follow &om
measuring M may themselves be of astrophysical inter-
est. For instance, if one determines using (2.26) that
Mq & 3MO, then one may conclude that the heavier
body is a black hole [assuming the redshift is small,
cf. Eq. (2.16) above and associated discussion]. Also,
it has been suggested [8] that &om LIGO-VIRGO mea-
surements of NS-BH coalescences where the BH is rapidly
spinning, it may be possible to constrain the neutron star
equation of state by measuring the &equency at which the
NS's tidal disruption causes the waves to shut off. Knowl-
edge of this tidal-disruption frequency, coupled with an
upper limit on the neutron star mass M2 determined &om
the inspiral waveform, would allow one to place an upper
limit on the stiffness of the equation of state.

III. POST-NEWTONIAN EFFECTS
AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION

We now extend the analysis of the previous section to
include post-Newtonian effects. We continue to treat the
bodies as point masses, since tidal interactions have a
negligible effect. Also, for the moment we will neglect
the effects of the bodies' spin angular momenta.
The post-Newtonian approximation provides the most

accurate description currently available of the gravi-
tational radiation &om inspiraling, stellar-mass bina-
ries. Corrections of order M/r (P N corrections) to the
lowest-order, Newtonian waveform (2.12) were calculated
almost 20 years ago by Wagoner and Will [32]. Calcula-
tions of the inspiral rate have recently been extended to
P ' N order, for the case of nonspinning bodies, by Wise-
man [33] (after Cutler et al. [13] and Poisson [34] had
determined the form of the P N correction for the case
y, /M « 1). By "P N order" we mean that corrections to
the quadrupole-formula radiation 6eld and corresponding
inspiral rate that are of order (M/r)* have been taken
into account, along with order (M/r) corrections to the
nonradiative orbital equations which determine, e.g. , the
orbital &equency at a given separation. [There is no stan-
dard convention for "counting" post-Newtonian orders in
calculations involving radiation; e.g. , some authors refer
to the lowest-order radiation 6eld as P N. Our own
terminology is motivated by the application considered
here: since radiation reaction effects cause the inspiral,
O(M/r) corrections to the quadrupole formula accumu-
late secularly and have just as large an eÃect on the phase
of the orbit P(f ) as do O(M/r) corrections to the orbital
&equency at a given radius. ]
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For a given an SNR, r , the error on the chirp mass is generally much smaller than the
error on the amplitude — and hence much smaller than the error on the luminosity
distance dL. (We refer the reader to [29, 32, 33] for a more in depth discussion,
including how these errors depend on the position of the source in the sky, on the
detector network, also on the degeneracies with cos i , and finally on how to go a
non-Gaussian generalisation of the Fisher matrix approach.) It will be useful for
later purposes to note that a network of a = 1, . . . ,Ndet detectors, as in LIGO-Virgo,
each with a different PSD Sn,a( f ), one often assumes that the network SNR is given
by the quadrature summation of the individual interferometers r2

network = ÂNdet
a=1 ra,

where in detector a, the SNR is ra = (ha|ha)1/2.
The high accuracy on the chirp mass is due to the large number of cycles in the

detected proportion of the gravitational waveform. Indeed, using Eq. (17), the error
on Mz scales as the inverse of the observation time of the event in the detector: light
binaries are observed for longer and hence the corresponding error on Mz is smaller.
This behaviour is generic and is also seen when doing a full Bayesian analysis:
the right-hand panel of Fig. 3 shows the 90% confidence levels for the posterior
distribution for (Mz,dL) for the 10 BBH events in the GWTC-1 catalogue of LIGO-
Virgo [34]. The errors on Mz increase with chirp mass, and relative to the error
on the luminosity distance only start becoming important for more distant events.
Furthermore, the correlation between the chirp mass and the luminosity distance is
negligible for low redshift events

Fig. 3 Left panel: 90% confidence level intervals for luminosity distance and i (indicated as q jn)
for the 10 BBH events in [34]. Right panel: 90% confidence level intervals for luminosity distance
and chirp mass for the 10 BBH events in [34].

For a given an SNR, ρ , the error on the chirp mass is generally much smaller than the error on the amplitude,  
and thus smaller than the error on the amplitude

• Sky position? Are their any “golden spots” in the sky  for which the error on dL would be much smaller?  
After all, GW170817 in a “blind spot” of  Virgo.  Would a similar event in a different part of the sky significantly change the  
dL estimation? If so by how much?  
 
• Can one go beyond the gaussian approx, and develop an analytical estimator for dL, valid for source at any sky position and  
valid for any detector network?
 
• With more detectors, possibly more sensitive ones also, how does the accuracy increase, and vary as a function of sky position? 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In the next sections we present the statistical methods and Bayesian analysis
behind the determination of cosmological parameters and graphs such as Fig. 2. We
also discuss the most important sources of uncertainty which contribute to the errors
on H0.

5 Statistical methods to extract cosmological parameters with
standard sirens

We begin by discussing the factors which limit the accuracy with which cosmolog-
ical parameters can be measured, Sec. 5.1. The Fisher matrix approach is briefly
mentioned before we outline the full Bayesian approach in Sec. 5.2. Its application
to different situations is then detailed in Sec. 5.3.

5.1 Factors limiting the accuracy of measurements

In this section we focus on the Hubble parameter H0. A rough estimate of the frac-
tional uncertainty on H0 can be obtained from the low z expression H0 ⇠ cz/dL of
Eq. (12):
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where (sdL ,sz) are errors on (dL,z) respectively. Clearly the precision with which
the luminosity distance dL and the source redshift z are determined is critical in de-
termining the accuracy on H0. Different approaches to determine the source redshift
lead to different accuracies on z, and we will discuss these in detail in the following
sections.

Regarding dL, its estimation is provided by the GW measurement. From Eqs. (23)-
(26), it is clear that dL enters into the amplitude of the waveform, together with other
unknowns, namely Mz and cos i . The uncertainty on the determination of Mz and
cos i will therefore impact the uncertainty on dL: these three variables are correlated
(or degenerate). Furthermore, at the detector, the measured strain is given in Eq. (22)
which, in Fourier space using Eqs. (23)-(26) can be rewritten as

h̃( f ) =
A

f 7/6 eiY( f ,Mz), (29)

where Y is given in Eq. (25), and depends on the chirp mass (and also on the coa-
lescence time tc,d and phase fc), and the amplitude

A = A (a,d ,y, i ,dL;Mz) (30)

[K.Leyde et al, 1906.02670]



accurate measurements of the luminosity distance. How-
ever, has shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8, the relative error for the
luminosity distance and cos ι has a weak scaling with ϵd,
hence even sky locations with smaller ϵd can not reduce the
d- cos ι correlations. These result is consistent with [31] in
which a similar framework have been studied without

taking into account the different sensitivities of the detec-
tors. On the other hand, five detector network allows us to
achieve only a 10% accuracy over the majority of the sky.
Crucially, for ϵd ≈ 1, this approximant is no longer reliable
since the likelihood is strongly degenerate as shown in
Appendix and discussed in Sec. V.

FIG. 8. Level curves (gray-scaled dashed lines) for the luminosity distance accuracy measured as the posterior standard deviation from
Eq. (39) over the true luminosity distance. We assume a global SNR of 33, and use the same sky coordinates as in Fig. 1. The inclination
is fixed to the most probable inclination for detectable binaries, namely v ¼ 0.85 [30]. There is a clear correlation with the value of ϵd,
shown with a colored mesh plot.

FIG. 6. Relative uncertainty ΔD=D predicted by Eq. (31)
versus the inclination angle of the binary ι for a signal with
SNR ¼ 20. The different lines indicates sky locations with
different ϵd. The maximum uncertainty increases with ϵd.

FIG. 7. Uncertainty Δι predicted by Eq. (31) versus the
inclination angle of the binary ι for a signal with SNR ¼ 20.
The different lines indicates sky locations with different ϵd. The
maximum uncertainty increases with ϵd.
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• Here Delta D/D, having marginalized over the other parameters, for SNR=33

– No “golden spots”….



10 BBH events in GWTC-1 catalogue of LIGO-Virgo  
(90% confidence level intervals)

error on chirp mass 
increases with chirp mass
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For a given an SNR, r , the error on the chirp mass is generally much smaller than the
error on the amplitude — and hence much smaller than the error on the luminosity
distance dL. (We refer the reader to [29, 32, 33] for a more in depth discussion,
including how these errors depend on the position of the source in the sky, on the
detector network, also on the degeneracies with cos i , and finally on how to go a
non-Gaussian generalisation of the Fisher matrix approach.) It will be useful for
later purposes to note that a network of a = 1, . . . ,Ndet detectors, as in LIGO-Virgo,
each with a different PSD Sn,a( f ), one often assumes that the network SNR is given
by the quadrature summation of the individual interferometers r2

network = ÂNdet
a=1 ra,

where in detector a, the SNR is ra = (ha|ha)1/2.
The high accuracy on the chirp mass is due to the large number of cycles in the

detected proportion of the gravitational waveform. Indeed, using Eq. (17), the error
on Mz scales as the inverse of the observation time of the event in the detector: light
binaries are observed for longer and hence the corresponding error on Mz is smaller.
This behaviour is generic and is also seen when doing a full Bayesian analysis:
the right-hand panel of Fig. 3 shows the 90% confidence levels for the posterior
distribution for (Mz,dL) for the 10 BBH events in the GWTC-1 catalogue of LIGO-
Virgo [34]. The errors on Mz increase with chirp mass, and relative to the error
on the luminosity distance only start becoming important for more distant events.
Furthermore, the correlation between the chirp mass and the luminosity distance is
negligible for low redshift events

Fig. 3 Left panel: 90% confidence level intervals for luminosity distance and i (indicated as q jn)
for the 10 BBH events in [34]. Right panel: 90% confidence level intervals for luminosity distance
and chirp mass for the 10 BBH events in [34].

large errors due to distance inclination 
degeneracy



Is it possible to reduce the error on dL? Waveforms

9

Credit: Carl Rodriguez 

• If spins are not aligned wrt orbital angular momentum:
orbital precession around total momentum

• Signal = superposition of orbital harmonics, 
dominant is 2 x orb. freq. 

[Babak et al. 2016; Cotesta et al. 2018, 2020, Ossokine et al. 2020]

[Khan et al. 2020]

S. Vitale + PRL, 121, 021303, 2018

Comparisons with bayesian estimates

Simone Mastrogiovanni  GR22/Amaldi13 2019 12

E. Chassande-Mottin +, arXiv: 1906.02670, 2019

Comparison of the relative uncertainties on the luminosity distance predicted by our 
approximants and the one from a full Bayesian estimation (LALinference)

(compare the solid lines)

SNR 20

1) Binaries with spins:  
 
if total spin is misaligned with the total orbital momentum L,  
then these vectors change orientation due to spin-orbit interaction (1.5PN effect)  
=> detected radiation has a time-varying polarisation.    
=> As a result the orbital plane precesses, and inclination angle will  
depend on time, thus providing an additional phase modulation to the GW signal 

In some cases, yes.

In case of NS-BH binaries, for same SNR, precision on  
luminosity distance can be increased by a factor of 10.

Here: NS has no spin.  
         BH has a spin tilted at angle  
               relative to orbital angular momentum
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2) Higher order modes
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For a BNS at 100Mpc, and for f = 100Hz, the amplitude is tiny, h ⇠ 10�23.

4.2 From the waveform to the Hubble constant

In this subsection we present more details on the detected gravitational waveform,
no longer assuming z ⌧ 1.

In the source frame attached to the binary system, a GW propagating towards the
detector is described by 2 polar angles; a polar angle j , and the inclination i — the
angle between the between the line of sight vector from the source to the detector
and the total orbital angular momentum vector of the binary system. Working in the
standard transverse-traceless gauge of general relativity, the two GW polarisations
h+,⇥ can be decomposed into spin �2 weighted spherical harmonic modes

h+ � ih⇥ =
•

Ầ
=2

`

Â
m=�`

Y`m(i,j) h`m, (20)

see e.g. [26]. The modes h`m depend on the properties of the source — including
the masses of the two bodies, m1,2, their spins, their distance dL from the detector,
and for NSs their equation of state. The dominant mode is the quadrupolar mode
h22 (GW emission is not isotropic). The higher order modes generally depend on
the mass difference

D =
(m1 �m2)

(m1 +m2)
, (21)

and scale differently with i than the dominant h22 mode. This different scaling
means that, for systems with very different masses such as NSBH mergers, higher
order modes (HoM) can be an important tool to extract more accurate measurements
of dL (see Sec. (5.1)).

At detection time td , the strain h measured by a GW interferometer is a linear
combination of h+,⇥, namely

h(td) = F+(a,d ,y, td)h+(td)+F⇥(a,d ,y, td)h⇥(td), (22)

where the detector response functions F+,⇥ depend on the geometry of the detector,
the position of the source in the sky defined by its declination and right-ascension
(a,d ), and the polarisation angle y (which describes the orientation of the pro-
jection of the binary’s orbital momentum vector onto the plane on the sky). If the
duration of the event is small compared to the time of rotation of the earth, their
dependence on time td can be neglected. As can be seen from Eq. (17), this will be
a good approximation for events seen by LIGO-Virgo. However, it starts to be ques-
tionable for BNS in Einstein-Telescope which, given the wider frequency band, can
be observed for order a few days. For LISA, the time-dependence of the response
functions is crucial.

• So far discussed the dominant quadrupolar mode.  
 
• Higher order modes generally depend on the mass difference, and scale differently with inclination.
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For a BNS at 100Mpc, and for f = 100Hz, the amplitude is tiny, h ⇠ 10�23.

4.2 From the waveform to the Hubble constant

In this subsection we present more details on the detected gravitational waveform,
no longer assuming z ⌧ 1.

In the source frame attached to the binary system, a GW propagating towards the
detector is described by 2 polar angles; a polar angle j , and the inclination i — the
angle between the between the line of sight vector from the source to the detector
and the total orbital angular momentum vector of the binary system. Working in the
standard transverse-traceless gauge of general relativity, the two GW polarisations
h+,⇥ can be decomposed into spin �2 weighted spherical harmonic modes

h+ � ih⇥ =
•

Ầ
=2

`

Â
m=�`

Y`m(i,j) h`m, (20)

see e.g. [26]. The modes h`m depend on the properties of the source — including
the masses of the two bodies, m1,2, their spins, their distance dL from the detector,
and for NSs their equation of state. The dominant mode is the quadrupolar mode
h22 (GW emission is not isotropic). The higher order modes generally depend on
the mass difference

D =
(m1 �m2)

(m1 +m2)
, (21)

and scale differently with i than the dominant h22 mode. This different scaling
means that, for systems with very different masses such as NSBH mergers, higher
order modes (HoM) can be an important tool to extract more accurate measurements
of dL (see Sec. (5.1)).

At detection time td , the strain h measured by a GW interferometer is a linear
combination of h+,⇥, namely

h(td) = F+(a,d ,y, td)h+(td)+F⇥(a,d ,y, td)h⇥(td), (22)

where the detector response functions F+,⇥ depend on the geometry of the detector,
the position of the source in the sky defined by its declination and right-ascension
(a,d ), and the polarisation angle y (which describes the orientation of the pro-
jection of the binary’s orbital momentum vector onto the plane on the sky). If the
duration of the event is small compared to the time of rotation of the earth, their
dependence on time td can be neglected. As can be seen from Eq. (17), this will be
a good approximation for events seen by LIGO-Virgo. However, it starts to be ques-
tionable for BNS in Einstein-Telescope which, given the wider frequency band, can
be observed for order a few days. For LISA, the time-dependence of the response
functions is crucial.

• Two polarisation modes generally decomposed into spin -2 weighted spherical harmonics:
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FIG. 3: Example of hybrid waveform modes constructed by matching NR and PN modes. These hybrid waveforms are constructed by matching
non-spinning, q = 8 NR waveforms computed using the SpEC code with PN/EOB waveforms describing the early inspiral. The horizontal
axes show the time (with origin at the start of the NR waveforms) and the vertical axes show the GW modes h`m(t). The matching region
(1000M, 2000M) is marked by vertical green lines.

made public by the SXS collaboration [34]. The SpEC code
evolves conformally flat quasi-equilibrium initial data [33, 39–
42] with the generalized harmonic formulation of general rela-
tivity [43–45], using a pseudospectral multi-domain method
for spatial discretization, and implements co-rotating coordi-
nate system via the dual frame method [27].

For mass ratio q = 18, new NR simulations have been
performed with the BAM code [35, 36]. This code evolves
black-hole-binary puncture initial data [46, 47] generated us-

ing a pseudo-spectral elliptic solver [48]. Initial parameters
for low-eccentricity inspiral were produced using integrations
of the PN equations of motion, as described in [49–51]. The
numerical evolution is carried out with the �-variant of the
moving-puncture [52–54] version of the BSSN [55, 56] for-
mulation of the 3+1 Einstein evolution equations. Spatial
finite-di↵erence derivatives are sixth-order accurate in the bulk
[36], Kreiss-Oliger dissipation terms converge at fifth order,
and a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is used for the time

mass ratio = 1/8[1409.2349]
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Fig. 4 GW190412: Posterior distribution for the luminosity distance and inclination. The central
plot shows the 90% confidence level for different waveform approximants namely: the dominant
multipole (and no precession), higher multipoles and no precession; and higher multipoles and
precession. The impact of higher multipoles on constraining the inclination and distance is clear.
The top and side plots show the marginal posteriors of i and dL respectively. Figure from [37]

rection of the GW signal. For a network with three or more detectors instead, the
sky localization area AGW at the 90% confidence level is given by [32]

AGW =
2p ln10p

detG
, (36)

where G is now the sum of all the single detector Fisher matrices.

5.2 Bayesian statistical method: an outline

In this subsection we outline the Bayesian statistical methods which are extensively
used to infer cosmological parameters from a number Nobs of GW events. For a de-
tailed overview and discussion of the methods described below, we refer the reader
to [41, 42] and references within. Initially, we will assume that there exists an iden-
tified EM counterpart to each of the GW events. However, this will certainly not
always be true (and is likely not be true for many BBH systems), though there ex-
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5) Determining the redshift

• Crux of doing late-time cosmology with GWs is to determine redshift of the sources. 

1. A direct EM counterpart with an associated redshift measurement [B.Schutz, '86]  

2. A collection of galaxies localized in the GW localization volume (i.e. using galaxy catalogues) 
[B.Schutz, '86]  

3. Knowledge of the source frame mass distribution  

4. for NS, a measure of the tidal deformability + equation of state  

5. ….

Michele Mancarella, 28/01/2021 - GdR GWs, Cosmology

STATISTICAL METHODS FOR DARK SIRENS

 Basic idea:

 Full bayesian formulation:

hA / 1/dGW
L (z;H0,⌅0)

 GWs from compact binaries are standard sirens 

 In absence of counterpart, take redshifts 
   from all galaxies within localization region

 Compute Ξ0 for all of them

 Doing so for many events you get a distribution
   peaked at the true value.

 GW likelihood : LVC skymaps (direction-dependent gaussian approx.)

 Use a galaxy catalogue prior on redshift and position;  marginalize

 Correct for selection bias

p(⌅0|DGW) / ⇡(⌅0)

�(⌅0)Nobs

N
obsY

i=1

Z
dzd⌦ p(Di

GW|dL(z;⌅0), ⌦̂) p0(z, ⌦̂)

Schutz 1986

Del Pozzo ’11, Chen et al ’18, Gray et al. `19, ...

Thursday 28 January 21
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with specific stellar populations). Because merger counterparts
are predicted to be faint, obtaining a spectroscopic redshift
is challenging (cf. Rowlinson et al. 2010), in which case
spectroscopy of the host galaxy is the most promising means
of obtaining the event redshift.

It is important to distinguish two general strategies for con-
necting EM and GW events. One approach is to search for a
GW signal following an EM trigger, either in real time or at
a post-processing stage (e.g., Finn et al. 1999; Mohanty et al.
2004). This is particularly promising for counterparts predicted
to occur in temporal coincidence with the GW chirp, such as
short-duration gamma-ray bursts (SGRBs). Unfortunately, most
other promising counterparts (none of which have yet been
independently identified) occur hours to months after coales-
cence.6 Thus, the predicted arrival time of the GW signal will
remain uncertain, in which case the additional sensitivity gained
from this information is significantly reduced. For instance, if
the time of merger is known only to within an uncertainty of
∼ hours (weeks), as we will show is the case for optical (radio)
counterparts, then the number of trial GW templates that must
be searched is larger by a factor ∼104–106 than if the merger
time is known to within seconds, as in the case of SGRBs.

A second approach, which is the primary focus of this paper,
is EM follow-up of GW triggers. A potential advantage in this
case is that counterpart searches are restricted to the nearby
universe, as determined by the ALIGO/Virgo sensitivity range
(redshift z ! 0.05–0.1). On the other hand, the large error
regions are a significant challenge, which are estimated to be
tens of square degrees even for optimistic configurations of GW
detectors (e.g., Gürsel & Tinto 1989; Fairhurst 2009; Wen &
Chen 2010; Nissanke et al. 2011). Although it has been argued
that this difficulty may be alleviated if the search is restricted
to galaxies within 200 Mpc (Nuttall & Sutton 2010), we stress
that the number of galaxies with L " 0.1 L∗ (typical of SGRB
host galaxies; Berger 2009, 2011) within an expected GW error
region is ∼400, large enough to negate this advantage for most
search strategies. In principle the number of candidate galaxies
could be reduced if the distance can be constrained from the
GW signal; however, distance estimates for individual events
are rather uncertain, especially at that low of S/Ns that will
characterize most detections (Nissanke et al. 2010). Moreover,
current galaxy catalogs are incomplete within the ALIGO/Virgo
volume, especially at lower luminosities. Finally, some mergers
may also occur outside of their host galaxies (Berger 2010;
Kelley et al. 2010). Although restricting counterpart searches to
nearby galaxies is unlikely to reduce the number of telescope
pointings necessary in follow-up searches, it nevertheless can
substantially reduce the effective sky region to be searched,
thereby allowing for more effective vetoes of false positive
events (Kulkarni & Kasliwal 2009).

At the present there are no optical or radio facilities that can
provide all-sky coverage at a cadence and depth matched to
the expected light curves of EM counterparts. As we show in
this paper, even the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST),
with a planned all-sky cadence of four days and a depth of
r ≈ 24.7 mag, is unlikely to effectively capture the range of
expected EM counterparts. Thus, targeted follow-up of GW

6 Predicted EM counterparts that may instead precede the GW signal include
emission powered by the magnetosphere of the NS (e.g., Hansen & Lyutikov
2001; McWilliams & Levin 2011; Lyutikov 2011a, 2011b), or cracking of the
NS crust due to tidal interactions (e.g., Troja et al. 2010; Tsang et al. 2011),
during the final inspiral. However, given the current uncertainties in these
models, we do not discuss them further.
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Figure 1. Summary of potential electromagnetic counterparts of NS–NS/
NS–BH mergers discussed in this paper, as a function of the observer angle,
θobs. Following the merger a centrifugally supported disk (blue) remains around
the central compact object (usually a BH). Rapid accretion lasting !1 s
powers a collimated relativistic jet, which produces a short-duration gamma-
ray burst (Section 2). Due to relativistic beaming, the gamma-ray emission
is restricted to observers with θobs ! θj , the half-opening angle of the jet.
Non-thermal afterglow emission results from the interaction of the jet with
the surrounding circumburst medium (pink). Optical afterglow emission is
observable on timescales up to ∼ days–weeks by observers with viewing angles
of θobs ! 2θj (Section 3.1). Radio afterglow emission is observable from all
viewing angles (isotropic) once the jet decelerates to mildly relativistic speeds
on a timescale of weeks–months, and can also be produced on timescales of
years from sub-relativistic ejecta (Section 3.2). Short-lived isotropic optical
emission lasting ∼few days (kilonova; yellow) can also accompany the merger,
powered by the radioactive decay of heavy elements synthesized in the ejecta
(Section 4).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

error regions is required, whether the aim is to detect optical
or radio counterparts. Even with this approach, the follow-
up observations will still require large field-of-view (FOV)
telescopes to cover tens of square degrees; targeted observations
of galaxies are unlikely to substantially reduce the large amount
of time to scan the full error region.

Our investigation of EM counterparts is organized as follows.
We begin by comparing various types of EM counterparts, each
illustrated by the schematic diagram in Figure 1. The first is an
SGRB, powered by accretion following the merger (Section 2).
Even if no SGRB is produced or detected, the merger may still
be accompanied by relativistic ejecta, which will power non-
thermal afterglow emission as it interacts with the surrounding
medium. In Section 3 we explore the properties of such “or-
phan afterglows” from bursts with jets nearly aligned toward
Earth (optical afterglows; Section 3.1) and for larger viewing
angles (late radio afterglows; Section 3.2). We constrain our
models using the existing observations of SGRB afterglows,
coupled with off-axis afterglow models. We also provide a re-
alistic assessment of the required observing time and achiev-
able depths in the optical and radio bands. In Section 4 we
consider isotropic optical transients powered by the radioac-
tive decay of heavy elements synthesized in the ejecta (referred
to here as “kilonovae,” since their peak luminosities are pre-
dicted to be roughly one thousand times brighter than those
of standard novae). In Section 5 we compare and contrast the
potential counterparts in the context of our four Cardinal Virtues.
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1.  direct EM counterpart (NS-NS or NS-BH mergers).

 For GW170817,  
 measure redshift from optical identification 
 of the host galaxy (NGC4993)  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2�

Marginalized posterior density for H_0

1) Hubble flow velocity: need to account for  
peculiar velocities, caused by local  
grav field, attraction to nearby galaxies
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Figure 2. Inference on H0 and inclination. Pos-
terior density of H0 and cos ◆ from the joint GW-EM
analysis (blue contours). Shading levels are drawn at
every 5% credible level, with the 68.3% (1�, solid) and
95.4% (2�, dashed) contours in black. Values of H0 and
1- and 2� error bands are also displayed from Planck
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2016) and SHoES (Riess
et al. 2016). As noted in the text, inclination angles
near 180 deg (cos ◆ = �1) indicate that the orbital an-
gular momentum is anti-parallel with the direction from
the source to the detector.

of NGC 4993 by correcting for local peculiar mo-
tions.

NGC 4993 is part of a collection of galaxies,
ESO-508, whose center-of-mass recession veloc-
ity relative to the frame of the CMB (Hinshaw et al.
2009) is (Crook et al. 2007) 3327± 72 km s

�1. We
correct the group velocity by 310 km s

�1 due to
the coherent bulk flow (Springob et al. 2014; Car-
rick et al. 2015) towards The Great Attractor (see
Methods section for details). The standard error on
our estimate of the peculiar velocity is 69 km s

�1,
but recognizing that this value may be sensitive
to details of the bulk flow motion that have been
imperfectly modelled, in our subsequent analysis
we adopt a more conservative estimate (Carrick
et al. 2015) of 150km s

�1 for the uncertainty on
the peculiar velocity at the location of NGC 4993,
and fold this into our estimate of the uncertainty
on vH . From this, we obtain a Hubble velocity
vH = 3017± 166 km s

�1.

Once the distance and Hubble velocity distribu-
tions have been determined from the GW and EM
data, respectively, we can constrain the value of
the Hubble constant. The measurement of the dis-
tance is strongly correlated with the measurement
of the inclination of the orbital plane of the bi-
nary. The analysis of the GW data also depends on
other parameters describing the source, such as the
masses of the components (Abbott et al. 2016a).
Here we treat the uncertainty in these other vari-
ables by marginalizing over the posterior distribu-
tion on system parameters (Abbott et al. 2017a),
with the exception of the position of the system on
the sky which is taken to be fixed at the location of
the optical counterpart.

We carry out a Bayesian analysis to infer
a posterior distribution on H0 and inclination,
marginalized over uncertainties in the recessional
and peculiar velocities; see the Methods sec-
tion for details. Figure 1 shows the marginal
posterior for H0. The maximum a posteri-
ori value with the minimal 68.3% credible in-
terval is H0 = 70.0+12.0

�8.0 km s

�1
Mpc

�1. Our
estimate agrees well with state-of-the-art de-
terminations of this quantity, including CMB
measurements from Planck (Planck Collabora-
tion et al. 2016) (67.74 ± 0.46 km s

�1
Mpc

�1,
“TT,TE,EE+lowP+lensing+ext”) and Type Ia su-
pernova measurements from SHoES (Riess et al.
2016) (73.24 ± 1.74 km s

�1
Mpc

�1), as well as
baryon acoustic oscillations measurements from
SDSS (Aubourg et al. 2015), strong lensing mea-
surements from H0LiCOW (Bonvin et al. 2017),
high-l CMB measurements from SPT (Henning
et al. 2017), and Cepheid measurements from the
HST key project (Freedman et al. 2001). Our mea-
surement is a new and independent determination
of this quantity. The close agreement indicates
that, although each method may be affected by dif-
ferent systematic uncertainties, we see no evidence
at present for a systematic difference between GW
and established EM-based estimates. As has been
much remarked upon, the Planck and SHoES re-
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The Hubble constant H0 measures the mean ex-
pansion rate of the Universe. At nearby distances
(d . 50Mpc) it is well approximated by the ex-
pression

vH = H0d, (1)

where vH is the local “Hubble flow” velocity of a
source, and d is the distance to the source. At such
distances all cosmological distance measures (such
as luminosity distance and comoving distance) dif-
fer at the order of vH/c where c is the speed of
light. As vH/c ⇠ 1% for GW170817 we do not
distinguish between them. We are similarly insen-
sitive to the values of other cosmological parame-
ters, such as ⌦m and ⌦⇤.

To obtain the Hubble flow velocity at the posi-
tion of GW170817, we use the optical identifica-
tion of the host galaxy NGC 4993 (Abbott et al.
2017c). This identification is based solely on the
2-dimensional projected offset and is independent
of any assumed value of H0. The position and red-
shift of this galaxy allow us to estimate the appro-
priate value of the Hubble flow velocity. Because
the source is relatively nearby the random relative
motions of galaxies, known as peculiar velocities,
need to be taken into account. The peculiar veloc-
ity is ⇠ 10% of the measured recessional velocity
(see Methods).

The original standard siren proposal (Schutz
1986) did not rely on the unique identification of
a host galaxy. By combining information from
⇠ 100 independent GW detections, each with a set
of potential host galaxies, a ⇠ 5% estimate of H0

can be obtained even without the detection of any
transient optical counterparts (Del Pozzo 2012).
This is particularly relevant, as gravitational-wave
networks will detect many binary black hole merg-
ers over the coming years (Abbott et al. 2016a),
and these are not expected to be accompanied by
electromagnetic counterparts. Alternatively, if an
EM counterpart has been identified but the host
galaxy is unknown, the same statistical method
can be applied but using only those galaxies in

a narrow beam around the location of the opti-
cal counterpart. However, such statistical analyses
are sensitive to a number of complicating effects,
including the incompleteness of current galaxy cat-
alogs or the need for dedicated follow-up surveys,
as well as a range of selection effects (Messen-
ger & Veitch 2013). In what follows we exploit
the identification of NGC 4993 as the host galaxy
of GW170817 to perform a standard siren mea-
surement of the Hubble constant (Holz & Hughes
2005; Dalal et al. 2006; Nissanke et al. 2010,
2013).

Analysis of the GW data associated with GW170817
produces estimates for the parameters of the
source, under the assumption that general rela-
tivity is the correct model of gravity (Abbott et al.
2017a). We are most interested in the joint pos-
terior distribution on the luminosity distance and
binary orbital inclination angle. For the analysis in
this paper we fix the location of the GW source on
the sky to the identified location of the counterpart
(Coulter et al. 2017). See the Methods section for
details.

An analysis of the GW data alone finds that
GW170817 occurred at a distance d = 43.8+2.9

�6.9 Mpc
(all values are quoted as the maximum posterior
value with the minimal width 68.3% credible inter-
val). We note that the distance quoted here differs
from that in other studies (Abbott et al. 2017a),
since here we assume that the optical counter-
part represents the true sky location of the GW
source instead of marginalizing over a range of
potential sky locations. The ⇠ 15% uncertainty
is due to a combination of statistical measurement
error from the noise in the detectors, instrumen-
tal calibration uncertainties (Abbott et al. 2017a),
and a geometrical factor dependent upon the cor-
relation of distance with inclination angle. The
GW measurement is consistent with the distance
to NGC 4993 measured using the Tully-Fisher re-
lation, dTF = 41.1 ± 5.8Mpc (Sakai et al. 2000;
Freedman et al. 2001).

2) Distance error large,

3) statistical measurement error from  
noise in detectors + instrumentation  
calibration uncertainties:

Errors:
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Era of precision GW-cosmology ahead!
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Schutz (1986); Holz & Hughes (2005)

Plot from Nissanke et al. (2013)

Chen et al. (2017)

Idea in Schutz (1986); Plot from Del Pozzo (2012)

Multiple observations with transient counterparts.

Narrow beam with potential host galaxies around optical
counterpart if host galaxy not uniquely identified.

A fully statistical analysis using cross-correlation with
a galaxy catalog in absence of a transient optical
counterpart.

applicable also for binary black holes

extension to other cosmological parameters?

2. Most events are BBH with no EM counterpart: z from collection of galaxies 
localized in the GW localization volume (i.e. using galaxy catalogues)  
[B.Schutz, '86]  

Michele Mancarella, 28/01/2021 - GdR GWs, Cosmology

STATISTICAL METHODS FOR DARK SIRENS

 Basic idea:

 Full bayesian formulation:

hA / 1/dGW
L (z;H0,⌅0)

 GWs from compact binaries are standard sirens 

 In absence of counterpart, take redshifts 
   from all galaxies within localization region

 Compute Ξ0 for all of them

 Doing so for many events you get a distribution
   peaked at the true value.

 GW likelihood : LVC skymaps (direction-dependent gaussian approx.)

 Use a galaxy catalogue prior on redshift and position;  marginalize

 Correct for selection bias

p(⌅0|DGW) / ⇡(⌅0)

�(⌅0)Nobs

N
obsY

i=1

Z
dzd⌦ p(Di

GW|dL(z;⌅0), ⌦̂) p0(z, ⌦̂)

Schutz 1986

Del Pozzo ’11, Chen et al ’18, Gray et al. `19, ...

Thursday 28 January 21

Method applied to O2 events. 
 
– But not all  events well localized (some with 2 detectors only)  
– Furthermore, the catalogues may not cover completely the GW 3D localisation volume
– and also the catalogues may be incomplete.

with good localization of the GW event

Infer    using directional information :
– using galaxy catalogues, identify all 
potential hosts in localization region
– incorporate redshift of each  
– any confusion between host galaxies is
averaged out by many sources

z

	 	   [B.P.Abbot et al. arXiv:1908.06060v2]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.06060


For these sources, we have never 
observed an associated EM counterpart. 

Thus, we can rely only on GW data to 
localised the event in the Universe. 

The 3D localisation is however very broad 
since:

However, most of the GWs detections are 
represented by binary black hole (BBHs) 
mergers.

• Detections might come from 2 detectors, 
thus preventing the pinpoint of the source. 

• The luminosity distance-inclination 
degeneracy will become more severe.
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B.P. Abbot et al Phys. Rev. X 9, 031040
GW with no EM counterpart

probability that
the galaxy is in 
the catalogue.

FIG. 7. Parameter estimation summary plots IV. Posterior probability densities of distance dL, inclination angle θJN , and chirp mass
M of the GWevents. For the two-dimensional distributions, the contours show 90% credible regions. For GW170817, we show results
for the high-spin prior ai < 0.89. Left: The inclination angle and luminosity distance of the binaries. Right: The luminosity distance (or
redshift z) and source-frame chirp mass. The colored event labels are ordered by source-frame chirp mass.

FIG. 8. Parameter estimation summary plots V. The contours show 90% and 50% credible regions for the sky locations of all GWevents in a
Mollweide projection. The probable position of the source is shown in equatorial coordinates (right ascension is measured in hours, and
declination is measured in degrees). 50% and 90% credible regions of posterior probability sky areas for the GW events. Top: Confidently
detectedO2GWevents [22] (GW170817, GW170104, GW170823, GW170608, GW170809, andGW170814) for which alerts were sent to
EM observers. Bottom: O1 events (GW150914, GW151226, and GW151012), along with O2 events (GW170729 and GW170818) not
previouslyreleased toEMobservers.Whereapplicable, the initial skymapssharedwithEMpartners in lowlatencyareavailable fromRef. [185].
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for the high-spin prior ai < 0.89. Left: The inclination angle and luminosity distance of the binaries. Right: The luminosity distance (or
redshift z) and source-frame chirp mass. The colored event labels are ordered by source-frame chirp mass.

FIG. 8. Parameter estimation summary plots V. The contours show 90% and 50% credible regions for the sky locations of all GWevents in a
Mollweide projection. The probable position of the source is shown in equatorial coordinates (right ascension is measured in hours, and
declination is measured in degrees). 50% and 90% credible regions of posterior probability sky areas for the GW events. Top: Confidently
detectedO2GWevents [22] (GW170817, GW170104, GW170823, GW170608, GW170809, andGW170814) for which alerts were sent to
EM observers. Bottom: O1 events (GW150914, GW151226, and GW151012), along with O2 events (GW170729 and GW170818) not
previouslyreleased toEMobservers.Whereapplicable, the initial skymapssharedwithEMpartners in lowlatencyareavailable fromRef. [185].
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Event SNR �⌦/deg2 dL/Mpc zevent V/Mpc3 Galaxy catalog Number of galaxies mth p(G|zevent,DGW)

GW150914 24.4 182 440+150
�170 0.09+0.03

�0.03 3.5 ⇥ 106 GLADE 3910 17.92 0.42

GW151012 10.0 1523 1080+550
�490 0.21+0.09

�0.09 5.8 ⇥ 108 GLADE 78195 17.97 0.01

GW151226 13.1 1033 450+180
�190 0.09+0.04

�0.04 2.4 ⇥ 107 GLADE 27677 17.93 0.41

GW170104 13.0 921 990+440
�430 0.20+0.08

�0.08 2.4 ⇥ 108 GLADE 42221 17.76 0.01

GW170608 15.4 392 320+120
�110 0.07+0.02

�0.02 3.4 ⇥ 106 GLADE 6267 17.84 0.60

GW170729 10.8 1041 2840+1400
�1360 0.49+0.19

�0.21 8.7 ⇥ 109 GLADE 77727 17.82 < 0.01

GW170809 12.4 308 1030+320
�390 0.20+0.05

�0.07 9.1 ⇥ 107 GLADE 18749 17.62 < 0.01

GW170814 16.3 87 600+150
�220 0.12+0.03

�0.04 4.0 ⇥ 106 DES-Y1 31554 23.84 > 0.99

GW170817 33.0 16 40+7
�15 0.01+0.00

�0.00 227 – – – –

GW170818 11.3 39 1060+420
�380 0.21+0.07

�0.07 1.5 ⇥ 107 GLADE 1059 17.51 < 0.01

GW170823 11.5 1666 1940+970
�900 0.35+0.15

�0.15 3.5 ⇥ 109 GLADE 117680 17.98 < 0.01

Table 1. Relevant parameters of the O1 and O2 detections: network signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the search pipeline (PyCBC/GstLAL) in
which the signal is the loudest, 90% sky localization region �⌦ (deg2), luminosity distance dL (Mpc, median with 90% credible intervals), and
estimated redshift zevent (median with 90% range assuming Planck 2015 cosmology) from Abbott et al. (2019b). In the remaining columns we
report the corresponding 90% 3D localization comoving volumes, the number of galaxies within each volume for public catalogs which we
find to be the most complete, and the apparent magnitude threshold, mth, of the galaxy catalog associated with the corresponding sky region (as
described in Section 3.3). The final column gives the probability that the host galaxy is inside the galaxy catalog for each event, p(G|zevent,DGW),
also evaluated at the median redshift for each event.

We convert from the DES grizY magnitudes to the SDSS
ugriz system using the photometric transformations provided
in the DES-Y1 paper (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2018), which re-
quires discarding a further ⇠ 5% of galaxies with inadequate
color information. This transformation enables us to apply
K corrections to obtain source-frame luminosities (see Sec.
3.4.2 for details). We use the SDSS g-band magnitudes, as
these are closest to B-band, and update the Schechter pa-
rameters of our analysis to have ↵ = �0.89 and M⇤(H0) =
�19.39 + 5 log10 h based on Blanton et al. (2003).

3.3. Probability that the host galaxy is in the catalog

In this work, we assume that we can characterize the com-
pleteness of a galaxy catalog using an apparent magnitude
threshold (limiting magnitude) mth. We estimate mth by cal-
culating the median value from the apparent magnitude dis-
tribution of all the galaxies within the sky localization of each
event. For GLADE, this choice allows us to account for some
of the larger changes in completeness across the sky, which
come from it being a composite catalog, comprised of many
surveys of di↵ering depths. Galaxy catalogs are directional,
and a more sophisticated analysis would involve calculating
the limiting magnitude for a given line of sight. Obtaining the
H0 posterior distribution would thus require a joint estimate
of mth along the lines of sights within an event’s sky localiza-
tion. We leave this for future work. That the completeness of

a galaxy catalog is modelled by a set of limiting magnitude
thresholds, can by itself be a non-trivial assumption, espe-
cially for photometric catalogs, since galaxies may be miss-
ing for various reasons other than them being too faint. This
will also need to be revisited in the future in a catalog-specific
manner.

For now, we use the mth estimated as described above, and
show in Fig.1 the probability of a host galaxy being inside
the catalog p(G|z,DGW) as a function of redshift z, for each
of the galaxy catalogs under consideration. For GLADE this
quantity is calculated for each event using the mth calculated
for each event’s sky localization. For DES-Y1, the curve is
for the patch of sky covering GW170814. These probabili-
ties are calculated using the expressions in Eq. (10), but as a
function of z, and are therefore independent of the choice of
H0. We additionally show as the vertical lines in Fig. 1 the
median redshift for each event zevent (calculated assuming a
Planck 2015 cosmology). In the final two columns of Table 1,
we report the mth of the relevant catalog within the sky local-
ization of each event, and the probability of the host galaxy
being in the catalog at the median redshift of each event.

3.4. Detailed analysis of DES-Y1

The high completeness fraction of DES-Y1 within the
GW170814 sky localization is apparent from Fig. 1. The cat-
alog is expected to be more complete than GLADE since it



For O1 and O2 events from LIGO-Virgo

Only GW170817, with z from NGC4993  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including 6 BBHs with SNR > 12 leads to ~4% improvement
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In future will have many more direct GW detections with LIGO-Virgo:  what are the prospects 
for solving H0 tension with LIGO-Virgo with methods 1 and 2 ?

~30 events with identified host galaxy,  
~100 events with a galaxy catalogue that is 100% complete

 H0 accurate to ~3% with:
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FIG. 8. Fractional uncertainty in H0 as a function of the number N of the events for the combined H0 posteriors. The fractional uncertainty
in H0 is defined as the half-width of the 68.3% highest probability density interval divided by 70 km s�1 Mpc�1, and is shown as the plotted
dots for all cases. The error bars contain 68% of the scatter arising from di↵erent realisations of the events. (left) In purple, red, green, yellow
and blue we show the associated host galaxy case (MDA0), complete galaxy catalog (MDA1) case, and the 75%, 50% and 25% completeness
cases; we find a fractional H0 uncertainty of 1.13%, 1.84%, 2.21%, 2.48% and 3.20% respectively for the combined H0 posterior from 249
events. (right) convergence for MDA3 (event probability proportional to galaxy luminosity), analyzed with luminosity-weighted likelihood
(pink) or equally-weighted likelihood (light blue). We find fractional H0 uncertainties of 4.48% and 5.31% respectively. MDA0 (purple) is
included for reference. We plot the expected 1/

p
N scaling behavior for large values of N for all cases with the dashed lines. This scaling

behavior is met by all MDAs as the number of events reaches 249, but for the less informative, lower completeness MDAs the trend is slower
to emerge. This is even more evident in MDA3, where the density of galaxies is 100 times greater, producing more potential hosts for each
event. This is mitigated somewhat by the e↵ect of luminosity-weighting the potential hosts (pink).

larly important. With the catalog of GW events expected to
expand at an increasing rate in future observing runs, our anal-
ysis will evolve to meet the challenges that come with it, and
give us the fullest picture of cosmology as revealed by gravi-
tational waves.
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catalogue of simulated signals in 2015-2016 observing run.



Determining the redshift

• For ET and LISA,  galaxy catalogues will probably will be incomplete up to redshifts observed 

• Approaches 3. and 4. use no EM data, and hence work also for BBH (more numerous, heavier  
and observable to larger z). Basic idea: 

from knowledge of source mass (for a population or individual source), 
together with given observed mass can infer z-distribution.

Very roughly expect errors to scale as 
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1. A direct EM counterpart with an associated redshift measurement [B.Schutz, '86]  

2. A collection of galaxies localized in the GW localization volume (i.e. using galaxy catalogues) 
[B.Schutz, '86]  

3. Knowledge of the source frame mass distribution  

4. for NS, a measure of the tidal deformability + equation of state  

5. ….

• Crux of doing late-time cosmology with GWs is to determine redshift of the sources. 



3) Knowledge of the source frame mass distribution
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Figure 1. Graphical representations of the various mass distributions described in Section 3.1. Multi Spin, a model of both
mass and spin, is similar to the mass distribution of Power Law + Peak, with a sharp lower mass cutoff rather than the
smooth low mass turn-on.

two components: an isotropic component designed
to model dynamically assembled binaries, and a
second component in which the spins are preferen-
tially aligned with the orbital angular momentum,
as expected for isolated field binaries.4 For this lat-
ter component, the spin tilt angles are distributed
as a truncated Gaussian peaking when the black
hole spin is aligned to the orbital angular momen-
tum. We use this model in concert with the mass
models described above.

• Gaussian (5 parameters; Appendix D.2). While
the Default spin model is physically inspired, this
model, based on that of Miller et al. (2020), al-
lows us to fit the distribution of phenomenological
spin parameters �e↵ (“the effective inspiral spin
parameter,” Eq. 5) and �p (“the precession spin pa-
rameter,” Eq. 6), assuming that their distribution
is jointly described as a bivariate Gaussian. The
ensemble properties of �e↵ and �p allow us to con-
clude that the BBHs in GWTC-2 exhibit general
relativistic spin-induced precession of the orbital
plane (�p > 0), and that some systems have compo-
nent spins misaligned by more than 90

� (�e↵ < 0)
relative to their orbital angular momentum.

• Multi Spin (12 spin parameters, 10 mass pa-
rameters; Appendix D.3). This model allows for
multiple subpopulations of BBH systems with dis-
tinct mass and spin distributions. Specifically, this
model assumes a Truncated power-law mass dis-
tribution with the additional presence of a 2-D

4 Throughout the paper, spin tilt is measured at a reference
frequency of 20Hz for all events except GW190521, for which
the spin tilt is measured at 11Hz (see discussion in Abbott et al.
2020d). We verified that for GW190521, the difference between
the spin measurements at 20Hz and 11Hz are smaller than the
systematic uncertainty between the waveform models.

Gaussian subpopulation in m1 and m2, truncated
such that m1 � m2. While similar to the Power
Law + Peak mass model, there is no smooth turn
on and the mass ratio distribution is allowed to
differ between each subpopulation. Most impor-
tantly, the two subpopulations have independently
parameterized Default spin distributions. We use
this model to test whether the BBH spin distri-
bution varies as a function of mass as expected if
higher-mass systems are the products of hierarchi-
cal mergers.

3.3. Redshift evolution

• Non-Evolving (0 parameters). Our default
model posits that the merger rate is uniform in
comoving volume.

• Power-law Evolution (1 parameter; Ap-
pendix E). Following Fishbach et al. (2018), the
merger rate density is described by a power-law in
(1 + z) where z is redshift. Given the finite range
of Advanced LIGO and Virgo to BBH mergers, we
only expect to constrain the redshift evolution at
redshifts z . 1 (Abbott et al. 2013). The farthest
event in our analysis is likely GW190706_222641,
at redshift z = 0.79

+0.31
�0.28.

4. METHOD
We adopt a hierarchical Bayesian approach, marginal-

izing over the properties of individual events to measure
parameters of the population models described above;
see, e.g., (Thrane & Talbot 2019; Mandel et al. 2019; Vi-
tale 2020). Given data {di} from Ndet gravitational-wave
detections, the likelihood of the data given population
parameters ⇤ is (Loredo 2004; Mandel et al. 2019; Thrane
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BNS-BH mass-gap

PISN-mass-gap?
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Alternatively, with a few tens of detection one could con-
strain the location of the upper edge of the PISN mass
gap or, equivalently, the minimum IMBH mass, to the
percent level (see Fig. 4). These bounds could be im-
proved with third generation detectors such as Einstein
Telescope or Cosmic Explorer. Knowing the breadth of
this mass gap would have important implications for the
theory of stellar evolution [6, 7], and the quest to explain
the origin of LIGO/Virgo’s black holes.

We demonstrate that the end of the PISN mass gap
could also be seen by LISA. We find that the relevant
range of masses corresponds to a ground/space “sweet
spot”, maximizing the fraction of multi-band events (see
Fig. 3). Comparing the number of detections from
ground and space would serve to constrain the redshift
evolution of the merger rate of this population. Similarly,
these merging binaries will leave a distinctive imprint on
the spectral shape of the stochastic background of unre-
solved sources, further narrowing constraints on the lower
end of the PISN gap. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5, the
minimum IMBH mass scale could be used to “standard-
ize” GW standard sirens, enabling direct constraints on
H(z) at redshift ⇠ 0.4, 0.8 and 1.5 with LISA, aLIGO,
and ET respectively.

Looking to the future, our analysis could be extended
in several ways. First, we have neglected the e↵ects of
spins and eccentricities, which might be relevant depend-
ing on the origin of the population above the mass gap.
Second, one could extend our models for the popula-
tion, as well as combine di↵erent probes. In particular,
it would be interesting to asses how a power-law distri-
bution of source frame IMBH masses would a↵ect the
constraints on m

min

and H(z), taking into account both
resolved and unresolved sources. Finally, we note that
detecting the end of the PISN mass gap could be a key
target for deci-hertz observatories [32], possibly serving
to further strengthen these proposals.

We have shown that the existence of a far side, post
PISN gap population would provide a wealth of astro-
physical and cosmological information. Future obser-
vations will either uncover this population, or provide
strong limits on its existence.
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Appendix A: Supplemental material

1. Methods

In the following we provide further details on our
methodology. We detail the observing scenarios consid-
ered, and our methodologies for incorporating GW de-
tection e�ciencies, measurement errors, and selection bi-
ases. We use pyCBC [74] with the IMRPhenomD ap-
proximant [75] to compute the waveform of non-spinning
BBHs.
a. Observing scenarios: We consider Advanced

LIGO and Virgo runs following the latest version of [26]
(specifically LIGO public document P1200087-v58 of
early 2020). For O1/O2/O3 we consider 116/269/365
days of observation with 41/46/60% coincident opera-
tion of both aLIGO detectors. For O4 and O5 we adopt
2 years of observation at design sensitivity and 2 years
at the upgraded design (A+) with a 70% coincident op-
eration time. We use the sensitivity curves described in
[26], which can be found at [76].

For third generation detectors, Voyager, Einstein Tele-
scope and Cosmic Explorer, we adopt the sensitivity
curves given in [77]. Finally, for the future space-based
detector LISA we use the sensitivity curve defined in [78],
which can be downloaded from GitHub [79].
b. Sky localization sensitivity: In order to determine

the probability of detecting a GW from a given binary
system, defined as p

det

in the main text, we take into
account the sky position, orientation, and inclination an-
gle. For ground-based detectors, since their antenna pat-
tern is basically fixed during the detection time, we use
the cumulative distribution function p

det

(w) of having a

ET larger detection horizon -> larger detection rates:    
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⇠ O(102 � 103)/year

BBH

BNS of which

with counterparts,
depending on EM facilities
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similar order of magnitude 
for z ~ few

 Horizon redshift as a function of total source frame mass for
an SNR detection threshold of rho=8. For LISA assumes 4 yrs obsv.

Knowledge of the source frame mass distribution  
Forecasts.

Event rates :   



Distribution of events as a function of their total source 
frame mass, for an observing time of 1year  

(except LISA=4years)

[figure from 2006.02211]
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FIG. 2. (Left panel) Projection of the maximum number of events detected given the upper bounds from the O1 and O2 runs
(see Fig. 1). (Right panel) Ratio between the number of non-spinning, equal mass binaries detected by di↵erent ground-based
detectors, with respect to LISA. Solid lines represent a constant merger rate with redshift, while the shaded areas delineate the
di↵erence resulting from a redshift evolution tracking the star formation rate. We fix the observing time for all ground-based
detectors to be 1 year (except for O2, which we take to be its actual value of 9 months), and 4 years for LISA.

A. LISA

LISA provides an interesting perspective in the quest
for binaries above the PISN mass gap. Instead of de-
tecting the final stages of the merger and ring-down, as
is the case for ground-based detectors, it will be mostly
sensitive to the inspiral. In fact, LISA could detect BBHs
which are still hundreds of years from merging, and mon-
itor them during its entire observing lifetime. For this
reason it is convenient to express the number of events
that LISA will detect as a function of detector frame fre-
quency fd:

d4N
det

dm
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dm
2

dzdfd
= (1 + z)R(z)

dVc

dz

dts
dfs

p(m
1

, m
2

)p
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,

(3)
where the time to coalesce in the source frame is com-
puted assuming a circular orbit

dts
dfs

=
5

96⇡8/3
t
�5/3
Mc

f�11/3
s (4)

with the chirp mass, Mc = (m
1

m
2

)3/5/(m
1

+m
2

)1/5, and
associated chirp time, tMc = GMc/c3 ⇠ 5(Mc/M�) µs.
Again, p

det

encapsulates the detector’s antenna pattern.
There is, however, an important di↵erence with respect
to ground-based detectors due to the time dependence of
LISA’s antenna power pattern caused by the variation in
its orbit over the course of observation of a given source.
This e↵ectively makes p

det

not only a function of SNR of
the source, but also on the initial frequency and mass of
the binary (see Appendix A 1 for details).

Although the number of detections of di↵erent obser-
vatories is subject to the intrinsic merger rate, the ratio
between them is independent of its local value R(z = 0).
In other words, by comparing the number of events be-
tween di↵erent detectors we can learn about the redshift

evolution of the population. The right panel of Fig. 2
shows the number of ground-based detections in 1 year
for di↵erent detectors, each of them normalized to the
LISA detection rate in 4 years. As the masses of the
binary increase, LISA begins to detect more events and
the ratio drops below 1. The precise point at which this
transition occurs depends both on the detector and the
merger rate evolution. If we take the upper bound from
O2 as an input for the merger rate, we see in the left
panel of Fig. 2 that LISA could detect in 4 years tens to
hundreds of events for M

tot

between 200–400M�.
The comparison of LISA and ground-based detection

rates o↵ers a way to leverage the redshift evolution of
the merger rate above the gap. Nevertheless, depending
on the schedules and sensitivities of future ground-based
observing campaigns, it may happen that by the time
LISA flies, R(z) is already well constrained. In that case,
comparing with LISA would be a useful consistency test
of the derived redshift evolution. A di↵erence between
the ground-based prediction and LISA observations could
signal for instance that binaries have non negligible ec-
centricities.

Another opportunity that space-based detectors pro-
vide is the possibility of detecting the same GW event
across di↵erent frequencies in a multi-band fashion. In
fact, soon after the first GW detection it was realized
that LIGO stellar mass BBHs could be seen by LISA [33].
However, the prospects of multi-band detections for the
population below the PISN mass gap is limited by the
LISA sensitivity at high frequencies [34]. If present in
nature, IMBHs would be a more promising multi-band
population [32, 35, 36]. Here, instead of considering the
multi-band horizon radius as in [36], we focus on the frac-
tion of multi-band events, defined as the subset of LISA
detections that will merge within 10 years and be de-
tected by a ground-based detector. We fix the detection

ET

maximum number of events detected given the upper bounds  
from the O1 and O2 runs [bands indicate difference resulting  
from a redshift evolution tracking the star formation rate] 

Ratio between the number of non-spinning, equal mass binaries  
detected by different ground-based detectors, with respect to LISA. 

In range Mtot < 400 Msun, ET will detect more BBH in 1 year than LISA in 4 years,
and several hundred events.



Forecasts for cosmological 
parameters

Generally proceed through construction of a mock GW source catalogues

[Cai et al, 1608.08008]
[Belgacem et al,1907.01487]
[Ganz et al, in preparation] 
[Ezquiaga et al, 2006.02211]
[You et al 2004.00036]
…

– distribution of events in redshift
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p(z) / dVc

dz

R(z)

(1 + z)
merger rate typically from O2 rates and populations estimates, 
or other models

– Given fiducial values of                      determine  
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 [assumed gaussian Fisher-Matrix approach, or analytic beyond  
 gaussian, or using likelihoods from Bilby, or…
 Include lensing error           

+ mass model, with masses drawn from a probability distribution 
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Figure 1. Graphical representations of the various mass distributions described in Section 3.1. Multi Spin, a model of both
mass and spin, is similar to the mass distribution of Power Law + Peak, with a sharp lower mass cutoff rather than the
smooth low mass turn-on.

two components: an isotropic component designed
to model dynamically assembled binaries, and a
second component in which the spins are preferen-
tially aligned with the orbital angular momentum,
as expected for isolated field binaries.4 For this lat-
ter component, the spin tilt angles are distributed
as a truncated Gaussian peaking when the black
hole spin is aligned to the orbital angular momen-
tum. We use this model in concert with the mass
models described above.

• Gaussian (5 parameters; Appendix D.2). While
the Default spin model is physically inspired, this
model, based on that of Miller et al. (2020), al-
lows us to fit the distribution of phenomenological
spin parameters �e↵ (“the effective inspiral spin
parameter,” Eq. 5) and �p (“the precession spin pa-
rameter,” Eq. 6), assuming that their distribution
is jointly described as a bivariate Gaussian. The
ensemble properties of �e↵ and �p allow us to con-
clude that the BBHs in GWTC-2 exhibit general
relativistic spin-induced precession of the orbital
plane (�p > 0), and that some systems have compo-
nent spins misaligned by more than 90

� (�e↵ < 0)
relative to their orbital angular momentum.

• Multi Spin (12 spin parameters, 10 mass pa-
rameters; Appendix D.3). This model allows for
multiple subpopulations of BBH systems with dis-
tinct mass and spin distributions. Specifically, this
model assumes a Truncated power-law mass dis-
tribution with the additional presence of a 2-D

4 Throughout the paper, spin tilt is measured at a reference
frequency of 20Hz for all events except GW190521, for which
the spin tilt is measured at 11Hz (see discussion in Abbott et al.
2020d). We verified that for GW190521, the difference between
the spin measurements at 20Hz and 11Hz are smaller than the
systematic uncertainty between the waveform models.

Gaussian subpopulation in m1 and m2, truncated
such that m1 � m2. While similar to the Power
Law + Peak mass model, there is no smooth turn
on and the mass ratio distribution is allowed to
differ between each subpopulation. Most impor-
tantly, the two subpopulations have independently
parameterized Default spin distributions. We use
this model to test whether the BBH spin distri-
bution varies as a function of mass as expected if
higher-mass systems are the products of hierarchi-
cal mergers.

3.3. Redshift evolution

• Non-Evolving (0 parameters). Our default
model posits that the merger rate is uniform in
comoving volume.

• Power-law Evolution (1 parameter; Ap-
pendix E). Following Fishbach et al. (2018), the
merger rate density is described by a power-law in
(1 + z) where z is redshift. Given the finite range
of Advanced LIGO and Virgo to BBH mergers, we
only expect to constrain the redshift evolution at
redshifts z . 1 (Abbott et al. 2013). The farthest
event in our analysis is likely GW190706_222641,
at redshift z = 0.79

+0.31
�0.28.

4. METHOD
We adopt a hierarchical Bayesian approach, marginal-

izing over the properties of individual events to measure
parameters of the population models described above;
see, e.g., (Thrane & Talbot 2019; Mandel et al. 2019; Vi-
tale 2020). Given data {di} from Ndet gravitational-wave
detections, the likelihood of the data given population
parameters ⇤ is (Loredo 2004; Mandel et al. 2019; Thrane
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– calculate SNR for each GW in the catalogue, if > threshold then event observable.

+ for BNS and/or NS-BH need criterion to determine those GW events which also observable in EM
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where N is the number of events collected within the
observation time T
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. Here, the comoving volume is
dVc/dz = 4⇡cr2(z)/H(z). R(z) is the BBH merger rate
density as a function of redshift. The local rate density,
R(z = 0), was estimated to be 24 Gpc�3yr�1 (Abbott
et al. 2020e). The merger rate is a convolution of the
binary formation rate with the distribution of the time
delays (Nakar 2007; Zhu et al. 2011). We assume the
binary formation rate closely follow the cosmic star for-
mation rate, for which we take the model in Madau &
Dickinson (2014). However, to demonstrate the influ-
ence of star formation rate uncertainty on the inference
of cosmological parameters, we also consider an alterna-
tive model by Robertson & Ellis (2012). We assume the
time delay between binary formation and binary merger
follows a power-law distribution P (td) / (td)⇣ with a
minimum delay time of tmin

d . We treat ⇣ and tmin

d as free
parameters so that we can investigate how uncertainty
in the delay time distribution a↵ects our measurement
of cosmological parameters.

The measured masses in the detector frame are related
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The number distribution of BBH events given in Equa-
tion (6) is conditional upon a collection of hyperparam-
eters, including cosmological parameters H

0

and ⌦m,
black hole mass distribution parameters introduced in
Section 2.1, and parameters that determine the cosmic
star formation rate and delay time distribution.

In this proof-of-principle study, we are mostly con-
cerned with the cosmological parameters. For star for-
mation rate, we take the parameterized form given by
Eq. 15 of Madau & Dickinson (2014), and adopt the
following parameter values b = 2.7, c = 2.9, d = 5.6.

Figure 1. The distribution of luminosity distance (DL) and
black hole masses (m1,m2) for a simulated BBH population
detectable by third-generation detectors, where the proba-
bility is normalized with the logarithm of mass.

For the delay time distribution, we use ⇣ = �1 and
tmin

d = 50 Myr. To generate mock BBH catalogues,
we set H

0

= 70 km s�1Mpc�1, ⌦m = 0.3. Integrat-
ing Equation (6) over masses and luminosity distance,
we find that ⇠ 105 BBH events will be detected within
one year by ET under our fiducial model.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of luminosity distance
DL (top panel), and black hole mass (bottom panel)
in the source frame (m

1
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) and in the detector frame
(mz
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, mz
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) for our simulated BBH population. We apply
an upper limit of DL at 100 Gpc , corresponding to a
redshift of ⇠ 10, beyond which the number of detectable
BBHs is likely negligible. The luminosity distance dis-
tribution peaks at around 10 Gpc (z ⇠ 1.5), as expected
from cosmic star formation rate. Because the population
is dominated by relatively high-redshift events (z & 2),
the distribution of lab-frame masses is much smoother
than that of source-frame masses.
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detectable by third-generation detectors, where the proba-
bility is normalized with the logarithm of mass.

For the delay time distribution, we use ⇣ = �1 and
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d = 50 Myr. To generate mock BBH catalogues,
we set H

0

= 70 km s�1Mpc�1, ⌦m = 0.3. Integrat-
ing Equation (6) over masses and luminosity distance,
we find that ⇠ 105 BBH events will be detected within
one year by ET under our fiducial model.
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) for our simulated BBH population. We apply
an upper limit of DL at 100 Gpc , corresponding to a
redshift of ⇠ 10, beyond which the number of detectable
BBHs is likely negligible. The luminosity distance dis-
tribution peaks at around 10 Gpc (z ⇠ 1.5), as expected
from cosmic star formation rate. Because the population
is dominated by relatively high-redshift events (z & 2),
the distribution of lab-frame masses is much smoother
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mation rate, we take the parameterized form given by
Eq. 15 of Madau & Dickinson (2014), and adopt the
following parameter values b = 2.7, c = 2.9, d = 5.6.
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Figure 1. The distribution of luminosity distance (DL) and
black hole masses (m1,m2) for a simulated BBH population
detectable by third-generation detectors, where the proba-
bility is normalized with the logarithm of mass.

For the delay time distribution, we use ⇣ = �1 and
tmin

d = 50 Myr. To generate mock BBH catalogues,
we set H

0

= 70 km s�1Mpc�1, ⌦m = 0.3. Integrat-
ing Equation (6) over masses and luminosity distance,
we find that ⇠ 105 BBH events will be detected within
one year by ET under our fiducial model.
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) for our simulated BBH population. We apply
an upper limit of DL at 100 Gpc , corresponding to a
redshift of ⇠ 10, beyond which the number of detectable
BBHs is likely negligible. The luminosity distance dis-
tribution peaks at around 10 Gpc (z ⇠ 1.5), as expected
from cosmic star formation rate. Because the population
is dominated by relatively high-redshift events (z & 2),
the distribution of lab-frame masses is much smoother
than that of source-frame masses.
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cerned with the cosmological parameters. For star for-
mation rate, we take the parameterized form given by
Eq. 15 of Madau & Dickinson (2014), and adopt the
following parameter values b = 2.7, c = 2.9, d = 5.6.
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Figure 1. Graphical representations of the various mass distributions described in Section 3.1. Multi Spin, a model of both
mass and spin, is similar to the mass distribution of Power Law + Peak, with a sharp lower mass cutoff rather than the
smooth low mass turn-on.

two components: an isotropic component designed
to model dynamically assembled binaries, and a
second component in which the spins are preferen-
tially aligned with the orbital angular momentum,
as expected for isolated field binaries.4 For this lat-
ter component, the spin tilt angles are distributed
as a truncated Gaussian peaking when the black
hole spin is aligned to the orbital angular momen-
tum. We use this model in concert with the mass
models described above.

• Gaussian (5 parameters; Appendix D.2). While
the Default spin model is physically inspired, this
model, based on that of Miller et al. (2020), al-
lows us to fit the distribution of phenomenological
spin parameters �e↵ (“the effective inspiral spin
parameter,” Eq. 5) and �p (“the precession spin pa-
rameter,” Eq. 6), assuming that their distribution
is jointly described as a bivariate Gaussian. The
ensemble properties of �e↵ and �p allow us to con-
clude that the BBHs in GWTC-2 exhibit general
relativistic spin-induced precession of the orbital
plane (�p > 0), and that some systems have compo-
nent spins misaligned by more than 90

� (�e↵ < 0)
relative to their orbital angular momentum.

• Multi Spin (12 spin parameters, 10 mass pa-
rameters; Appendix D.3). This model allows for
multiple subpopulations of BBH systems with dis-
tinct mass and spin distributions. Specifically, this
model assumes a Truncated power-law mass dis-
tribution with the additional presence of a 2-D

4 Throughout the paper, spin tilt is measured at a reference
frequency of 20Hz for all events except GW190521, for which
the spin tilt is measured at 11Hz (see discussion in Abbott et al.
2020d). We verified that for GW190521, the difference between
the spin measurements at 20Hz and 11Hz are smaller than the
systematic uncertainty between the waveform models.

Gaussian subpopulation in m1 and m2, truncated
such that m1 � m2. While similar to the Power
Law + Peak mass model, there is no smooth turn
on and the mass ratio distribution is allowed to
differ between each subpopulation. Most impor-
tantly, the two subpopulations have independently
parameterized Default spin distributions. We use
this model to test whether the BBH spin distri-
bution varies as a function of mass as expected if
higher-mass systems are the products of hierarchi-
cal mergers.

3.3. Redshift evolution

• Non-Evolving (0 parameters). Our default
model posits that the merger rate is uniform in
comoving volume.

• Power-law Evolution (1 parameter; Ap-
pendix E). Following Fishbach et al. (2018), the
merger rate density is described by a power-law in
(1 + z) where z is redshift. Given the finite range
of Advanced LIGO and Virgo to BBH mergers, we
only expect to constrain the redshift evolution at
redshifts z . 1 (Abbott et al. 2013). The farthest
event in our analysis is likely GW190706_222641,
at redshift z = 0.79

+0.31
�0.28.

4. METHOD

We adopt a hierarchical Bayesian approach, marginal-
izing over the properties of individual events to measure
parameters of the population models described above;
see, e.g., (Thrane & Talbot 2019; Mandel et al. 2019; Vi-
tale 2020). Given data {di} from Ndet gravitational-wave
detections, the likelihood of the data given population
parameters ⇤ is (Loredo 2004; Mandel et al. 2019; Thrane
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the Default spin model is physically inspired, this
model, based on that of Miller et al. (2020), al-
lows us to fit the distribution of phenomenological
spin parameters �e↵ (“the effective inspiral spin
parameter,” Eq. 5) and �p (“the precession spin pa-
rameter,” Eq. 6), assuming that their distribution
is jointly described as a bivariate Gaussian. The
ensemble properties of �e↵ and �p allow us to con-
clude that the BBHs in GWTC-2 exhibit general
relativistic spin-induced precession of the orbital
plane (�p > 0), and that some systems have compo-
nent spins misaligned by more than 90

� (�e↵ < 0)
relative to their orbital angular momentum.

• Multi Spin (12 spin parameters, 10 mass pa-
rameters; Appendix D.3). This model allows for
multiple subpopulations of BBH systems with dis-
tinct mass and spin distributions. Specifically, this
model assumes a Truncated power-law mass dis-
tribution with the additional presence of a 2-D

4 Throughout the paper, spin tilt is measured at a reference
frequency of 20Hz for all events except GW190521, for which
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2020d). We verified that for GW190521, the difference between
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Gaussian subpopulation in m1 and m2, truncated
such that m1 � m2. While similar to the Power
Law + Peak mass model, there is no smooth turn
on and the mass ratio distribution is allowed to
differ between each subpopulation. Most impor-
tantly, the two subpopulations have independently
parameterized Default spin distributions. We use
this model to test whether the BBH spin distri-
bution varies as a function of mass as expected if
higher-mass systems are the products of hierarchi-
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• Non-Evolving (0 parameters). Our default
model posits that the merger rate is uniform in
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• Power-law Evolution (1 parameter; Ap-
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redshifts z . 1 (Abbott et al. 2013). The farthest
event in our analysis is likely GW190706_222641,
at redshift z = 0.79

+0.31
�0.28.

4. METHOD
We adopt a hierarchical Bayesian approach, marginal-

izing over the properties of individual events to measure
parameters of the population models described above;
see, e.g., (Thrane & Talbot 2019; Mandel et al. 2019; Vi-
tale 2020). Given data {di} from Ndet gravitational-wave
detections, the likelihood of the data given population
parameters ⇤ is (Loredo 2004; Mandel et al. 2019; Thrane
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• Carry out a full hierarchical Bayesian inference to compute posterior distributions on parameters 
describing the population, including           

5

Figure 3. Joint posterior distribution of the Hubble con-
stant (H0) and matter density (⌦m) in the ⇤CDM model
estimated using 103 BBH events. The 2-D contour regions
denote the 1-�, 2-� and 3-� credible regions and the orange
lines indicate the true values.
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We impose a threshold of the natural logarithm of BF at
ln(BF ) = 8 as the point when one model is significantly
favoured against another (e.g., Mackay 2003).

4. RESULTS

In this section, we present results of hyperparameter
estimation and cosmological model selection using the
simulated BBH population that is expected to be de-
tected by third-generation detectors such as ET.

4.1. Hyperparameter estimation

Figure 3 shows the joint posterior distribution of H
0

and ⌦m using 103 BBH events detected with ET, while
ignoring the delay time between binary formation and
binary merger and assuming we know the cosmic star
formation rate and black hole mass distribution a pri-

ori. In our analysis, uniform priors are used: H
0

2
[40, 105] km s�1Mpc�1 and ⌦m 2 [0, 0.75]. In this exam-
ple, the Hubble constant is measured with a precision of
5.6%. By performing this analysis for a range of N (the
number of BBH events) assuming zero measurement un-
certainty of luminosity distance and black hole masses
(which we call zero-error injections), we find the mea-
surement precision of H

0

scales linearly with
p

N . We

Figure 4. Posteriors distribution for (H0,⌦m) with 103

zeros-error injections. Blue contours are obtained by
marginalizing over uncertainties in other hyperparameters
(⇣, tmin

d , b, c, d, �m, ↵, mpp, �pp, �, �), whereas the orange
is reconstructed with non-cosmological parameters fixed at
injection values.

expect that one year operation of ET, yielding ⇠ 105

BBH detections, will allow H
0

to be measured within
⇡ 0.6%. However, this result is too optimistic as it does
not account for uncertainties in cosmic star formation
rate, delay time distribution and black hole mass distri-
bution. In Figure 6 of the Appendix, we show that the
estimates of (H

0

, ⌦m) are biased if an incorrect model
of star formation rate is used.

To demonstrate how the marginalization over un-
knowns in non-cosmological parameters a↵ects our abil-
ity to measure H

0

and ⌦m, we repeat the analysis using
103 zero-error injections. In the reference case, only H

0

and ⌦m are considered as free parameters. We find that
the 1�� credible interval of H

0

is respectively increased
by 35%, 50%, and 250% if we add delay time distribution
parameters, cosmic star formation rate parameters and
black hole mass distribution parameters, respectively.
Figure 4 compares the posterior distribution of (H

0

, ⌦m)
for the reference case (orange) and the case where non-
cosmological parameters are sampled and marginalized
over (blue). Full posteriors (Figure 7), along with their
priors, of all hyperparameters in the latter case are pre-
sented in the Appendix. We find the marginalization
over uncertainties in non-cosmological hyperparameters
reduce the measurement precision of (H

0

, ⌦m) by about
an order of magnitude. Therefore, we conclude that one

orange: assuming 
all population parameters
known a priori

blue: marginalizing
over population parameters
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(H0,⌦m)
using 1000 GW events detected by ET

“1 year observation of ET will constrain the Hubble constant to a few % given our current knowledge  
of the black hole mass distribution, the cosmic star formation rate, and the binary merger delay time 
distribution. If/when our understanding of the above quantities is improved, which is plausible in the  
ET era, a sub-percent measurement precision is likely.”

Forecasts with ET; You et al
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simulated population of intermediate mass BBHs in ET:  

– assume a uniform distribution  
of BH masses above
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Figure 1. Graphical representations of the various mass distributions described in Section 3.1. Multi Spin, a model of both
mass and spin, is similar to the mass distribution of Power Law + Peak, with a sharp lower mass cutoff rather than the
smooth low mass turn-on.

two components: an isotropic component designed
to model dynamically assembled binaries, and a
second component in which the spins are preferen-
tially aligned with the orbital angular momentum,
as expected for isolated field binaries.4 For this lat-
ter component, the spin tilt angles are distributed
as a truncated Gaussian peaking when the black
hole spin is aligned to the orbital angular momen-
tum. We use this model in concert with the mass
models described above.

• Gaussian (5 parameters; Appendix D.2). While
the Default spin model is physically inspired, this
model, based on that of Miller et al. (2020), al-
lows us to fit the distribution of phenomenological
spin parameters �e↵ (“the effective inspiral spin
parameter,” Eq. 5) and �p (“the precession spin pa-
rameter,” Eq. 6), assuming that their distribution
is jointly described as a bivariate Gaussian. The
ensemble properties of �e↵ and �p allow us to con-
clude that the BBHs in GWTC-2 exhibit general
relativistic spin-induced precession of the orbital
plane (�p > 0), and that some systems have compo-
nent spins misaligned by more than 90

� (�e↵ < 0)
relative to their orbital angular momentum.

• Multi Spin (12 spin parameters, 10 mass pa-
rameters; Appendix D.3). This model allows for
multiple subpopulations of BBH systems with dis-
tinct mass and spin distributions. Specifically, this
model assumes a Truncated power-law mass dis-
tribution with the additional presence of a 2-D

4 Throughout the paper, spin tilt is measured at a reference
frequency of 20Hz for all events except GW190521, for which
the spin tilt is measured at 11Hz (see discussion in Abbott et al.
2020d). We verified that for GW190521, the difference between
the spin measurements at 20Hz and 11Hz are smaller than the
systematic uncertainty between the waveform models.

Gaussian subpopulation in m1 and m2, truncated
such that m1 � m2. While similar to the Power
Law + Peak mass model, there is no smooth turn
on and the mass ratio distribution is allowed to
differ between each subpopulation. Most impor-
tantly, the two subpopulations have independently
parameterized Default spin distributions. We use
this model to test whether the BBH spin distri-
bution varies as a function of mass as expected if
higher-mass systems are the products of hierarchi-
cal mergers.

3.3. Redshift evolution

• Non-Evolving (0 parameters). Our default
model posits that the merger rate is uniform in
comoving volume.

• Power-law Evolution (1 parameter; Ap-
pendix E). Following Fishbach et al. (2018), the
merger rate density is described by a power-law in
(1 + z) where z is redshift. Given the finite range
of Advanced LIGO and Virgo to BBH mergers, we
only expect to constrain the redshift evolution at
redshifts z . 1 (Abbott et al. 2013). The farthest
event in our analysis is likely GW190706_222641,
at redshift z = 0.79

+0.31
�0.28.

4. METHOD
We adopt a hierarchical Bayesian approach, marginal-

izing over the properties of individual events to measure
parameters of the population models described above;
see, e.g., (Thrane & Talbot 2019; Mandel et al. 2019; Vi-
tale 2020). Given data {di} from Ndet gravitational-wave
detections, the likelihood of the data given population
parameters ⇤ is (Loredo 2004; Mandel et al. 2019; Thrane
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FIG. 5. (Left panel) Estimated fractional error on the Hubble parameter �H(z)/H(z) at 90% confidence interval (C.I.) obtained
from standardizable GW sirens above the PISN gap, and (right panel) their most probable detected redshift. For both plots we
assumed a uniform distribution of BBHs masses from m

min

to m
min

+ 60M� with comoving merger rate Rc = 0.1 Gpc�3yr�1.
The shaded regions represent the uncertainty in the redshift evolution of the merger rate between a constant rate (thick line)
and a rate following the star formation rate (thin line)

future [50, 51]. In the absence of an electromagnetic
counterpart, one can perform a statistical analysis in-
corporating all possible host galaxies and their associ-
ated redshifts [45, 52]; this approach has been applied to
LIGO/Virgo detections [53, 54], and in the future may
be applied to LISA [55, 56].

Alternatively, one could use features in the mass dis-
tribution to directly calibrate the population. This is be-
cause in the detector frame we observe redshifted masses
mz

1,2 = (1 + z)m
1,2. Therefore, if we know the source-

frame mass distribution, we can infer the redshift distri-
bution of the population. In other words, by utilizing the
mass distribution we can use GW events as standardiz-
able sirens. A particularly promising feature in the BBH
mass spectrum is the PISN gap, and [57] proposes us-
ing the lower edge of the PISN gap to constrain H(z) to
the percent level at z ⇠ 0.8. In what follows we pursue
a similar approach, applying it to the opposite (upper)
end of the mass gap.

Because we want to determine the cosmological param-
eters, we must work solely with detector frame masses
(since to convert to source frame masses requires knowl-
edge of cosmology). Nonetheless, the value of the min-
imum mass can be obtained as in the previous section.
For a given bin in luminosity distance we could obtain
the minimum mass mdL

min

applying Eq. 5 to all the events
detected at that distance. Comparing this value with the
minimum mass of the whole population one could obtain
the redshift associated with the dL value for the bin, since
mdL

min

= (1 + zdL)m
min

. Repeating this process for dif-
ferent luminosity distance bins one obtains the Hubble
diagram, dL(z), which constrains the cosmic expansion
rate history H(z) via

dL = (1 + z)

Z z

0

cdz0

H(z0)
. (6)

Since we have shown that m
min

can be well constrained
(see Fig. 4), the individual error in H(z) is going to be
dominated by the measurement uncertainty in dL, which
is subject to the detector’s calibration and the degeneracy
with inclination. We are interested in the number of de-
tected events with information about the minimum mass
per luminosity distance bin, N

�m
min

, which we quantify
by mdet

2

� 2�m
2

< mdL
min

. The error in the determination
of H(z) can then be approximated by

�H(z)

H(z)
⇠ �dL(z)/dL(z)p

N
�m

min

. (7)

This estimation will be most precise at the peak of the
redshift distribution of detected GWs. Details on the
measurement errors that we use for each detector can be
found in Table A 1 b.

We present our estimates for the measurement of the
cosmological expansion rate in the left panel of Fig. 5.
A+, LISA, and ET could constrain H(z) to better than
10% at 90% confidence interval, with ET potentially
achieving < 5% if the BBHs above the mass gap follow
the SFR. With two years of observations of aLIGO, the
limit will remain larger than 10%. Of course, these num-
bers could improve if the observing time or the merger
rate increases. Interestingly, because the peak of the
detected redshift distribution hz

det

i is di↵erent for each
detector and minimum IMBH mass (see right panel of
Fig. 5), this method is sensitive to the expansion rate at
di↵erent cosmic times. In particular, LISA could provide
a better measurement of the local expansion rate H

0

, Ad-
vanced LIGO would best constrain the equation of state
of the dark energy, and ET would best constrain the dark
matter. Although these constraints are less sensitive than
other standard siren tests, they provide an entirely inde-
pendent determination, and could be used to improve the
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Network GW events Joint GW-GRB events
Flat Gaussian Flat Gaussian

ET 621,700 688,426 389 (128) 511 (169)
ET+CE+CE 5,420,656 7,077,131 644 (213) 907 (299)

Table 2. Number of GW BNS events detected by third generation (3G) networks in 10 years of
data taking (assuming a 80% duty cycle for each detector) and the corresponding GW-GRB coinci-
dences obtained by assuming a GRB detector with the characteristics of THESEUS-XGIS; numbers
in parenthesis show the number of sources with arcmin localisation. BNS populations are generated
using the O2 rates corresponding to ‘flat’ and ‘Gaussian’ mass distributions.

Figure 3. Left panel: the redshift distributions of 10-years of BNS detections by a ET detector.
Middle panel: the coincident detections made by THESEUS in the ‘optimistic’ scenario for the FOV.
Right panel: the coincident detections in the ‘realistic’ scenario. Notice that the vertical scale for the
left panel is very di↵erent from that in the middle and right panels.

We repeat our simulations for the coincidence with a single ET detector and with a
ET+CE+CE network, assuming that a THESEUS type satellite will be used for coincidence
searches. For the GRB detection we assume a duty cycle of 80% due to a reduction of 20% as
the satellite passes through the Southern Atlantic Anomaly, a flux limit of 0.2 ph sec�1 cm�2

in the 50–300 keV band and a sky coverage fraction of 0.5 [47]. We note that the XGIS will
be able to localise sources to around 5 arcmin only within the central 2 sr of its field of view
(FOV); outside this central region localisation will be coarse at best.9 We therefore consider
two scenarios: one, that we will denote as ‘optimistic’, in which all the events detected by
XGIS have a measured redshift, and one, that we will denote as ‘realistic’, where we assume
that only around 1/3 of the sGRBs detected by XGIS could provide redshift estimates.

2.3 Events rates, redshift distributions and analytic estimates for �dL(z)/dL(z)

In our MCMCs we will use a given realization of the catalog of events obtained with the pro-
cedure discussed above. It is however useful to describe the qualitative features of these cat-
alogs, such as the redshift distributions of the events and the average value of �dL(z)/dL(z)
as a function of redshift. This will provide a physical insight into which sources contribute
most, to compare with previous works, and to provide ready-to-use formulas that can be
applied to future studies.

2.3.1 Events at a single ET detector

Table 2 shows the results of our simulations for the 3G era in terms of the number of GW
signals from BNS, along with the number of joint GW/sGRB detections; the number of

9We thank Giulia Stratta for valuable discussions on the localisation capabilities of THESEUS-XGIS.
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⇠ 6⇥ 105 events with SNR>12 over 10 years, of which optimistically ~400-500  
                                                                  realistically ~100-200 have EM counterpart

simulated population of BNS with EM counterparts: 
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Assuming all population parameters are known a priori

ET_gaussian_opt	 0.23	%	 3.38	%	

CMB+BAO+SNe	 0.72	%	 2.11	%	

CMB+BAO+SNe+ET_gaussian_opt	 0.15	%	 0.57	%	

ET_flat_real	 0.42	%	 6.17	%	

CMB+BAO+SNe	 0.72	%	 2.11	%	

CMB+BAO+SNe+ET_flat_real	 0.26	%	 0.82	%	

Constraints on 
 

parameters 

Significant 
improvements 

For LambdaCDM

Allowing evolving Dark
Energy 

Figure 19. The 1� and 2� contours of the two-dimensional likelihood in the (w0, wa) plane
from CMB+BAO+SNe (red) and the result obtained by combining standard sirens at ET with
CMB+BAO+SNe (blue). Left: in the case of flat neutron star mass distribution. Right: in the
case of gaussian neutron star mass distribution. We use the optimistic estimate for the FOV of
THESEUS.

Figure 20. As in Fig. 19, with the realistic estimate for the FOV of THESEUS.
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parametrization using only 

ET	 0.116	
CMB+BAO+SNe	 0.045	

CMB+BAO+SNe+ET	 0.021	

only extra parameter 

CMB+BAO+SNe	 0.140	 0.483	
CMB+BAO+SNe+ET	 0.058	 0.224	

extension 
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CONSTRAINTS: simulated population of BNS with EM counterparts in ET: 
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simulated population of BNS and BH-NS with EM counterparts in ET: 
5
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FIG. 1: An example catalogue with 1000 observed events of
redshift, luminosity distance, and the error of the luminosity
distances from the fiducial model.

combining the fiducial model in Eq. (5), the redshift dis-
tribution in Eq. (10), and the luminosity distance uncer-
tainty in Eq. (16), we can simulate the measurements of
the redshifts with the luminosity distances for the GW
events of the BNS or BHNS. The basic steps are as fol-
lows. We first simulate the redshift measurements ac-
cording to the redshift distribution. At every simulated
redshift, we can calculate the fiducial value of the lumi-
nosity distance according to Eqs. (2) and (5). Then we
randomly sample the mass of the neutron star, the mass
of the black hole, and the position angle θ in the three
parameter intervals: [1,2] M⊙, [3,10] M⊙, and [0,π], re-
spectively (we need not consider the other two angles
φ and ψ since the SNR is independent of them). Note
that here we set the ratio of the possibility to detect the
BHNS and BNS events ≃ 0.03. Then we calculate the
combined SNR of each set of the random sample, and
confirm that it is a GW detection if ρnet > 8.0. For ev-
ery confirmed detection, we simulate the luminosity dis-
tance measurement dmea

L from the fiducial value of dfidL
and the error σdL

in Eq. (16). We sample the luminosity
distance measurements according to the Gaussian dis-
tribution dmea

L = N (dfidL ,σdL
). Thus we simulate both

the redshift and the luminosity distance measurements.
As we have stated before, we can expect about 102 GW
sources with the SGRB per year. We vary the observed
number of sources from 100 up to 1000 to see that with
how many events we can constrain the cosmological pa-
rameters as precisely as the current Planck results. An
example simulating data from the fiducial model with
1000 observed events is shown in Fig. 1.

B. Constrain the Hubble constant and the dark
matter density parameter

To constrain h0 and Ωm, we set them to be two free
parameters and other parameters are fixed according to
Eq. (5). For a set of N simulated data points, χ2 is given

by

χ2 =
N
!

i=1

"

d̄iL − dL(z̄i; Ω⃗)

σ̄i
dL

#2

(17)

where z̄i, d̄iL, and σ̄
i
dL

are the ith redshift, luminosity dis-
tance, and error of luminosity distance of the simulated
observational data sets. Ω⃗ presents the set of cosmologi-
cal parameters.
We adopt the MCMC method to find the likelihood of

each parameter. As shown in Fig. 2, we find that with
about 500-600 GW events we can constrain the Hubble
constant with an accuracy comparable to Planck tem-
perature data and Planck lensing combined results [6].
As for the dark matter density parameter, the GW data
alone seem not able to provide a constraint as good as for
the Hubble constant, the sensitivity of 1000 GW events is
a little lower than that of Planck data. It should require
more than 1000 events to match the Planck sensitivity.

C. Constrain the equation of state of dark energy

Next we turn to study the ability of the standard siren
to infer the nature of dark energy. Unlike those works in
Refs. [16, 20] that define a pivot point, here we adopt a
new nonparametric method, the GP, to reconstruct w(z)
in the whole redshift region. Here we should note that
this method has some advantages and also disadvantages.
The first advantage is that we can study the nature of
the dark energy in the whole redshift region. Once hav-
ing reconstructed the luminosity distance, we can use it
to reconstruct w(z) at each redshift point as we want.
Secondly, we can simply set w(z) as a function of red-
shift z, and need not parametrize the equation of state
like the CPL form. Thus we can constrain the equation of
state more directly and model independently. However,
the GP reconstruction method has some shortcomings.
Since we use only the simulated data of the luminosity
distance, the errors of the reconstructed D(z) heavily de-
pend on the quality of those simulated data. Moreover,
we should reconstruct the D(z)’s derivatives up to sec-
ond order, and then combine its derivatives to give the
final reconstructed w(z). We can see below that the er-
rors of w(z) become large in the high-z region. On the
other hand, note that the errors of the mock data of dL
or D are very small in the low redshift region (Fig. 1).
So, we just focus on the low redshift region where the
reconstruction can be performed very well. Anyway, we
want to use a new nonparametric method to reconstruct
the equation of state from the simulated data, and check
its ability of constraining w(z) in the low redshift region.
The GPs allow one to reconstruct a function and its

derivatives from data without assuming a parametriza-
tion for it. We use the GPs in Python (GaPP) [23] to
derive our GP reconstruction results. The distribution
over functions provided by the GP is suitable to describe
the observed data. At each point z, the reconstructed
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simulating many catalogues of BNS and BHNS systems.
For the Hubble constant and the dark matter density pa-
rameter, we take the MCMC approach. As for the dark
energy equation of state, we adopt a new nonparametric
approach, the GP, to reconstruct it.

A. Simulate the gravitational wave detections

Following [20], the NS mass distribution is chosen to
be uniform in the interval [1,2] M⊙; here M⊙ is the so-
lar mass. The black hole mass is chosen to be uniform
between [3,10] M⊙. Note that the chirp mass of a black
hole in the first detection of a GW by LIGO is found to
be a higher value of about 30 M⊙. In fact a lager mass
can improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the GW
detection and lead to smaller errors of the distance mea-
surements [see Eq. (9)]. In this paper, we still assume
a conservative distribution of black hole mass given by
[28]. The ratio between BHNS and BNS events is taken
to be 0.03, as predicted for the Advanced LIGO-Virgo
network [29]. The redshift distribution of the sources as
observed on Earth takes the form [16]

P (z) ∝ 4πd2C(z)R(z)

H(z)(1 + z)
, (10)

where dC is the comoving distance, which is defined as
dC(z) ≡

∫ z
0 1/H(z′)dz′, and R(z) describes the time evo-

lution of the burst rate and takes the form [30, 31]

R(z) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

1 + 2z, z ≤ 1
3
4 (5− z), 1 < z < 5

0, z ≥ 5.

(11)

Since it is expected that SGRBs are strongly beamed [32–
34], a coincident observation of the SGRB implies that
the binary was orientated nearly face on, i.e., ι ≈ 0. In
fact the maximal inclination is about ι = 20◦; however,
averaging the Fisher matrix over the inclination ι and
the polarization ψ with the constraint ι < 20◦ is approx-
imately the same as taking ι = 0 [20]. Therefore, when
we simulate the GW source we can take ι = 0 and the
Fourier amplitude A in Eq. (9) will not then depend on
the polarization angle ψ.
The performance of a GW detector is characterized by

the one-side noise power spectral density Sh(f) (PSD).
We take the noise PSD of the ET to be the same as
in [16]. The combined (SNR) for the network of three
independent interferometers is then

ρ =

√

√

√

√

3
∑

i=1

(ρ(i))2, (12)

where ρ(i) =
√

〈

H(i),H(i)
〉

; the inner product is defined
as

⟨a, b⟩ = 4

∫ fupper

flower

ã(f)b̃∗(f) + ã∗(f)b̃(f)

2

df

Sh(f)
, (13)

where ã(f) and b̃(f) are the Fourier transforms of the
functions a(t) and b(t). The upper cutoff frequency is
dictated by the last stable orbit, fupper = 2fLSO, where
fLSO = 1/(63/22πMobs) is the orbit frequency at the last
stable orbit, and Mobs = (1+z)Mphys is the observed to-
tal mass [16]. We also take the lower cutoff frequency
flower = 1 Hz. In line with the SNR threshold cur-
rently used at LIGO/Virgo analysis, a GW detection is
claimed only when the three ET interferometers have a
network SNR of ρnet > 8.0. Since we ignore the spin
of the BH, the BNS or BHNS systems can be character-
ized by nine parameters [20]. With the assumption of
associated SGRBs, the location of the GW source can be
pinpointed by observation of its EM counterpart. Fur-
thermore, Ref. [35] showed that the mass parameters can
be accurately inferred and do not have considerable cor-
relations with other parameters. Thus in the amplitude
Eq. (9), we are left with the set of parameters {ι,ψ, dL}.
Using the Fisher information matrix, we can estimate the
instrumental error on the measurement of the luminosity
distance. Suppose that the error on dL is uncorrelated
with the errors on the remaining GW parameters; we can
find that [16, 20]

σinst
dL

≃

√

〈

∂H
∂dL

,
∂H
∂dL

〉−1

. (14)

AsH ∝ d−1
L , we can get σinst

dL
≃ dL/ρ, where ρ is the com-

bined SNR of the ET. Note here that though we have set
ι ≃ 0 when we simulate the GW source, this is an ideal
situation. When we estimate the practical uncertainty of
the measurement of dL, we should take into account the
inclination. To account for the correlation between dL
and ι, we note that the maximal effect of the inclination
on the SNR is a factor of 2 (between ι = 0◦ and ι = 90◦).
To give an estimation of the ability of constraining cos-
mological parameters using the GW standard siren at
least, we double the estimate of the error on the lumi-
nosity distance [20]

σinst
dL

≃ 2dL
ρ

. (15)

Furthermore, the luminosity distance is also affected by
an additional error σlens

dL
due to the weak lensing. As

in [14, 16], we assume σlens
dL

/dL = 0.05z. Thus, the total
uncertainty on the measurement of dL is taken to be

σdL
=

√

(σinst
dL

)2 + (σlens
dL

)2

=

√

(

2dL
ρ

)2

+ (0.05zdL)2. (16)

As the current errors of spectroscopic redshift determi-
nation are negligible compared to the errors in the lumi-
nosity distance, we can ignore the errors of the redshift
measurement by means of the EM observations. Thus,

• NS mass distribution uniform in interval 

• BH mass distribution uniform in interval 
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energy equation of state, we adopt a new nonparametric
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be a higher value of about 30 M⊙. In fact a lager mass
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surements [see Eq. (9)]. In this paper, we still assume
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[28]. The ratio between BHNS and BNS events is taken
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Since it is expected that SGRBs are strongly beamed [32–
34], a coincident observation of the SGRB implies that
the binary was orientated nearly face on, i.e., ι ≈ 0. In
fact the maximal inclination is about ι = 20◦; however,
averaging the Fisher matrix over the inclination ι and
the polarization ψ with the constraint ι < 20◦ is approx-
imately the same as taking ι = 0 [20]. Therefore, when
we simulate the GW source we can take ι = 0 and the
Fourier amplitude A in Eq. (9) will not then depend on
the polarization angle ψ.
The performance of a GW detector is characterized by
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where ã(f) and b̃(f) are the Fourier transforms of the
functions a(t) and b(t). The upper cutoff frequency is
dictated by the last stable orbit, fupper = 2fLSO, where
fLSO = 1/(63/22πMobs) is the orbit frequency at the last
stable orbit, and Mobs = (1+z)Mphys is the observed to-
tal mass [16]. We also take the lower cutoff frequency
flower = 1 Hz. In line with the SNR threshold cur-
rently used at LIGO/Virgo analysis, a GW detection is
claimed only when the three ET interferometers have a
network SNR of ρnet > 8.0. Since we ignore the spin
of the BH, the BNS or BHNS systems can be character-
ized by nine parameters [20]. With the assumption of
associated SGRBs, the location of the GW source can be
pinpointed by observation of its EM counterpart. Fur-
thermore, Ref. [35] showed that the mass parameters can
be accurately inferred and do not have considerable cor-
relations with other parameters. Thus in the amplitude
Eq. (9), we are left with the set of parameters {ι,ψ, dL}.
Using the Fisher information matrix, we can estimate the
instrumental error on the measurement of the luminosity
distance. Suppose that the error on dL is uncorrelated
with the errors on the remaining GW parameters; we can
find that [16, 20]
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AsH ∝ d−1
L , we can get σinst

dL
≃ dL/ρ, where ρ is the com-

bined SNR of the ET. Note here that though we have set
ι ≃ 0 when we simulate the GW source, this is an ideal
situation. When we estimate the practical uncertainty of
the measurement of dL, we should take into account the
inclination. To account for the correlation between dL
and ι, we note that the maximal effect of the inclination
on the SNR is a factor of 2 (between ι = 0◦ and ι = 90◦).
To give an estimation of the ability of constraining cos-
mological parameters using the GW standard siren at
least, we double the estimate of the error on the lumi-
nosity distance [20]

σinst
dL

≃ 2dL
ρ

. (15)

Furthermore, the luminosity distance is also affected by
an additional error σlens

dL
due to the weak lensing. As

in [14, 16], we assume σlens
dL

/dL = 0.05z. Thus, the total
uncertainty on the measurement of dL is taken to be

σdL
=
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(σinst
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)2 + (σlens
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=
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As the current errors of spectroscopic redshift determi-
nation are negligible compared to the errors in the lumi-
nosity distance, we can ignore the errors of the redshift
measurement by means of the EM observations. Thus,

Predictions more optimistic, as include also NS-BH population  
(i) these can also emit a counterpart => more events 
(ii) louder signals
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CONSTRAINTS: simulated population of BNS and BH-NS  
with EM counterparts in ET: 
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FIG. 2: Sixty-eight percent confidence level (C.L.) (red line) and the best fit (red dot) for H0 (left) and Ωm (right) for a
variable number of GW events with EM counterpart. The fiducial model is shown as the dashed line. For a comparison, the
blue shaded area is the 68% C.L. constrained by the Planck temperature data combined with Planck lensing in the current
Planck 2015 results.

function f(z) is also a Gaussian distribution with a mean
value and Gaussian error. The functions at different
points z and z̃ are related by a covariance function k(z, z̃),
which only depends on a set of hyperparameters ℓ and
σf . Here ℓ gives a measure of the coherence length of the
correlation in the x-direction and σf denotes the overall
amplitude of the correlation in the y-direction. Both of
them are optimized by the GP with the observed data
set. In contrast to actual parameters, the GP does not
specify the form of the reconstructed function. Instead
it characterizes the typical changes of the function.
The different choices of the covariance function may

affect the reconstruction to some extent. The covari-
ance function usually takes the squared exponential form
as [23]

k(z, z̃) = σf
2 exp

!

− (z − z̃)

2ℓ2

"

. (18)

But it is not always a suitable choice. Here we take the
Matérn (ν = 9/2) covariance function

k(z, z̃) = σf
2 exp

#

−3 |z − z̃|
ℓ

$

×
%

1 +
3 |z − z̃|

ℓ
+

27(z − z̃)2

7ℓ2

+
18|z − z̃|3

7ℓ3
+

27(z − z̃)4

35ℓ4

&

, (19)

according to the analysis made in [36], where they con-
sidered various assumed models and many realizations of
mock data sets for a test and concluded that the Matérn
(ν = 9/2) covariance function can lead to more reliable
results than all others when applying GP to reconstruc-
tions using D measurements. The detailed analysis and
description of the GP method can be found in [23, 36],
where the authors studied the use of the GP method to
reconstruct dark energy dynamics from supernovae data.
Some of the GP’s applications can also be found in [37]
and in our previous works [38–40].

Using Eq. (4), we transform the reconstruction of dis-
tance D(z) and its derivatives to obtain the constraint of
w(z) for the cases with different numbers of GW events.
We compare our results with Planck 2015. The results
are shown in Fig. 3 for the cases with N = 700, 800, 900,
and 1000, respectively. Since we use only the {z, dL}
data sets to reconstruct the equation of state w(z) which
is dependent on z, while we compare it with the constant
w constrained by Planck data combined with type-Ia su-
pernovae, the reconstructed errors of w(z) in our results
are of course larger than the errors in the Planck results
with a constant w in the high-z region. However, as
shown in Fig. 3, we can see that 700 GW events can give
the same constraint accuracy to w(z) as Planck in the
low redshift region. Thus, the GWs can be an alterna-
tive source to study the dynamics of the dark energy. It
can be expected that with a better data analysis method,
combining the GWs with the traditional EM data, the
cosmological parameters can be constrained more pre-
cisely.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, we studied the gravitational wave as
the standard siren to constrain the cosmological param-
eters. Gravitational waves from coalescing binaries di-
rectly encode the luminosity distance. The redshift z
of the sources can be determined with great accuracy
through the electromagnetic counterparts. The candi-
date electromagnetic signal is the short γ-ray burst that
is supposed to be the aftermath of the binary system
with at least one neutron star. We used the ET design
to study the constraint ability on the cosmological pa-
rameters by simulating binary systems of NS NS and NS
BH that have an accompanying EM signal. We estimated
the instrumental error on the luminosity distance by us-
ing the Fisher matrix approach. We also added the weak

with ~600 events get an accuracy on H0 comparable to Planck



Conclusion and outlook
• Different ways to extract information on H0 and dark energy using GW measurements.  
Direct EM counterparts, galaxy catalogues, and/or through BBH, BNS populations.  
Cosmology hand in hand with astrophysics

• In near future: expect important impact on measurements of cosmological parameters, certainly 
resolving the Hubble tension

• Number of effects to consider: overlapping sources and parameter estimation; higher order 
modes; precessing spins; waveform accuracy ? etc

• Other methods: redshift from tidal deformation and post-merger signal [Messenger et al]

– if a NS mergers with a compact object and is tidally deformed, extra phase in waveform which  
depends on the source mass through the tidal deformation parameter. Provided an equation 
of state is know, and if the tidal deformation parameters are accurately measured -> source mass
and hence z. (Prediction, in Lambda CDM of inference on H0 of ~7% with O(10000) events) 

• GWs can also constrain modified gravity theories, particularly those in which the propagation of GWs 
is affected. 
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which is the wave equation of a GW propagating with a
modified dispersion relation in the FRLW universe. We
can solve it using the WKB approximation following [35,
37], and obtain [38]

h(⌘, k) = h
GR

(⌘
s

, k)C(⌘, ⌘
s

, k). (22)

where h
GR

(⌘
s

, k) is the solution in GR at the source at
comoving distance r

com

, and C can be interpreted as the
transfer function from the source to the detector for each
GW mode k . In terms of conformal time and detected
GW frequency f

d

(recall from Eq. (13) that k ' 2⇡f
d

/c)
it is given by

C(⌘, ⌘
s

, k) =
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)
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⇥

exp[2⇡i(f
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/c)

Z
⌘
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/a)d⌘0]

⌘ |C(⌘, ⌘
s

, f
d

)|ei (⌘,⌘s,fd). (23)

The modulus of C will contribute to the GW amplitude,
that is to a modification of the luminosity distance. Its
phase  (⌘, ⌘

s

, f
d

) leads to time delays and phase shifts,
as we now discuss.

A. Observables

1. Luminosity distance

The first estimator that we define arises from the mod-
ulus of the transfer function. In GR, the amplitude of the
GW scales as the comoving distance of the source. From
Eq. (23), in modified gravity, the GW amplitude at the
detector is is now given by

dGW(⌘
d

, f
d

) = r
com

ã(⌘
d

)

ã(⌘
s

)


c
T

(⌘
d

, f
d

/a(⌘
d

))

c
T

(⌘
s

, f
d

/a(⌘
s

))

�
1/2

. (24)

Since the results on GW dispersion relations are very
tight |c � c

T

| < 10�15 [25, 26], and measured errors on
dGW are typically of at least a few percent, usually the
e↵ect of c

T

on the distance is negligible. This is also
consistent with the assumption in Eq. (11). The term
ã encodes the deviations in the GW friction and from
Eq. (20), using redshift instead of conformal time, we
obtain

ã(z) = a(z)exp


�
Z

z

0

↵
M

(z)

1 + z
dz

�
, (25)

where we have assumed that a(0) = ã(0) = 1. In terms of
the standard luminosity distance d

EM

(z) = r
com

/a(⌘
s

) =
r
com

(1 + z), we find that the GW luminosity distance in
modified gravity is given by

dGW(z) = d
EM

(z)exp

Z
z

0

↵
M

(z)

1 + z
dz

�
. (26)

This equation is consistent with previous works [40–43],
which have shown the potential of the modified lumi-
nosity distance to be a good marker for testing possible
deviations from GR on cosmological scales.
We now deviate from these references and use Eq. (26)

to bound the parameter ↵
M

(z) such that the GW lu-
minosity distance is a monotonically increasing function
of the redshift. This condition is physically motivated,
since if it were not satisfied one would detect an infinite
number of GWs sources at higher redshifts. In order to
avoid this unphysical case, ↵

M

must satisfy

↵
M

(z) � � (1 + z)

E(z)

Z
z

0

dz0

E(z)

��1

� 1, (27)

where

E(z) =
p
⌦

M

(1 + z)3 + ⌦
⇤

. (28)

Since the right hand side of Eq. (27) is negative it fol-
lows that any positive values of ↵

M

(corresponding to a
further GW), will satisfy this condition. Of course this
is not valid for negative values of ↵

M

(GW might ap-
pear closer.) Fig. 2 shows the allowed values for GW
friction parameter ↵

M

computed with Planck values of
⌦

M

= 0.308 [3] and ⌦
⇤

= 1 � ⌦
M

. Since at lower red-
shifts the ↵

M

contribution to the GW luminosity dis-
tance is small, this term is allowed to take very large
values. However at higher redshifts, ↵

M

must be con-
strained to smaller values in order to satisfy the condition
in Eq. (27).

FIG. 2. The shaded area of on the plot shows the allowed
value for the parameter ↵M with respect to the redshift. Any
functional form of ↵M in the shaded area, will result in a
monothonically increasing GW luminosity distance.

2. Time delay

We now compute the time delay at the detector be-
tween two monochromatic GWs which were emitted at
di↵erent times from the source at fixed comoving dis-
tance r

com

, see Fig. 1. Consider a GW emitted at ⌘A
s

and received at ⌘A
d

, with detected frequency f
d,A

. From


